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WKU regents give 
football . program ' 
a chance to live 
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY, Staff Writer 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky University's 
board of regents voted yesterday t~ let the school's footb_all 
program continue - if the athletic department can raise 
enough private money to keep it going. 
They also adopted a plan proposed on April 13 by a budget 
committee to deal with a $6.l million shortfall. 
But for a while, it didn't look as if anything would be re-
solved yesterday. . 
Regents Chairman Joe Iracane of Owensboro brought man 
llth-liour proposal for foot• 
ball, different from the pro- ■ Western football coach 
posal he made Wednesday Jack Harbaugh was shaken 
afternoon to eliminate West- ... but happy. Page D 1. 
em's athletic director's office. 
And Regent Bob Chambless of Munfordville, who attempted 
last night to conduct his own personal review of so_me of the 
school's financial records, asked for an 11-day meeting recess 
so he could complete his review. 
In the end, however, the board voted 6-4 to adopt the plan 
proposed by Western President Thomas Meredith and a com-
mittee of 11 other administrators and professors. 
The only difference was the football program - the budget 
committee had recommended suspending it. The regents let it 
continue, but given Meredith's stipulation of a S765,000 foot-
ball season, and given that Western will contribute $450,000 
toward the program, athletic director Lou Marciani and his 
WKU'S BUDGET PROBLEMS 
THE PROBLEM 
■ S!a.te funding cut . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.4 miltton 
■ R1s1~g c<;>sts ... _ .. . . _. . . . . . . . . . . . $996,400 
■ Desired instructional improvements $501, ioo 
THE SOLUTIONS 
RAJSE TUITION AND FEES 
Per semester Old New 
Tuition (In-state) $650 $670 
Tuition (Out-of-state) * 1,950 2,011 
Fees (full-time students) 70 1 02 
Housing $495-51 O $555-680 
• Tuition for some Indiana and Tennessee residents is in-
state tuition plus $200. 
OTHER PROVISIONS 
■ Football y.iill continue if enough private .. -
money raised. ., 
■ Faculty will ~etum to full-time teaching with 
some exceptions for research. 
■ 16 non-academic spending areas will move 
towards self-sufficiency. 
■ 51 positions will be eliminated (26 are 
already vacant). 
■ Seven offices or services eliminated. 
■ Library will shift about $126,000 from 
personnel to acquisitions. 
staff will have to raise $315,000 in 
the next few months. The football 
program bad a budget of $920,949 
for the 1991 season. 
The university's contribution rep-
resents what it would have had to 
pay for football next year anyway, 
even if the program was killed, be-
cause of various contractual obliga-
tions. 
The athletic department will try to 
raise the rest by selling more season 
tickets and memberships to the Hill-
topper Athletic Foundation, game 
guarantees, concessions and corpo-
rate sponsorships. 
If they can't do it, ''we'll cross 
that bridge when we come to it," 
Meredith said yesterday after the 
meeting. 
Surprisingly, lracane turned out 
to be the swing vote on the IO-mem-
ber board, even though two weeks 
earlier he had declared himself "a 
long way from satisfied" with the 
proposed budget cuts, and even 
though he was pushing a last-min-
ute proposal to up Westem's contri-
bution to football by nearly $67,000, 
using contingency fund money. 
Also, lracane was one of the 
members who agreed to Chambless' 
proposed meeting recess. The pro• 
posal failed because of a 5-5 dead-
lock. 
After the meeting, lracane said he 
decided to vote in favor of the ad-
ministration's budget-cutting pro-
posal because he didn't want to 
"sacrifice 80 percent (of the budget) 
for 20 percent" of it. Also, the re-
gents can further amend Westem's 
budget later, he said. 
"I'm not finished," lracane said. 
"I think there is ample time for us 
to react" to any new financial infor-
mation that might arise - such as a 
pending report on a special finan-
cial review of some university 
spending accounts. 
lracane also said he wasn't satis-
fied with the responses Meredith 
and the campus budget committee 
provided to a series of four alterna-
tive proposals he made Wednesday. 
Those proposals included making 
the College Heights Herald, the stu-
dent newspaper, pay its own way by 
adding subscription fees; adding 
general athletics responsibilities to 
Westem's coaches and eliminating 
the athletic director's office; taking 
more money from Western's reserve 
fund to balance the cuts; and con-
solidating Westem's offices of 
alumni affairs, development and 
1 university relations. 
The budget committee rejected 
lracane's proposals for various rea-





dents one more 
fee, for the stu• 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
dent newspaper, 
was unappeal-
ing, he said. The 
athletic direc-








\ within its budget 
and complied 
with NCAA regu-
lations. It was 
too risky to as-
sume that West-
ern could replen-
ish its reserve 
fund with year-
end surpluses 
over the next 
few years. And 
Meredith said he 
needed more 
time to complete 1 
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:Wes.tern Kentucky football gets ·a reprieve, and a smaller budget 
I • • • 
)• ' 
ByJIM~ 
~~ Writer :. 
• 1' • '. 
; J;IOWIJNG GREEN, Ky. - Jack ,Har-
baugh was a shaken man. He was a con-
cerned man. But the Western Kentucky 
Unlvetsity football coach also was a ·happy 
man yesterday. . : · 
He will have a fourth WKU team to oper-
afe after all. By the slimmest of- margins -
ii. 6-4 vi>le of Ifie Board of Regents, with 
cliairman Joe Iracane casting the swing bal· 
I ' 
lot - the board accepted a budget commit- NCAA Division l·M schools with six full-
tee proposal including President Thomas C. time assistants and one I-A opponent with 
Meredith's recommendation that football be nine.. · 
continued for the 1992-93 school year. "fm reallY tom," Harbaugh said later. 
•... .,, 
at a 30-to-l player-to-coach ratio. We've got lege faces for '92-93. Meredith then came· .. ::,. 
a lot of work to do to rearrange some of the up with the alternative plan. :,,,c, 
money. We want the players to have the Harbaugh and athletics director Lou Mar,.•s<'. 
chance to be safe, healthy, well-coached ciani are due to start hunting solutions b8'i'. 
But it accepted the lesser of two propos- "I'm thrilled we're going to play. It's like 
als, meaning football will have to exist un- fourth-and-one on the one-yard-line . and 
der a budget of $765,000 instead · of we've managed to sneak i11to the end zone, 
$861,909. · . and now I'm looking around it see _if there 
and have a chance to compete." ginning Monday. The university will pro-
And if you can't get the program properly vide $450,000 of the $765,000" already allo-
staffed? cated to scholarships and salaries.-
"I would not put a team on the field," he Athletics must find the "rest by selling 
said. · 5,000 season f!ckets, $60,000 in member~ The larger amount would have left Har- are any flags on the field. 
baugh with five full-time and two part-time "But I'm very concerned. These kids must 
assistants. He now will have three full-time be protected from injury by being taught 
aides ari~ no part-timers, compelillg against proper techniques. Right no": we're looking 
WKU's budget committee recommended 
dropping football as one way to help solve 
the $6.I million shortfall in funds the col-
. . .. 
Western football gets a reprieve 
Continued from Page D I 
ships to the Hilltopper Athletic 
Foundation, game guarantees, con-
cessions revenue and corporate 
sponsorships. 
Marcianl said 750 season tickets 
worth $25,000 have been sold (1,477 
total were bought for 1991). Founda-
tion director Gary West said he 
won't know how his group is doing 
for s.everal months, but that "the 
phone has been ringing off the 
hook." . 
The schedule, which has been on 
hold will probably include nine 
gam~s. four at home. It won't be ~-
nalized until next week at the earli-
est. The Hilltoppers figure to visit 
Southwestern Louisiana, a 1-A foe, 
for an $85,000 guarantee, and open 
with Eastern Kentucky at home. 
"The faculty in general has been 
very positive but there's a small 
core of people that hates football," 
Harbaugh said. "Now, with this 
budget cut; many more are just an-
gry. Angry at everything, and I un-
derstand that. I live in a neighbor-
hood of professors. I sneak out at 
dusk to get my pa~er so I don't h~>'e 
a confrontation with the econo1D1ds 
guy on one side and the govemme* 
guy on the other." ; . 
Has recruiting suffered? . : 
"Devastating," Harbaugh sal~. 
''You'd have to send recruiters to . 
Australia to get far enough away 
that no one's heard about Western 
Kentucky. : 
"We've been sitting here bleeding 
to death like a wounded animal, 
waiting to crawl off to an isolated 
place to die, but now there's a crac)t 
in the door." : 




i . ',The:-_ foundation bas .-:pleoged 
$60,000' tg th.e fopt~l-p"rQgr;im. 
~ . - . 
.. • , Meredith said ~t ie;~·i:owd i~ 
vote tO give the, football program '''.· 
more money)ater,·:'~ilt'!liat,he and'· 
the budget coinniittee would_ not 
recommend that · · · · ·, 
The school would have had to 
By BIii Estep spend' $450,000 on football ih tlie 
0
South-<:entral Kentucky bureau 1992-93 school year year -
. BOWLING GREEN - The Hill- $437,976 less than in the current 
,topper football team apparently will school year - to cover salaries 
charge onto the field this fall as it scholarships and contracts even if 
has in 73 past seasons, but it might the team did not play. 
have to scale back' someday. Faculty members have com-
Regents at Western Kentucky plained that high spending on foot-
University yesterday approved a ball has come at the expense of 
budget plan !hat includes $450,000 academics. 
for footbali which a budget com- Meredith said there is a "very 
..piittee had recommended scrapping strong possibility" Western will 
, oecause it is costly. have to scale back its .football 
: Athletics program in the. future. Other 
· Direct.or_ Lou_· ■ W.ester:n's schools that play in Division I-AA 
Mar of the NCAA are faced with the 
c,am esti- regents same problem, he said. 
mated the team approve Student Regent Heather Falm-r:a;1a~90~ new class !en said she would like to see all the 
school has cov- require- school's ·athletic teams rejoin the 
ered the team's ments. · 1 Ohio Valley Conference. That 
budget in the Page A6. would mean iower costs for football 
past but under because of less travel and would 
the new plan, the program will have increase student support; she said. 
to raise the rest of the money on its The cut in football money came 
own from season-ticket sales con- as part of a plan to adjust for $6.1 
cessions, game payments and cor- million lost to state budget cuts and 
porate sponsorships. 
Marciani said . he is confident 
the plan will succeed. 
"There's no question that we're 
playing football in 1992," he said. 
"We will be on the field Sept. 5, 
1992, against Eastern Kentucky 
University." 
In response to the regents' ac-
tion, the Faculty Senate reaffirmed 
its desire that Wes tern kill off the 
football program after paying legal 
obligations such as contracts. 
The Senate, an advisory panel, 
approved a motion saying it was 
1 
higher costs. The final budget has 
1 
not been approved. 
The plan· approved yesterday: 
• Raises the student-health fee 
from $2.50 to $24.50 for full-time 
students, even those at Western's 
extended campuses in Glasgow and 
Owensboro, where there are no 
health services. 
• Eliminates 51 jobs, increases 
the workload for administrators 
and teachers and cuts spending in 
numerous areas. 
The budget includes increased 
spending for some areas however 
including instructional ~uipment'. · 
(eacher education and some salary 
increases. 
· distressed by the regents' recom-
mendation to continue financial 
support for football. The Senate 
objected to anything that could be 
seen as a continuing endorsement 
of football and that could lead to 
further major spending in the fu-
ture. · LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., FRIDAY, MAY 1, 1992 
If the Athletics Department 
does not raise enough money, the· 
program will have to cut costs even 
more, President Thomas Meredith 
said. 
Some regents expressed concern 
yesterday about the possibility of 
having to make those cuts in mid-
season. Meredith, however, said he 
thinks the school will know before 
the season starts how much private 
money it has and, therefore, what • 
kind of schedule to set up. 
Marciani said he is pleased with 
the fund-raising effort. The school 
has sold ·750 season tickets since 
the drive started last week, many of 
them to new ticketholders, he said. 
The goal is to sell 5,000 season 
tickets to raise $150,000. The school 
sold 1,400 season tickets last year. 
Gary West, director of the Hill-
topper Athletic Foundation, said a 
number of new people had joined 
the foundation in r15ponse to the 
plea for private money for football. 
He could not provide a number, but 
said fund raising seemed to be 
ahead of last year's pace. 
Faculty approval of Meredithrises 
South-central Kentucky bureau 
BOWLING GREEN - Faculty 
approval of Western Kentucky Uni• 
versity President Thomas Meredith 
improved dramatically in a survey 
released yesterday. 
The percentage of faculty mem-
bers who said Meredith was doing 
a very good job rose from 5 percent 
last year to 35 percent Overall, the 
percentage of teachers who rated 
Meredith's performance very good, 
good or acceptable rose to 84 per-
cent from 56 percent. 
History professor Rich Weigel 
attributed the increase in large part 
to a recommendation by a school 
budget committee that Western re-
duce funding for football. Meredith 
was on the committee. 
Teachers at Western have com-
plained for years that the school 
was spending too much on football. 
Other findings of the non-scien-
-tific survey included greater · ap-
proval of university. spending prior-
ities but lower faculty morale and 
some dissatisfaction with merit-
based pay raises and avenues for 
faculty input in decisions. 
Bj G. SAM PIATT' 
OFT.HE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
LLOYD - An Ohio school 
superintendent has agreed to 
accept the superintendency of 
Greenup County schools. 
Dinzle Brown, 45, · of Old 
Washington, agreed Wednes- . 
day evening to accept the con-
tract offered Monday by the 
county board of education, 
board Chainnan'Danny·Craft 
said.· 
Craft said Brown plans to 
visit the , district Saturday · to 
sign a four-year contract. 
, He · will be · paid $65,000 a 
'year · a · substantial raise from 
·the $48,000 a year he is now 
making · as superintendent of 
East Guernsey local schools. 
The board voted 5-0 Monday 
to offer Brom the contract. 
He had asked- for several days 
to consider it. 
Brown was one of five final-
ists selected by a local screen-
ing committee and submitted . 
to the board. 
He was the first of the five 
to visit the district and be in-
terviewed by the board. 
Brown will take office July 
1, replacing Edward Stephens, 
who is retiring when his con-
tract expires June 30. 
Brown, who has a doctorate 
from Miami University in 
Ohio, earned bachelor's and 
· master's degrees from More-
head State University. 
All of his education career 
has been in Ohio. He began as 
a teacher and coach in Mid-
dletown public schools. He is 
the first non-Greenup Coun-
tian ever named to the post. 
Teachers and administrators 
in the district have had little 
opportunity to talk to Brown. 
Each candidate took a one-
day, whirlwind tour of the 10 
schools. 
"I don't know Dr. Brown 
well enough to have gained a 
first impression," said Mary 
Sue Click, president of the 
Greenup County Teachers 
The Daily Independent. Ashland, Kentucky Thursday. April 30, 1992 
Attorney Sam F. Kibbey 
:mes after heart attack 
: ASHLAND - Sam Fred 
Kibbey, 66, Ashland attorney, 
formerly of Grayson, died 
Wednesday at his home fol-








ber of the 
northeastern 
Kentucky bar, , 
practicing 
mainly at Catlettsburg and 
~rayson. 
: Mr. Kibbey was born Sept. 5, 
l925, in Grayson, a son of the 
late Delbert and Susie Robin-
son Kibbey. His wife, Edith 
Thomas Kibbey, preceded him 
in death. 
: He was a graduate of Prich-
ard High School, Georgetown 
College and the University of 
Kentucky School of Law. 
· He was a two-term Carter 
County attorney, a former U.S. 
Assistant District Attorney in 
Lexington and former staff at-
torney for Ashland Oil. He 
was former chairman of the 
board of directors for the 
Ramey Home, a former mem-
ber nf the Morehead State 
University Board of Regents, 
and was an Army veteran of 
World War II. 
He was a member of the 
Elks, Veterans of Foreign 
Wars, Disabled American 
Veterans, and American 
Legion. 
He took part as an actor and 
playwright in amateur theater 
productions and produced 
annual Christmas books or 
tapes that focused on tradi-
tions and trends in eastern 
Kentucky. 
Surviving are his fiance, 
June Vonderheide of Cat-
lettsburg; three daughters, 
Kathy Cushman of Baltimore, 
Md., Carol Doyle of Oak Ridge, 
Tenn., and Connie Kibbey of 
Morehead; and a brother, Jack 
R. Kibbey of Vanceburg. 
The funeral will be con-
ducted at 2 p.m. Saturday at 
the First Baptist Church in 
Grayson. Burial will be in the 
East Carter County Memory 
Gardens. · 
Friends may call from 5 to 9 
p.m. Friday and from 9 a.m. to 
12:30 p.m. Saturday at the Ma-
lone Funeral Home in Gray-
son, and one hour before the 
service Saturday at the 
church. 
Association. "But he seemed 
knowledgeable of the way a 
system should operate. I know 
that we as teachers will be 
willing to work with him in 
any way we can." 
In an earli~r interview, 
Brown pledged to work closely 
with faculty, a'dministrators 
and parents to devise a plan to 
move the district ahead. . 
John Reed, assistant prin-
cipal at Greenup County High 
School and one of,57 people to 
apply for the job, said he was 
impressed with Brown .from 
the start. 
"He seems approachable arid 
willing to work with everyone. 
I think he's what the county 
needs right now," he said. 
Reed said he likes the idea 
of a local screening committee 
picking finalists. 
The high school is advertis-
ing statewide for a principal 
to replace Don Liles, who is 
retiring. 
"Mr. Stephens is to submit 
applicants to our site-based 
council, which will make the 
decision. It's a good process," 
said Reed, adding that he was 
not interested in the princi-
palship. 
Stephens, who is being paid 
slightly more than $60,000 in 
his last year of a four-year 
contract, said he did not envy 
Brown his job. 
., 
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Pennsylvania volunteers to ~ve 
Sue Bennett College a face lift 
By KIRSTEN HAUKEBO 
Staff Writer 
A Pennsylvania group that has 
worked with the poor and home-
less around the country will tum 
its attention this summer to Sue 
Bennett College in London, Ky. 
The 70 teen-agers and adults 
from First United Methodist 
Church in Chambersburg, Pa., 
have volunteered to paint and re-
pair buildings at the small United 
Methodist-affiliated college. A 
New Jersey church group also 
may come, said Joyce Alford, di-
rector of church relations at Sue 
Bennett. 
Such ''work camps" are com-
mon within the United Methodist 
ministries, but volunteers rarely 
go to colleges, Alford said. More 
often, they build homes for the 
homeless or work in such places 
as a United Methodist Navajo 
school in New Mexico. 
But Sue Bennett operates on a 
shoestring budget, and "it takes 
help from all over the United 
States to keep this place. really 
looking good," Alford said. 
The college"s financial troubles 
nearly caused it to lose its status 
as a private institution. The 
school's board of trustees voted-in 
late 1990 to merge with the Uni-
versity of Kentucky's community 
college system. However, the plan 
was later rejected by the United 
Methodist Church, which owns 
the buildings and grounds. 
Both the women's and men's 
dormitories need repainting and 
some woodwork must be re-
paired, said Ramona Lainhart, 
Sue Bennett's vice president for 
institutional advancement. 
Other pressing needs include 
more curtains or blinds for the 
women's dormitories and upkeep 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., SUNDAY, MAY 3, 1992 
of the grounds. 
'The volunteers will stay in dor-
mitories during their weeklong 
visit, which will begin July 25. 
Only a handful of the college's ap-
proximately 350 full-lime students 
take classes during the summer. 
The arrangement could benefit 
the college in more ways than 
one, Lainhart said. Not only are 
repairs done for free, but one or 
two of the young volunteers might 
decide they'd like to attend Sue 
Bennett. And a closer relationship 
with a church might help draw 
new funding, Alford said. 
John Marlin, work-camp coor-
dinator for the Pennsylvania 
church, said this will be the third 
lime the volunteers have come to 
Kentucky. The group has pre-
viously helped build and repair 
homes for poor people in Harlan 
County. 
( 
Work-camp_ group will help 
with fix-up at Sue Bennett 
The Sunday lndepen_dent, Ashland, Kentucky May 3. 1992 
Associated Press 
LONDON - Sue Bennett Col-
lege, which nearly lost its status as 
a private institution because of 
financial problems, will get a help-
ing hand this summer from a Penn-
sylvania group. 
Seventy teen-agers and adults 
have volunteered to paint and re-
pair buildings at the small United 
Methodist-affiliated college in Lon-
don. 
The group from First. United 
Methodist Church in Chambers-
burg, Pa., has worked with the poor 
and homeless around the nation. 
John Martin, work-camp coordi-
nator for the Pennsylvania church, 
said this will be the third time the 
volunteers have come to Kentucky. 
The group has previously helped 
build and repair homes for people 
in poverty in Harlan County. 
A New Jersey group might also 
help with the work at Sue Bennett, 
said Joyce Alford, director of church 
relations at the college. 
Such work camps are common 
within the United Methodist minis-
tries, but volunteers rarely go to 
colleges, Alford said. More often, 
they build homes for the homeless 
or work in such places as a United 
Methodist .Navajo school in New 
Mexico. 
But Sue Bennett operates on a 
shoestring budget, and "it takes 
help from all over the United States 
to keep this place really looking 
good," Alford said. 
. The school's board of trustees 
voted in late 1990 to merge with the 
University cif Kentucky's communi-
ty college system. But the plan was 
later rejected by the United Method-
ist Church, which owns the build-
ings and grounds. 
Both the women's and men's 
dormitories need repainting, and 
some woodwork must be repaired, 
said Ramona Lainhart, Sue Ben-
nett's vice president for institutional 
advancement. 
The volunteers will stay in dor-
mitories during their weeklong vis-
it, which will begin July 25. · 
The arrangement could benefit 
the college in more ways than one, 
Lainhart said. Not only are repairs 
done for free, but one or two of the 
young volunteers might decide to 
attend Sue Bennett. And a closer 
relationship with a church might 
help draw new funding, Alford 
said. 
College to get help 
from church group 
LONDON (AP) - Sue 
Bennett College, which 
nearly lost its status as a 
private institution because 
of financial problems, will 
get a helping hand this 
summer from a Pennsylva-
nia group. 
Seventy teen-agers and 
adults have volunteered to 
paint and repair buildings 
at the small United Meth-
odist-affiliated college in 
London. 
The group from First 
United Methodist Church in 
Chambersburg, Pa., has 
worked with the poor and 
homeless around the 
country. 
John Martin, work-camp 
coordinator for the Penn-
sylvania church, said this 
will be the third time the· 
volunteers have come to 
Kentucky. The group has 
previously helped build and 
repair homes for poor peo-
ple in Harlan County. 
A New Jersey group may 
also help with the work at 
Sue Bennett. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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· . · MOREHEAD1-'aTlie furor . . . • 
. ' . . ■ tt I over the.Rodney_.King for BB-gun smp« a I a rm at a. cq u I a s verdict 'spreadtci the. MOREHEAD!:_ A BB-g · '. • Morehead Sfa:te University sniper has bee~ taking ai 
, -. . . campus Thursday. at Morehead State 
By Bob Segall 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
FRANKFORT - The state cap-
ital may be more than 2,000 miles 
from Los Angeles, but students at 
Kentucky State University say the 
verdict in the police beating of 
. black motorist Rodney King has hit 
close to home. 
About 50 KSU students, faculty 
members and administrators gath-
ered for an impromptu meeting at 
the campus flagpoles yesterday af-
ternoon to voice their dissatisfac-
tion and concern about the week's 
events in Los Angeles. 
"Injustice anywhere is injustice 
everywhere," senior Treena. Wright 
said. "That verdict affects us -
especially since we're the future. 
We have a lot to worry about if 
that's the way things are going to 
be." 
Wright, who is majoring in 
social work, said the meeting was 
planned only a few hours before it 
took place when she and other 
students watched a TV interview of 
one of the trial's jury members. 
"The jury's decision in L.A. set 
a precedent: Beat a person down 
and get away with it," said Charles 
Simpson, a junior from Lexington. 
"You have to be-- half:dead; that's 
now the· definition of excessive 
force." 
The jury acquitted each of the 
trial's four defendants, white police 
necessary. 
· But no one who spoke out 
yesterday at KSU, where about 45 
percent of the students are black, 
agreed with the verdict. For some of 
those attending, the verdict gave 
reason to doubt their future plans. 
"I have aspirations to go to law 
school," said Shaun Greene, a junior 
from Detroit. "If I'm to represent 
our judicial system, a decision like 
this makes me think I may want to 
change my mind." 
Arthur Hayden, president of 
KSU's Criminal Justice Club and 
one of the few white students at the 
meeting; said he too was bothered 
by the decision. 
"When the verdict came down I 
was appalled," he said. "Our system 
is one of laws, not one of justice." 
Some students came to the 35-
minute, peaceful meeting holding 
signs with slogans such as "KSU 
asks where is the justice?" and 
"Without vision people perish." 
Others clapped while chanting ''No 
justice, no peace." 
In addition to speaking out 
against the jury's verdict, students 
and faculty. members also voiced 
their disappointment with the wide-
spread violence that has followed 
,the acquittals. 
William Cofield, president of the 
state's NAACP, attended the meet-
ing and -said he wanted students to 
react to the verdict in a responsible 
officers who were videotaped beat- manner. 
ing King. Jury members believed . "To bring about lasting change 
the defense's argument that the it can't be 'done with rioti~g, looting 
force they used to arrest King was and violence," Cofield said. 
A group of about 75 University students. 
students marched on Richard Green, manage 
campus last,night to protest of public safety on campu 
the acquittal of four white said three students have 
Los Angeles po\ice of!icer filed complaints with 
accused of beatmg Kmg, a campus security. 
black motorist. The first formal 
At the same time, an complaint was lodged last 
arson fire brought an alarm Monday when two studen 
in a campus dormitory, hut reported being hit. When 
campus security officers officers made a 
were µnahle to determine if room-to-room search for tl 
it was related to the protest. gun Wednesday, several 
"We can't say one way or other students told them c 
another," said Richard _ being hit. · 
Green, manager of puhhc No one has been seriom 
safety on camJ?US- . injured, hut Green said he 
Morehead Fire Chief worried someone will he. 
Randy, Walker said it • , Green said the shots 
appeared that someone ; ilPParently are being fired 
w~ed_ through Butler ~all, from the upper floors of 
wh~ch 1s under renovation, :Alumni Tower, which has 
trymg to set fires. windows on two sides. 
Firefight~rs fo~d t!1:ee Students standing on ho 
separate pomts of 1gmtlon sides of the dormitory hav 
- a sign Ol;l _a d~or, a P!1Per reported being hit, so the 
hag and ceilmg msulat10n shooter must have access 
on the second floor. ·both sides of the building, 
Walker said only the Green said. 
insulation produced a A similar episode 
signif!.cant blaze. Campus happened last spring in 
security offi~ers !JU! out the Butler Hall, Green said. 
fire with extmgmshers. Police caught the shooters 
The fire was reported -
shortly after 11 p.m., about 
the time students had 
gathered in front of Cooper 
Hall to protest the King 
verdict, Green said. 
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Union College commencement today 
LI:XJNGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., SUNDAY, MAY 3, 1992 
BARBOURVILLE - Union College will have its 113th commence-
ment today. _ 
The speaker will be R9llin Watson, president of Somerset _ 
Community College and a 1964 grad~te o_f Umon. He also earned a 
master's degree in education from Umon m 1965. . . 
Watson will get an honorary doctorate in public administration. 
Bishop William Dew Jr., who will be the _b~c~laureate speaker 
tonight, will receive an honorary doctor of ?1v1mty degree. Dew, a 
1957 graduate of Union was elected to the episcopacy at the Western 
Jurisdictional Cobferen~e of the United Methodist Church in 1988. He 
is assigned to the Portland, Ore., area. 
The commencement will be at 10 a.m. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, SUNDAY, MAY 3, 1992 
220 graduate from Union College 
BARBOURVILLE, Ky. - Union College presented degrees to 
220 graduates yesterday. 
Wallace 
· President Jack C. Phillips presented 
two honorary degrees: to the Rev. Wil-
liam W. Dew Jr., a native of Newport, 
Ky., and bishop of the Portland (Ore.) 
area of the United Methodist Church, 
and to Dr. Rollin J. Watson, president of 
Somerset Community College, who de-
livered the commencement address. Both 
recipients are Union graduates. 
Watson told the graduates that "wis-
dom is vision, and the world needs peo-
ple of vision more than ever." 
Peggy Wallace, the state's new com-
missioner of social services, was award-
ed the distinguished-alumna award. She 
is a 1971 graduate of Union College and 
a Barbourville native. 
Union's Excellence in Teaching Award was shared by,two facul-
ty members: Dr. Thomas McFarland, an associate professo~ of 
music, and Dr. Vernon Miles, an associate orofessor of En~hsh. 
Union College has commencement 
BARBOURVILLE - Union College held its 113th commencement 
yesterday at the Barbourville college. 
Rollin J. Watson, president of Somerset Community College, told 
graduates: "The heart of education is the search for truth, goodness 
and beauty." 
He added, "A liberal arts education prepares one to channel his 
curiosity, to refine his values and to develop discipline ... if one is to 
find order and meaning." 
Honorary degrees were conferred by Union College President Jack 
C. Phillips on Watson and Bishop William W. Dew Jr., a Newport 
native and Bishop of-the Portland area of The United Methodist 
Church. Both are Union College graduates. 
The Distinguished Alumni Award was presented to Peggy 
Wallace, a native of Barbourville. The Excellence in Teaching 
,<\wards went to Thomas McFarlsad and Vernon Miles. 
The Dally Independent, Ashlahd, Kentucky Friday, May 1, 1992 
:s:~lg,lar~hip progr; .Ill gets nati_911al ~xposure 
G~·<.:fa"~t;son teen featured~:.ont:~world News Satu.r¢ay:' ~~t~1~~!v!~s~~~nd Mo~ehead ' '•Fe-e~0• ,,,. ·, ,., ,.,,_,.,, - --- ' ' A.·• .. - - I ►Frankl!n Ray Patrick of 
': ': • ,",,_'':,: ··, . .-,,;-;. : ,:.:. ' Ludwig was filmed at school Even so, Greenwood said he We _have several s~udents Sheldon Clark High School, 
·-:iBi;;~EoijoE,\V_ciLFl:ORO and at her,job_at McDonald'.s, wasn't surprised by what he who w~ graduate_ th1~ year, son of Aileen Patrick. He 
•,:••A,gR/.!!t,1!.R:~i..".':'~/> .·. _ , , . Greenwood also spends time found_ "We sort of knew what who are mterested m gomg on plans t? al!end Morehead 
,z0~HElDWi.l~fil:E'~t!D.El',J'I';:,,);,•:,:.' in-the segment with Jud Ang- we'd see, but I was surprised to graduate school. We have State Umvers1ty. 
,, -· . . • < _ • ~ ,;cl'I .• - .,_ ,1 : '! ,' !in now a student at George by the overall caliber of these several s!udents who are now ► Christopher Oliver Perry 1 ASH_L;l,:Nf!i],.:l";F.ol~s,, ll} ,J w~shington University. Ang, youngsters, They give you out workmg. of West Carter High School 
~n~~el!Strp:i;::~,~!lt)l~l<Y,5:\1,_a,.ve·l~l !in, who graduated from Paul faith in this generation. Templeton said wh~t·s _un- son of Robert and Sonja Perry'. 
'r/Hi«?'-Yll'for;~ lpng ___ t!~e._~!iat a . I G. Blazer High School in 1988, "You· could see the en- usual ab?ut _the De1derich He plans to attend Morehead 
;,go!!\11,W:~g:,tliey•_e11J9!'w!tJi:,J '. "is an example of. students thusiasm in these children's Scho!arsh1ps 1s that they're State University. 
''cq~!I!1jl_!!lg_-,c_9ll_eg_e •
8~1!9\#·.··.I who are already receiving the faces, trying to please the not Just good through four ►Krista McClintock of Paul 
~s'!itP~P.fP~:J:0r .roun?~t~r~ · scholarship," Greenwood said. judges, make the cut. It was years of college. Instead, they G. Blazer High School, daugh-
l ~~fl ,~)!10t11):~~-~s]!,!!f.ilY•.,P~/!1;"; "Then, we have also done very disappointing for those pay for gra~uate work, even ter of William McC!intock and 
µ,~l!l)r:l/:w.!llJes.-:nor,JQP~
5!U!\~!ltii,; , interviews with youngsters who did not get it. la~ and medical school. Pamela Faze!. She plans to at-
!:,i.,IJ;:l.ow_Jh~ .whol(!_ '."'orld 1s·g<>' who were selected for this "I know there are some ter- I About 85 to 90_percent of tend Ashland Community 
b~g_;_;_t1?:r™1!1,; out_ about •. Ill: fall's program." rifle kids out there who aren't , our st~den~s stay m college:" College. 
fD1\!lle~1cli,0~1Nards ·•· ._, umql!_ '. Ludwig'was chosen at least getting scholarships;:_and ·you I she said. Other scholarship ►Jennifer Snodgrass of 
·•··scfioWlllJl_S·;tJ:i~!,-PaY- college,I partly because she was the feel sorry they can't all have progran:i dropout rates are Paul G. Blazer High School, 
;~~j~·f?l!,a,v~i;age.~tu
d
ents. J only finalist at East Carter, he one of these awards. I suspect much __ higher than ours. And I daughter of Dennis and Karen 
" 4_;~¥¾."-week.fil!~~new_ .. S::P!'!?'."' said. "We were going to use a lot of them will never go to I ou~s 1s for average students. I Snodgrass. She plans to attend 
«gram,-; .. , World News .Satur her in the newscast whether college, or at least never get thmk our students tend to Mount Vernon Nazarene Col-
~tli:l'Y.•;_,)11:~t·-'eigM, •~ours· of she won or not. We're as past community college," he . stay in _college because they lege. . 
;VI,d!l'l,,filit1·~t""".~.!t,·,between , pleased as we can be that we said. are survivors and they have a ►Melissa Kay Murphy of 
/A.:~,Iµand;"'?rayson'and __ ~ore-, chose her. She is a delightful "I'm so glad this exists, and wondex_-ful work ethic a_nd they Greenup County High School, 
-ti!_~_!!~.- -~rwi)l_ boil,ed do_~ ?o a_ young girl." maybe someone will see this can adJust They ar:e k1~s who daughter of Judy Ransom. She , 
ilWilim!I?,JJ.te~fea,~!!,,:~~i.J Greenwood and producer report and give money to regardless of their c1rcum- plans to attend Shawnee State 
\'.night.._:,:1;•-·-!'> i,'.", • ~,: .... -;!,•. · Kate Buck, along-wi!Jl a cam- other kids. With government s~1_1ces have been able to help University. , 
i,'i(::W:4i!'·,usually. g,~t• only_ a eraman and sound man from cutting back on student aid, other pe?ple and ~emselves." I ►Alice Ludwig ·or East Car-: 
(111mute;.~nd .~:h~,: sal~ _ABC ABC's Atlanta bureau, also sat there aren't many places to The w1:n,I?,ers this year are: - ter High School, daughter of: 
::!:0.£/i'e~'ii,op-d~nt;_ B_il! ,,Gr~en- - in with scholarship trustees as turn. This program fills a ~L~utlci!! Ann VanHorn ofl · Micheal Ludwig. She plans to i 
L~ood,,_of0_~~~hl\}g_!
0
n, _Be- they interviewed candidates need, but it's only a drop in Fa1rv1ew High School, daugh-' attend Morehead state Uni-
,a:~<;a\J~~_'.__\1!1s:.-wastim,.good, we · and deliberated over awarding the bucket. ter of Mr. and Mrs_ John versity. 
r;go9/>pge~," ;,1);,''." :'' . the grants. Greenwood also praised VanHorn. She pla_ns to attend ►Jason McGlone of 
·.:'..,.'friie'::ili_qw,-.a1;~_a,L~:3.0;)?·m.; • Later they went .to More- trustees. "They impressed us. Ashland Commumty College. Greenup County High School, . 
•· ,_'0n .. WGHS-'f.V).*"9hl!l'leston, head State University and They spend a lot of time with ►Marg~ret Cooper of Boyd son- of Leonard and Debbie:-
,. .. · ;y'-·t':(chllnnei 8) and can talked to Diederich recipients this program and of course County High School, daughter McG!one. He plans to attend : 
;~
1
.- ~-• •', f-the same time at attending that college. they don't get anything for it." of Maude Cooper of Cat- Eastern Kentucky University. -
.; ... s~n .. a,, "'ii-.:'\viorehead,-on He said ABC had been · "With our new selections letts~urg and Stephen Cooper ►Lisa Mercer of Boyd: 
)Gra;,-;s~~--.~ WTYQ (Channel tipped to the idea by someone this year, we will have put 103 of Milton, W.Va. She plans to County High School, daughter 
. \P!!]fIDti_ .£n s,p.·so' n-'0--r· Simmons who mailed in a copy of last students in college," said attend Ashland Community of Ernest and Freda Mercer. 
"-•10°0 ,;,-.. om J 1 d' C 11 · ' ;----·- year's award story from The enny Temp eton, coor mator o ege. . She plans to attend Lee Col-· 
Cable)t Carter County showing Daily Independent. "We sort of the scholarship program. ►James Davi~ Allen of lege in Cleveland, Tenn . 
. ~~ ortant Greenwood says, of sat on it until it was time to "Of those students, we have Sheldon_ Cl!!rk High School, ► Kristie Griffith of Paul G. 
IS 
1
1P~ se · A'iice Ludwig of pick a new crop. one in the second year of den- son of J1mm1e and Amy Allen. Blazer High School, daughter, 
be_~.a~. • h duates this "It's the only program in the ta! school, one in graduate He plans to attend Eastern of Teresa McClintock and ; 
Grll;Y.~
0¥• w ~ !:[~arter High country we're aware of that is school at Pepperdine Univer- Kentucky University. Virgil Griffith. She plans to : 
,sptp:!g ./::Om al ary focus of ' specifically for· average ·stu, sity in California, one who is ► Mickey Matthew Grills of attend Morehead State Uni- ' 
,Sc~~P~. ,\S a pr m dents. For us it was an un- a graduate student at Marshall West Carter High School, son versity. ' th
e show, heard-of phenomenon." University. of Mickey and Pamela Grills. 
• 
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Sam F·. Kibbey 
Likable attorney will be missed 
Over the years, attorney 
Sam F. Kibbey contributed 
much to this newspaper. 
If we wrote an editorial 
with which he disagreed, he . 
. would send us a letter in an 
effort tci set us straight. His 
pen could be sharp, but there.· 
.also was a touch of good 
humor in his words. He knew 
how to disagree without be-
ing disagreeable. During a 
brief stint as a community 
columnist, he wrote some 
readable pieces on local his-
tory. Make no mistake about 
it: Sam Kibbey was a- gifted 
writer. 
He also contributed much 
to his community and his 
state. He was a former 
chairman of the board of di-
rectors of the Gertrude 
Ramey Home and a former 
member of Morehead State 
University's board of regents. 
He served on the old Ashland 
Public Library board of trus-
tees at a time when the Ii-
Sam Kibbey 
brary was moving toward 
rapid expansion. He served 
two terms as Carter County 
attorney and was a former 
assistant U.S. attorney in 
Catlettsburg. 
Kibbey died Wednesday at 
the age of 66. This most in-
teresting and colorful man 
will indeed be missed. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., SUNDAY, MAY 3, 1992 
U of L cutbacks reduce summer classes 
LOUISVILLE - Some University of °Louisville summer school 
students are unable to get many of the classes they wanted because 
the ~hool is offering fewer classes in response to $6. 7 million in 
budget cuts. , 
The university is offering ;tt least 300 fewer classes this summer 
than it offered last year. That is nearly a 17 percent decline, even 
though the number of students enrolled for summer classes seems 
larger than last year, said Kathy Otto, director of registration. She 
did not have enrollment statistics. 
As of April 20, .39 summer classes offered initially had been 
canceled. But the number of classes offered will change by the start 
of the first summer session May 18, she said. Some independent 
study sessions will be added and some classes will be canceled 
because not enough students signed up. · 
In some areas, a cut in money available for part-time teachers has 
reduced summer classes. In others, vacant professors' positions have 
been lost in the budget-cutting process, leaving fewer teachers to 
handle the summer load. 
Students' anxieties about their schedules apparently led to a 
record number of people trying to sign up early for summer classes 
April 17, Otto said. About 850 students registered that day, the last 
day of early registration for summer, causing lines and longer waits 
than usual. 
MSU ARCHIVES . , . . . - : -0 
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Field~cut·:t<i 3 in)pr¢sidentia1-···search 
at UK's Ashlancl ~ommunity College 
The Bluegrass Bureau_ Newberry is now vice chancellor for also has more than 20 years of ex- · 
academic affairs of the UK commil- perience in higher-education admin-
. ASHLAND, Ky, - Three finalists nity college system. istration. His previous positions in-
have been selected for the presiden- Dassance, who earned a Ph.D. in elude director of student develop-
cy of the University of Kentucky's higher-education administration in ment and vice president at Rio 
Ashland Community College. 1979 at· the University of Vrrginla, Grande College-Community College 
They are Charles R. Dassance, bas more than 20 ~ars of experi- in Ohio from .1977-80· associate 
provost and chief executive officer ence· in _ senior-level educational· · dean of students and director of: 
oftheKentCampusofF1oridaCom- leade~lrlp:_ :---·- __ ,_ ' .. " ."'.':--;.·:residence life at--Dickinson College 
munity College at Jacksonville since Dilnng bis tenure ~t Jackso!1ville, in Pennsylvania from 1970-77; and 
1986; Stephen E. Markwood, .vice he has b_een. highly mvolved 111 the assistant dean for student life at 
president, dean of student affairs commulJ!ty, working_ with various Waynesburg (Pa.) College from . 
and professor at Marietta College in lead~rship 9:11d pl~ gr-o!'ps, · · 1968-70. Ohio since 1980; and Michael Allan His previous poSJtions 111clude . 
Worman, president and professor at vice president for student affairs of Wof1!1811,_ who· bas ~d- a -.vaned: 
the University of. Pittsburgh- F1orida Community College-, Jack~ • career m higher educatio!1and_~ov-, 
Titusville. , _ ; , . .,- .. _ , , . ; sonville, from 1985-91;· ·associate ef!!Menl, earned ~ Ph.D. 111 ~liti~ 
The three educators were recom- · vice president for student services saence from F1Qnda State Umvem-
mended · to Ben Carr, .chancellor of 'and developmentatthe sam~_sc)lool · ty In 1972. · .... , .. · . . 
UK's two-year-college, system, #!er · from 198Z-85; and deaii of· student He bas been dean of institutional 
eight candidates were interviewed services and associate professor at a~cem~nt and a prof";lsor at_ 
by a search committee. · : Piedmont Virginia Community Col- Ph!1adelphia Co~ege of Textiles and 
Carr said a decision .on the sue- lege in Charlottesville, Va. .. from ~aence; execuUV!! · deputy to the 
cessor to Anthony Newberry, the · 1974-82. · ·, · _; . ·, • · •· l ·• secretary of education in the Penn• 
Ashland school's president since . Markwood, who earned a doctor- sylvania Department of Education; 
July 1987, will be announced at the , ate in higher education from Penn- and an instructor at Penn State's 
June 16 meeting of UK's trustees. 'sylvania State University• in' 1983;' ·capital Campus lri Middletown, Pa. 
The Daily )ndependent, Ashland, Kentucky Monday, May 4, 1992 
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By G. 5AM PIATT 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
LLOYD - An Ohio ed-
ucator chosen as Greenup 
County's new school superin-
tendent last week has changed 
his mind and says he won~t. 
take the position. ·-:[!,<t~ · ~ ; 
. Dinzle Brow11,, , wli;p . said 
Wednesday he would accept a'· 
four-year, $65,000 contract, . 
backed off Sunday;- schoof 
board chairman Danny Craft 
said. ,.; 
Craft has called. a special: 
meeting of the board for 5 p.mz 
today to offer· th!!' job ,to, Ro11: 
Gullett, a consultant for the· 
state Department .. of Educa; 
tfon.' Craft said ;Gulleft has' 
indicated he<,iviil . take the 
position~ . d;; t-6i2!!!- _ ~ 
_ ~·:'Lb~lieve it.~t)!u~ne~ 
consensus of the boafd· tliat-· 
Gullett was our second choice · 
if Brown didn't accept,"' Craff 
said. . ~ ·. •.·- .-;. ~\lL1jJJ 
• • •- • .. • • •~ ·--• ·rl:S.'f.-·•, 
The meeting will be con-
ducted at the board's central 
office at Old Dam 30. 
Craft said he expects the· 
board to offer the same con-· 
tract to Gullett that it offered ' 
to Brown. . .. 
The board voted 5-0 last ' 
Monday to choose Brown,' su- . 
perintendent of East Guernsey 
local schools near Cambridge, 
Ohio. 
In an interview from his of-
fice this morning, Brown said 
he changed · his mind after 
finding out Friday that recip-
rocal agreements between 
Kentucky and Ohio governing 
teacher retirement have · been 
changed in the past year. · 
-Brown, . 45,. whose career· 
spans 21 years in Ohio, said 
he would have been forced to 
give up 13 years of that if he 
crone to Kentucky. 
"The fact is that in the long 
run, I would have had to have 
worked seven to nine years 
longer in -Kentucky than in 
; Ohio ,,before r could· retire/' 
: Browi:i said: ·"And even' 'if' ·1 
worked until age 60, • my. re-
tirement would be only about 
half what it would be if.I stay 
in Ohio.- . · · · • ··-· 
· "The bureaucrats have 
passed legislation which ·just 
about prohibits anyone with. a 
number of years service in 
either state from making. a 
change," he said, , 
Until he found that out, 
Brown said, he and his family 
were "looking forward to liv-
ing in Greenup County and 
having a successful relation-
ship in the system there." 
Gullett, 47, of Salyersville, is 
a program consultant for the 
Department of Education's 
Division of School Improve-
111ent. · 
Craft said he met Gullett in 
Grayson on Sunday night, 
where he signed a contract; 
subject to·- approval of ~)le 
boaril this evening,_ · · 
Gullett was in a meeting in 
Frankfort this morning and 
c·ould not be -reached for 
comment: 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
'I 
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Young artists' work versatile 
. By MARY BARKER 
Each spring, the main gal-
lery of Morehead State Uni-
versity's Claypool Young Art 
Building 'hosts a senior art 
exhibit. Many of these young 
artists are exhibiting a collec-
tion of their work before the 
public for the first time. 
This year's graduating class 
is a small but exceptionally 
talented group of artists. Their 
work for the most part is 
highly versatile and profes-
sional in content and presen-
tation. The works range from 
unusually large raku platters 
to tiny Styrofoam prints. Still, 
most of the exhibit consists of 
paintings and drawings, ex-
emplifying the educational 
excellence in these two areas 
of study at Morehead State. 
Several works of art in the 
exhibit stand out from the 
rest One is a large painting 
titled "On Top of the World" · 
by John Ray Cox depicts 
several figures on a snow-
capped peak. Cox uses pure, 
rich color and geometric 
shape which combine to create 
strong abstract elements in 
liis otherwise representational 
-fork. 
: In a large oil painting titled 
"Summer Solstice,,;· Rita · 
Cameron uses a similar tech-
nique to depict the human 
figure but her work steps even 
further toward total abstrac-
tion. Her use of straight angu-
lar line is also an attractive 
feature in several charcoal 
figure drawings. 
A pyramid-shaped painting 
by David Castle contains 
much more solemn color and 
a soft rounded figure but -the 
end product is as pleasing to 
the eye as Cameron's work. 
The most versatile artist in 
the exhibit is Jennifer Hart. 
Her work includes tiny 
Styrofoam prints, charcoal 
and collage figure drawings 
and ,copper enameled jewelry. 
The Styrofoam prints are 
similar to woodcuts but with-
out the hardness of line and 
similar in style to the designs 
used in her Jewelry. Both are 
reminiscent of the work of 
French artist Paul Klee. Hart 
uses a very different sty le in 
her charcoal and collage fig-
ures, however, combining 
strong, well-proportioned 
drawings with torn paper col-
lage to add spark to the classic 
figure studies. 
The exhibit, which runs 
through May 16, is one of the 
best student exhibits in the 
Tri-State this year and well 
worth seeing. 
Congratulations to Kirstin 
Aurelius, Rita Cameron, 
Lewis Campbell, David Castle, 
Cynthis Osborne, Lori Taylor, 
Michael Shouse, Jennifer 
Hart, John Ray Cox and June 
· Hamilton of the 1992 graduat-
ing class at Morehead State 
University. 
MARY BARKER, a local artist 
and art instructor with a 
master's degree in fine arts, 
wrote this column. 
"I .2, 
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Orlich, Stroik, Franzini 
receive awards at MSU 
MOREHEAD - Morehead 
State University honored out-
standing faculty members and 
students during ceremonies 
Sunday, capping a weeklong 
tribute to scholastic achieve-
ment. 
Retiring English professor 
Rose Orlich was awarded this 
year's distinguished teacher 
award for her efforts to ex-
pand students' perspectives. 
An award-winning poet who 
has been on the MSU faculty 
since 1970, Orlich teaches a 
variety of literature courses 
and freshman composition. 
Another member of the 
English department, associate 
professor Thomas Stroik, re-
ceived the school's distin-
guished reseacher a ward. 
Stroik, who joined the MSU 
faculty in 1987, has earned in-
ternational notice for his re-
search in linguistics. 
A first-time faculty award to 
honor distinguished creative 
production went to art profes-
sor Robert Franzini. 
A graphic artist who works 
in fine drawing and print 
media, Franzini has created 
works acquired by several 
corporations, schools and mu-
seums for display. 
He joined the faculty in 
1980. 
Several students also were 
honored for their academic 
achievements. 
Recipients of outstanding 
graduate student awards were: 
►Chris Cropp of Mt. Ster-
ling, agriculture and natural 
resources. 
--►Craig Zahrte of WTn:--
chester, art. 
►Michael D. Hardin of 
Morehead, biological and en-
vironmental sciences. 
►Millard Ray Brown of 
Morehead, business adminis-
tration. 
► Aree Waeochan of Thail-
and, communications. 
►Catherine J. Ward of 
Lucasville, Ohio, elementary, 
reading and special education. 
►Stacy A. Evans of Sandy 
Hook, English, foreign lan-
guages and philosophy. 
► Michael Todd Steely of 
Amelia, Ohio, health, physical 
education and recreation. 
►James V. Hazelbaker of 
Peebles, Ohio, industrial ed-
ucation and technology. 
►Pauletta Flannery of 
Morehead, leadership and 
secondary education. 
►Jennifer Lucas of More-
head, music. 
► Melinda Lee Ashworth of 
Fort Worth, Texas, psychol-
ogy. . 
►Yolanda Scott of John-
stown, Pa., sociology, social -
work and corrections. 
Presented departmental 
awards. as outstanding under-
graduate students were: 
►Anna Laura Stewart of 
West Liberty, accounting, 
economics and finance. 
►Timothy D. Spencer of 
Campton, agriculture and 
natural sciences. 
►Tim Harmon of Flem-
ingsburg, art. 
►Luther A. Sexton of 
Whitesburg, biqlogical and 
environmental sciences. 
►Lori Godby of Sandy 
Hook, communications. 
► Pamela A. Ediss of More-
head, elementary, reading and 
special education. 
►Elizabeth Burton of 
Morehead, English, foreign 
languages and philosophy. 
►John Woodford Manley of 
Mt. Sterling; geography, gov-
ernment and history. 
►Clyde Edward Campbell of 
Hazard, health, physical ed· 
ucation and recreation. 
► Deborah C. Vinson of Mt. 
Sterling, home economics. 
►Earnie Smallwood of 
Stanton, industrial education 
and technology. 
►David Jonathan Webb of 
Oil Springs, information sci-
ences. 
►Courtney Neff of Chil-
licothe, Ohio, management 
artd marketing. 
►Olen Hoyt Gamble of West 
Liberty, mathematical sci-
ences. 
►Samson Assefa of Eth-
iopia, Thomas E. Fouch 
mathematics award. 
►James Shelton of Grayson, 
military science. 
► Laura Bevins of Hunting-
ton, W.Va., music. 
► Margenia Bair of Welling-
ton, nursing and allied health 
sciences. 
► Eric Pigman of Maysville, 
physical sciences. 
►Tamara L. Cooper Hart of 
Owingsville, psychology. 
► Lisa Clifton of Pikeville, 
sociology, social work and 
corrections. 
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WKU to link campuses with TV 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky._ - Western Kentucky University's Glasgow 
campus soon will be linked directly to classrooms at the main campus 
via an interactive television classroom. 
Charles Anderson, assistant vice president for technology and tele-
communications, said yesterday he hoped the $70,000 classroom could 
be-opened on the Glasgow campus in August. 
Interactive television allows teachers at the main campus to instruct 
students at other campuses live and answer their questions as the 
class proceeds. There are microphones for every two students, and the 
microphones remain open so students can ask questions at any time. 
The syst~m will also include two-way video capability. 
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College sees red, urges inoculations 
SOMERSET,- Ky. -A student at Somerset Community College was 
suspected of having measles, and health officials scheduled an immu• 
nization clinic as a result. · 
Any student at the college under age 35 needs a measles-mumps-
rubella immunization, the Laite Cumberland District 6ealth Depart-
ment said. The immunization can be given either at the clinic, at the 
student's local health department or a private physician's office. 
The student suspected of having measles attended classes at the 
school last Wednesday, and officials are notifying students who were 
in the classroom. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-




for now anyway 
By DAVE KOERNER 
Staff Writer 
From Morehead to Murray and throughout the Ohio 
Valley Conference, all eyes were on Western Kentucky 
University recently when that school's board of regents, 
faced with a $6.1 million shortfall, voted 6-4 to give its 
football program a one-year reprieve. 
Steve Hamilton, athletics director at Morehead State, 
was afraid of the public perception that might have 
been created with the elimination of football at West-
ern. 
"A lot of people who are anti-athletic when it comes 
to cutting budgets, they look at athletics right away 
because they think there are huge dollars there," Ham-
ilton said. "But if you cut all athletics at Morehead, 
you're talking about $500,000 in a $50 million budget. 1 
think it would have impacted us greatly in public opin-
ion." 
Eastern Kentucky, Morehead and Murray - _all of 
which compete in NCAA Division 1-AA in football -
are not facing the massive budget cutbacks confronting 
Western. However, athletics administrators at all three 
schools, as well as OVC commissioner Dan Beebe, said 
steps must be taken now to avoid a Western-like situa-
tion. 
"l know there's some unrest on certain campuses (in 
the OVC) about funding in football," Beebe said. "But I 
wouldn't say any of them are in a situation like West-
ern. There's no recommendation I'm aware of to dis-
band football. 
"I think it's more accurate to say there's an interest 
in reducing the costs of football. And as commissioner, 
and all the athletic administrators and coaches are con-
cerned, we want to push for that nationally, so we're all 
competing on the same level." 
Michael Strickland, athletics director at Murray 
State, also thinks national legislation is needed, primar-
ily because "Division I-AA football is hurting, period, 
not just in Kentucky. 
"It bas just come home to us this year because of our 
statewide budget problems." 
The NCAA allows a maximum of 70 scholarships in I-
AA football but will go to 63 in 1994. Some OVC 
schools already have drastically reduced scholarships, 
which can create an uncompetitive situation when a 
team plays .a non-league opponent. 
~orebead, for example, went to 65 scholarships 
three years ago and also eliminated the position of one 
full\time assistant coach. Murray also offers 65 scholar-
ships but will go to 58 in 1994 in maintaining its policy 
of offering five fewer grants than the NCAA maximum. 
Eastern offers 67 scholarships. · 
Strickland said he welcomes a decision that will cre-
ate more parity in OVC football. Eastern and Middle 
Tennessee have dominated the seven-team league in 
recent years, while others, especially Murray, have 
floundered. 
"We have some schools that want to play at the high-
est I-AA level, while others are struggling, so I think we 
have to find some balance between 
the two (>Oles," Sbickland said. 
"And I think the worst thing we 
could do is to take one pole over the 
other. •. 
"If you stay at the highest level, 
then you'd drive two or three 
schools out of the league. If you de-
emphasize football, you'd also drive 
out two or three schools, which 
would break up the league and 
cause us to lose our (automatic) 
basketball bid to the (NCAA) Tour-
nament." · 
A look at fooiball attendance at 
Eastern, Morehead and Murray_ il-
lustrates the difference in the pro-
grams. Eastern averaged 15,167 for 
six regular-season home games last 
season, compared to averages of 
5,890 at Morehead and 4,159 at 
Murray. Both Morehead and Mur-
ray experienced declines in atten- • 
dance for the second consecutive 
year, while Eastern's figure slipped 
from 15,340 in 1990. 
Sbickland said he was forced to 
. cut $300,000 from his budget this 
year, with $140,000 coming in schol-
arships. Hamilton said ·he recently 
lopped off $182,000. 
Roy Kidd, who doubles as athlet-
ics director and football coach at 
Eastern, said his overall budget is 
"healthy," though he was forced to 
make a 5 percent cut in the total 
program. 
"Our president had some money 
on reserve, which helped us," Kidd 
said. "And we don't have the faculty 
problems like Western has, all the 
time hollering. Our faculty under-
stands athletics and is very support-
ive of athletics- at Eastern." 
Strickland acknowledged recent 
unrest among faculty at M~y and 
suggestions of dropping football or• 
de-emphasizing it, but noted: "I 
don't see that happening. Our dis-
tinction from Western is that we 
have a conference." ' · 
Many observers say Western's 
football woes began when the Bowl-
ing Green school withdrew from the 
OVC in 1982 to join the Sun Belt 
Conference in basketball. That 
forced Western's football program 
to go independent, which meant 
more travel and increased expenses. 
"A conference is the answer for 
all of your sports," Kidd said. "I 
think if Western got back into the 
OVC, it could solve their problems." 
Beebe has a standing invitation •to 
Western for returning to the OVC 
but only if the Hilltoppers agree to 
compete in all sports. Western offi-
cials only want to rejoin the OVC to 
play football. 
In any case, Morehead's Hamilton 
said it is inevitable that I-AA foot-
ball schools will adopt more cost-
·cutting measures, among them, pos-
sibly reducing schedules, eliminat-
ing spring practice and scrapping 
an assistant coach's position. 
"But I think it would cost most 
schools more money to eliminate 
football than it would to keep it -
at least, it would us," Hamilton said. 
''We're not a fully-scholarshipped 
school, so we have a lot of kids who 
pay their own way, and that's in-
come. That's why a lot of schools 
have picked up football recently. It's 
income." 
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Centre plans to add 
housing, activities cente1 
By Terry Sebastian 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
but has not ruled out the possibili 
that the request might go before ti 
city commission in the future. 
DANVILLE - Centre College Ewalt· said Centre bought 
plans to expand its student services three-story warehouse from a gr 
by renovating an area near the cery wholesaler, Central Wholesal 
campus to house an activities center· that will become the student cent, 
and 10 fraternity and sorority and offices for student organiz; 
houses. lions. 
Michael Adams, Centre presi- Delbert Milburn, a shoe repai 
dent, yesterday announced the man and owner of $)Joe Repair o 
plans - part of a $6 million West Walnut Street, said he rent 
enhancement project - and said. from Central Wholesale and will b 
the college is fortunate considering looking for another site for hi 
that most state universities are business. · 
cutting programs. "I've been here for eight year. 
"We are taking a portion of the and people know where I'm at, 
town that less than 24 months ago Milburn said. "It"s going to 6 
was a real eyesore," Adams said. inconvenient for me, but it's no 
"The dilapidated housing there had worth getting upset over becaus, 
no plans for the future." there is nothing I can do about it." 
The area, more than 3 acres on Ewalt said a deadline has no1 
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C-entre plans $6 million 'Greek Park' 
DANVIlLE, Ky. - Centre College plans to transform an old section 
of Danville into a $6 million "Greek Park" to house fraternities and 
sororities, university President Michael Adams announced yesterday. 
The project, which will take about two years to complete, includes 
construction of 10 houses, a new field for intramural sports and ren-
ovation of a warehouse for use as a student activities center. 
Beatty Avenue and West Walnut been given to Milburn, but Centra. 
Street, has been bought by Centre, Wholesale can continue its opera. 
said Joe Ewalt, director of college lions during the next four years 
relations. while the college renovates. the 
Adams said Walnut Street will warehouse. 
remain open during the develop- Adams said the fraternity and 
ment of the area. sorority housing area, known as 
Once the project is completed, officials said parts of three dormi-
tories now used as fraternity meeting space will be converted to addi-
tional student housing. 
That move, combined with space in the new fraternity and sorority 
houses, should create housing for about 100 students, allowing space 
for Centre's planned growth from its current enrollment of about 880, 
school officials said. 
Ed Music, Danville city manag- Greek Park, was needed because 60 
er, said the college proposed the percent of Centre students are in a 
closing of Walnut Street at a city fraternity or sorority. 
commission meeting last fall. "I have learned now in my 
"There was some public reac- fourth year here that one of the 
tion, so it never went through," he things that most alumni will tell 
said. "Centre has never been back you ibout is the social aspect as 
before the city commission about / well as the academic aspect at 
closing the street." Centre," Adams said. 
Adams said Centre wanted to Erin Stevenson, a sorority mem-
close Walnut Street in the fall as ber, said the area is needed at 
part of another construction project Centre. 
' CENTRE: School, ,. ... .. . . .. 
~lar:,s tq .~xpand 
student ~!t'¥ic~s 
"It will be an advantage ig:tlie 
students, and I think the communi-
ty will like it because it will help 
with the noise level," Stevenson 
said. 
Each of the four sorority build-
ings will house eight students; each· 
of the six fraternity buildings will 
hold eight to twelve students. The 
old buildings now housing many 
greek students will become addi-
tional housing because the college 
is projecting an increase in enroll• 
ment. 
Centre will also renovate two 
campus buildings. The old Carnegie 
~ibrary will become a campus liv-
mg room, an area for visiting alum-
ni; student affairs; offices; and a 
dining area. 
The Cowan Dining Commons 
will expand · to include a student 
snack bar and grill with an outdoor 
cafe. 
Adams said the entire project 
can be completed by the summer of 
1994. 
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Wilkinson's 
UK plan gets 
little airing 
By RICHARD WILSON 
Staff Writer 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Former Gov. Wallace 
Wtlkinson failed yesterday to get the airing he 
sought for his reform agenda for the Universi-
ty of Kentucky. 
Wtlkinson, who appointed himself to the 
UK board of trustees shortly before he left 
office, had wanted the board to name a spe-
cial committee to review his contentions that 
UK is falling s_hort in its educational offerings. 
But after a 50-minute presentation by UK 
President Charles Wethington, the board ac-
cepted Wethington's proposal to merely con-
sider Wtlkinson's criticisms in a continuing 
review of the university's strategic plan. 
The plan identified the issues Wilkinson 
was raising, Wethington said. 
Wethington's presentation left his ally and 
Casey County boyhood friend unconvinced. 
Wilkinson, whose support as go".ernor helped 
Wethington win the UK presidency, said the 
strategic plan recognizes the issues but "does 
very little, if anything, to try to point out solu-
tions to those issues." 
Wethington asked the board to direct him 
to inform a new UK board in July of Wilkin-
son's criticisms and their consideration when 
the plan is reviewed in the 1992-93 school 
year. Wilkinson was the only trustee · 
who opposed that. · 
UK's new board, which must in-
clude nearly half the current mem-
bers, will be appointed by Gov. 
Brereton Jones to comply with leg-
islation passed this year. To a large 
extent, that legislation was enacted 
after Wilkinson's self-appointment 
to the UK board; the former gover-
nor considers it a way of ejecting 
him from the board. 
Wethington said the UK strategic 
plan, adopted by the trustees in 
1989 and revised last year, deals 
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with such issues as improved teach-
ing for undergraduates, retention of 
students and more administrative 
accountability. And spiraling educa-
tion. costs, another Wilkinson objec- · 
tion, are not rising any faster in 
Kentucky than in other states, 
Wethington added. 
Only Wilkinson and two other 
trustees responded to Wethington's 
remarks. 
William B. Sturgill, a former 
trustee chairman who was reap-
pointed to the board nearly four 
years ago by Wilkinson, called 
Wethington's presentation "a pretty 
good repo_rt card. It clearly shows 
the progress the university has 
made and indicates to me that this 
university doesn't need any over-
hauls." · 
But Wilkinson said the plan does 
not explain why the cost to students 
for their education continues spiral-
ing. "There is no reason for these 
escalating costs in my view, other 
than not managing our human and 
financial resources properly,'' he 
said. ·· 
Lexington trustee Jack Foster, an-
other Wilkinson appointee and edu-
cation secretary in the former gov-
ernor's 1987-71 administration, cau-
tioned fellow trustees not to forget 
that a university's first responsibil-
ity is to its students. 
Foster, who finally supported 
Wethington's proposal, su~ested 
that the board seldom dealt directly 
with issues relating to students. 
"We are not here just to administer 
the fiscal affairs of this university, 
but we are here to stay in touch 
with the young people. and the 
adults who pay good, hard-earned 
cash to get an education here," he 
added. 
Wethington told the trustees the 
strategic plan contains numerous 
goals, including ones that deal spe-
cifically with the points raised by 
Wilkinson. While many goals have 
already been met, he said, others 
are being affected by budget cuts to 
deal with a $26 million drop in state 
funding.in the past year. 
The budget cuts alone, he said, 
will require further review and revi-
~ion of the plan during the upcom-
1na- u,1:1,!llr 
Wtlkinson also chided UK's ad-
. ministration for proposing a resolu-
, tion authorizing a $25.4 million 
bond sale to build a medical re-
search building and for repair and 
replacement of a campus cooling 
plant. Wilkinson noted that he op-
posed the project when he was gov-
ernor, and still didn't believe it 
should be approved without more 
information on costs for staffing, 
equipping and operating the facility 
when it is completed. 
He called financing of the new fa: 
cility "irresponsible at a time when 
we are not even able to approach 
the delivery of health care that we 
ought to be doing in this state." 
But Wethington noted that the 
project was approved by the state 
after Wilkinson left office. Medical 
Center Chancellor Peter Bosom-
worth said the research facility was 
needed and would help UK retain 
medical faculty and researchers and 
increase the research funding UK 
receives. 
Also yesterday, the trustees con-
firmed tuition increases already set 
by the state, and approved increases 
in room and board rates and other 
fees. 
Undergraduate tuition and man-
datory fees for full-time Kentucky 
residents will total $999 a semester 
beginning this fall, a $77 increase. 
Tuition for full-time Kentucky 
residents at all but one community 
college will go up $10 a semester to 
$350. Tuition for students at Lexing-
ton Community College is not being 
increased as a first step toward 
bringing it in line with that at other 
two-year UK schools. Full-time Ken-
tucky residents who attend LCC 
have previously paid the same tu-
ition as students at UK's Lexington 
campus. Their tuition this fall will 
be $810 a semester. · 
Room and board charges for stu-
dents living in Lexington-campus 
undergraduate housing will go up 
$18 next year, to $2,752 a year un-
der the Dinercard plan. That plan 
allows students $1,100 a year for 
food, deducting for each food pur-
chase as the year progresses. 
Fees for the two-meal, five-day-a-
week undergraduate housing plan 
will also increase $18, to $2,952 a 
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UK students 
to pay $86 
more each·-
semester 
By Eric Gregory 
Herald-Leader education writer 
Starting this fall, most full-time 
students will have to pay $86 more 
a semester to take classes at the 
University of Kentucky, live on 
campus and eat the school's food. 
UK President Charles Wething-
ton told the board of trustees yes-
terday that the increases in tuition, 
student activity fees, room and 
board are not in response to budget 
cuts levied on higher education by 
the state legislature. 
Students do not oppose the 
increases, said student body Presi-
dent Scott Crosbie, a member of the 
board. "We've received nothing but 
across-the-board support," he said. 
Undergraduates who • take at 
least 12 hours are considered full-
time students. Graduates who take 
nine hours are full-time. 
The new rates include: 
• A $47 raise in student fees, 
from $112 to $159 a semester. 
Of that money, $40 will go 
toward expanded computer serv-
ices, said Gene Williams, the UK 
vice president for ·information sys-
tems. 
i~. ~next twq years. UK ! 
i plans 1 ro .idouble.;Jhe ;!nwnber, of-., 
. personil)•computers on campus and : 
pu• ""mnnter, .. labs in. the donni~ 
~'j;";jcf. More people'will then\. 
, lie ~ed to help students use the ¥ 
. . ' ~ 650 terminals; , .' · · --· ! 
• i\- Students::also have ·asked· that' 
: some labs be open around the clock, '. 
· he said. Some of that mciney will be \ 
· used to-staff those labs. . . 
r , .. The rest of the increase will go . 
• toward Student Health Services, the: 
· Student Government Association;·'-
the· Student Activities Board and .: 
· WRFL;;the student radio staticin. i" 
:, , • An ·. $18-a-year. increase in. 
room and·ooaro fees, from $2,734 a·: 
$2, 52 . . ''" year to 7 .,:.", .,, ~.. · .. "-,, 
. . Of that increase, $14 wm cover , 
th~" 48 percent increase in sewer_[ 
chal-ges' .by '·the' Lexington-Fayette .' 
Urban'- 'County' Government. The·'. 
other $4 will lie used to develop a· 
_. recycling pro~m in the residena, ·. 
halls. . . . , .. 
. • A $30-per-semester increase in 
tuition ordered by the Council on· 
Higher &lucation, which sets tu' 
·-ition ar-all eight state universities in· 
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Wilkinson loses battle with trustees 
over panel to explore reform ideas 
By Eric Gregory 
Herald•leader education writer 
Former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson 
lost a battle yesterday with Univer-
sity of Kentucky trustees - nearly 
all appointed by him - but his war 
over education reform continues. 
Wilkinson, the former governor 
who appointed himself a board 
member before leaving office, asked 
the board to immediately set up a 
committee to study his ideas on 
reforming higher education. 
Trustees rejected Wilkinson's 
plea, mainly because of their limited 
time in office. 
They did agree, however, to 
take another look at his ideas some-
time in the next year, when Wilkin-
son will most likely be off the 
board. 
All the state's _university boards 
will be dissolved on June 30 be-
cause of a law passed by this year's 
legislature - a measure brought 
about in large part because of anger 
over Wilkinson's self-appointment. 
"We cannot systematically and 
thoroughly review and revise our 
plan in the next two months," UK 
President Charles Wethington said 
at yesterday's board meeting. 
'We cannot systematically 
and thoroughly review and 
revise our plan in the riext 
two months.' 
- UK's President Wethington 
At last month's board meeting, 
Wilkinson proposed a list of re-
forms that dealt with graduation 
rates, accountability, rising costs 
and a lack of emphasis on teaching. 
Wethington, a longtime friend 
of Wilkinson, said then that many 
of the former governor's complaints 
are addressed in the university's 
five-year plan, which outline the 
school's goals. Wilkinson disagreed. 
Wethington spent about an 
hour explaining the plan and outlin-
ing UK's progress in improving 
salaries, freshman ACT scores and 
retention rates. 
He frequently referred to finan-
cial benefits the university had 
received under Wilkinson's admin-
istration. 
Afterwards, Wethington made a 
motion that the board review its 
five-year plan sometime in the next 
year after new board members are 
appointed. 
Trustee William Sturgill, a long-
time Wilkinson friend and former 
business partner, seconded Weth-
ington's motion .. 
"This is a pretty good report 
card. It indicates to us that this 
university needs no overhauling, 
and neither do the affairs of higher 
education," he said. 
But Wilkinson again disagreed. 
"It does very little, if anything, to 
try and point solutions to these 
issues." 
Trustee Jack Foster, Wilkin-
son's education secretary, sided 
with his former boss. "There's no 
reason for us to play adult games," 
he said. 
"We'r"e not here just to adminis-
ter the fiscal business of this uni-
versity. We're to stay in touch with 
young people and adults who pay 
good, hard-earned cash to get an 
education." 
"And if we don't hold them in 
the highest regard and respect ... 
we ought to hang it up." 
The board approved Wething-
tot\'s motion. Wilkinson cast the 
only 'jno" vote. 
By G. 5AM PIATT 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
LLOYD - The Greenup 
County Board of Education 
needed just a seven-minute 
special meeting Monday to 
hire a consultant for the state 
Department of Education as 
the county school district's 
next superintendent. 
The board voted 4-1 to give 
Salyersville native Ron Gullett 
a four-year, $65,000 contract. 
Gullett will succeed Edward 
Stephens, who is retirin·g 
when his contract expires 
June 30. 
Gullett was one of five fl. 
nalists for the job interviewed 
by the board last month. 
· The board's first choice, 
Dinzle Brown, superintendent 
of East Guernsey local ·schools 
in eastern Ohio;_ -changed" his 
mind over the weekend before · 
signing a similar contract. 
Brown said changes in recip-
rocal agreements between 
Kentucky and Ohio would 
have cut into his retirement 
and required him fo work 
longer to earn it had he ac• 
cepted the job. 
The board had voted 5-0 
April 27 to give Brown the 
contract. 
Gullett, a program consult• 
ant for the department's Divi• 
sion of School Improvement, 
signed his contract Sunday 
nig_ht contingent upon a board 
off_e ~onday, according to 
boar Chairman Dao.ny Craft. 
Gull (!, reached in Frank• 
fort this morning, said he was 
"looking forward to having 
the opportunity to work with 
the people of Greenup County. 
"The people I talked to 
while I was there all seemed 
willing and ready to cooperate 
to move the district ahead," he 
said. 
Dale Morris, who cast the 
lone negative vote, said he 
wanted someone outside Ken• 
tucky for the job. 
"He's had no experience as 
a superintendent, so I don't 
know. Hopefully, it will work 
out," Morris said. 
Gullett, who earned bache-
lor's and master's degrees 
from Morehead State Univer• 
sity, was principal-·of Magotl1n 
County High School from 1978 
through 1987. · ·· 
He was employed as an in• 
structional services super-
visor for the department's Di-
vision of Accreditation from 
1987 to 1991, when he moved 
over as a consultant for the 
Division of School Improve-
ment. 
In an earlier interview, 
Gullett said his training and 
work with the state in ..most 
facets of the Kentucky Educa-
tion Reform Act will help him 
• ., •.h)! .;,r 
make Greenup County one of 
the best: districts in the state. 
His '\Vife;-.J<l!:Ann; works for 
the slate. Diipartri£ent of Voca• 
tional . Rehabilitation in Sal· 
yersvme:, .. ~;~~
1
.··: --<1:., . 
They Jiave two sons - one 
is married and the other · a 
senior at Magoffin County 
High School. 
Their plans are· to move to 
Greenup ·County\Gullett has 
commuted weekly from Sal-
yersville to Frankfort since 
taking a job with the state. 
"His time with the state 
should be a plus fcir us," said 
board member Randy ·Reed. 
"He knows what a good school 
.system should be in Kentucky, 
and·· I believe he can relate to 
people here as well or better 
than any of the other five fl. 
n&µ,ts." 
. MSU ARCHIVES 
M ,J., 
-·-~ , ' 
MSU Clip Sheet 
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Morehead students 
march. agai·nst racism 
l;ly Todd Pack · from Cedar Springs, Mich. 
Northeastern Kentucky bureau. "We'll. show ,th_em we won't 
MOREHEAD . - Someorie · stand for it," said Morehead stu-
lobbed gobs of wet toilet paper dent body president Chando Ma-
yesterday at a group l)lostly of poma, a senior from Zaire. 
black Morel,iead State University The march and rally were 
students and administrators organized by. several students, 
marching to protest racism and said Morehead spokeswoman 
last week's verdict in the Rodney Judy Yancy. · 
King beating case in Los Angeles. One of the o~, Darrell 
The marchers ducked the sop, Elliott, a junior from Columbus, 
py wads that apparently came said he and his friends became 
from a dormitory window·· arid angry. watching television reports 
proceeded without further incl, of the King verdict That led IQ an· 
dent to a rally across· Jrom the impromptu rally that night but-
Howell-McDowell Administration side their dorm. Elliott said. about 
Building. . • '.):, --.:;•.- f;·/100 students showed up.· .· · · 
1-,:rAbouf 100 people ·gathered in · "The university was 'worried 
the, misty rain for 45 miriutes to about a lot of violence or rioting 
hear .students · and faculty read· on campus. They wanted to stop 
excerpts: from works by black us from rallying, (outside .' the 
· writers such as Alice Walker and dorm), so we set this tip," Elliott 
Ralph Ellison. said. ; · ::· ,. • · 
. The speakers decried the ac- . Mike Min~y·,·, Moreb. ead's vice 
quittal of four white Los Angeles · 
policemen videotaped beating president for student life, said his 
King, . .a black motorist. The ver.- only concern was that the. im0• 
diet a week ago yesterday promptu demonstration would in-
sparked three days of rioting and terfere with traffic. "We offered to 
looting in 'Los Angeles. ~S. them any way we could,'' he 
"King'.s rights were violated 
as an American, not just as an Campus police blocked traffic 
African American, keep that in yesterday for the marchers. 
mind," said Allen Brown,.a Louis- Mincey said school officials 
ville sophomore. ·, . are trying to find out who threw 
•:1rs · not just aoout Rodney the wet toilet paper. A. student 
King; it's about every ohe 'ofus;' · could be expelled for such an 
said Eric Cullum, a sophomore action, he said. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky Wednesday, May 6, 1992 
Former .director ACC 
·. , ' ,. __ ,.,,,_ ---•-~:;;~~:~: .:.:-~ . - . . 
comntenc~mentspeaker 
,.By ROGER ALFORD . <'::i•!'":,,; -1990 and Outstanding Ed-
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDEN_T.•. ucator of America in 1991, 
will receive Distinguished 
ASHLA.NB _:, Foiriier' . Alumni Awards. 
Ashland Col!lmunity•):1ol- • Doak, a former teacher at 
lege director .Robert Good- Booker T. Washington 
paster will. return tri''l:he ! Elementary School in Faye-
school Sunday to .speak 'a't tie ·County, is now ele-
its commencement. .i••-···, 1 ·mentary special education 
Goodpaster headed ACC- coordinator in_, the Fayette 
• 25 b , .. , .. ·,. · .County schools. . ,or years e,ore retinllg, . · -=,--- - -·, · .. - -. •-. -··· 
in 1987. He then· became,di'- ; . Awards als? will be given .to 
rector of Morehead State:! the outstanding _piaie ancl, fe: 
University's Ashland Area·•! : mal~ ~ad~t~s "m the class, 
.Extended Campus Center,.a\1 1The1rd· b1e~;ont1tth1es ar!l noL.re-
post frol!l which he 'is retfr:::/ ease " re. e ceremony;, 
ing June 30, · ·· ·:c;:y , .. ,,.!, G~odpaster: a :Bath County , ·• ·'•' • · ·· ·· .. ·.c" · .,... • native received bachelor's 
The commencemenL. : ' 
ce.rem. ony ~ 216 did. th 1 master s and doctoral degrees 
i.s_ 'sef"f= ~~ ii:in~-ina e! •: from the University ,of. l{en-
aliditorium tucky. · ·;. · • , :r . 
Sta!e Rep. R~1,'lald Cyrus, He is a member _of the_ ~oyd 
D-lflatwoods, ana:·'Ashlli.mt: County,_ Consen:at10l!,a•D1Str1ct 
native .Pam,'Kirk Doa~:~ ~oard,_.Ashlandc:;Jfeiler~ Sa;v-
·. Kentucky.:8 ,,,,special Educa,; I mgs an_d Loan .• Assoc1aUon, 
board; the FIVCO District 
Health Services board and .the 
Region · 10 vocational. educa-
tion board. . . 
He also ·is a .member of the 
Chainber of Commerce· of 
Boyd and Greenup Counties, 
the. · Ashland Area Labor-
Managf)ment Council. and the 
Ashland Main Street Program. 
The · commencement cere-
mony. il!'ld. a r1Jception follow-
ing it will be open to the pub-
lic. . ., ...... 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY,, 
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UK"'professor gets $53,432 federal grant 
LOUISVILLE.-,- The U.S. Department "of Heahh arid Huma1 
Services awarded a $54,432 grant to Jonathan Golding, an assistan 
professo~•iµ the: Univ:eniity of Kentucky Department of Psycliology 
. U.S... Sen; Mitch-McComtell, ,R-Ky., said the money'. wilt func 
Golding'i,•. P.roject;. ',1jle Dissemination of Unshared Information ii 
Groups.": ' · · · ; 
ttion Teacher~ of.l:he,.Y~,1n: -A service of the Office of Media Relations-
)!ll- M~.U Al{Ctil V.tS 
~--·---..-----......------L!/J~~~r:_ __ ....2.9~,A~:J.;:::;).~:..3~-~~2"3,:j!...iJ.~-·., 
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about $730,000. Of that, about 
$320,000 will go for scholarships. Morehead urged to cut The issue of athletics spending 
is greater at the regional schools 
than at the state's two largest 
universities, which have profitable 
football and basketball programs. football scholarships 
The University of Kentucky's 
and the University of Louisville's 
athletics·programs had a total $6.3 
million profit in 1989-90, the most 
recent year for which figures are 
available from the state Council on 
Higher Education. 
By Todd Pack 
Northeastern Kentucky bureau 
MOREHEAD - A Morehead 
State University committee wants 
to pluck all football scholarships 
from the Eagles, the latest Ken-
tucky. college team threatened by 
state budget cuts. 
Morehead's intercollegiate ath-
letics committee has recommended 
that the school stop awarding new 
football scholarships after the 1992-
93 school year. Players already on 
scholarship would continue getting 
aid; a freshman, for example, would 
get money all four years of eligibil-
ity. In time, the plan would cut the 
football budget nearly in half. 
The committee made the recom-
mendation to Morehead President 
C. Nelson Grote on Monday. 
"It's not an ultimatum, but it's 
something we should be working 
toward because money has become 
an issue," said committee chair-
woman Lynne Fitzgerald, an asso-
ciate professor of physical educa-
tion. 
Grote, who is retiring, is not 
expected to approve it. "It's not a 
very realistic goal for• Morehead " 
he said yesterday. ' 
South Carolina college chancel-
lor Ronald Eaglin, who replaces 
him July 1, declined to comment on 
the committee's proposal. 
Grote, chairman of an Ohio 
Valley Conference panel looking at 
football spending, said he would 
take the issue before the OVC in 
June 5 at a meeting in Brentwood, 
Tenn. 
He said one option is having 
two tiers of Division I-AA football 
teams within the OVC. 
Powerhouse schools such as 
Eastern Kentucky would continue 
awarding the ·maximum number of 
scholarships so they could compete 
on a national level. The other 
schools, such as Morehead, would 
limit theirs and play schools with 
similar restrictions. 
In March, Murray State Univer-
sity's faculty senate recommended 
eliminating the school's Division I-
AA football team or at least cutting 
the number of scholarships but 
backed off after the school's presi-
dent agreed to look at various cost-
cutting measures. 
Western Kentucky University's 
budget committee proposed elimi-
nating that school's football team 
because it too was losing money. 
Last month, the board of regents 
voted to spare the program but 
reduce its budget by nearly half. 
Eastern Kentucky University's 
athletics dean Robert Baugh said 
yesterday that phasing out football 
scholarships "is not a considered 
option right now." 
Morehead, like the state's other 
public universities, faces a 10 per-
cent cut in state funding since the 
start of the last school year. The 
university must get by with $5.8 
million less than it had last fall. 
Its total budget will be $56.9 
million. The football budget will be 
Morehead and the other five 
regional ·universities, including 
Kentucky State and Northern Ken-
tucky, which doesn't have a football 
team, lost a total of $7.1 million in 
sports. 
The financial losses are covered 
by donations, taxpayers' money 
and student fees. 
The Daily_~dependent, Ashland, Kentucky Thursd~y, May 1; 1992 




By JIM ROBINSON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - Anger at 
the Rodney King verdict and 
hope that it will draw atten-
tion to the inequities blacks 
suffer punctuated sometimes 
emotional speeches during a 
march at Morehead State 
University on Wednesday. 
About 60 students, faculty 
and administrators braved 
chilly temperatures and rain 
to protest last week's ac-
quittal-of··fotlr white police 
officers· in the beating of 
King, a California motorist. 
"It angers and saddens me 
that this kind of injustice 
and racism exits in America 
in 1992," said Rashawanda 
Blake, president of the Black 
Student Coalition at MSU. 
Marchers walked through 
the heart of campus singing 
"We Shall Overcome." 
The march was followed by 
more than a dozen brief 
speeches. 
Most speakers said they 
were shocked and dismayed 
at the King verdict and con-
demned the rioting that 
claimed the lives of more 
than 50 people. 
"It got people's attention, 
but I feel it was taken a little 
too far," said Derrick 
Rhodes, a 20-year-old fresh-
man from Louisville. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
ing .was simply a graphic 
symbol of the condition of 
blacks in American society. 
"I didn't expect any less of 
a verdict," said Carlos Ed-
wards, 23; a graduate - student 
'. from Lexington. 
· "Modern-day slavery is real 
, today. Modern-day Iynching is 
. real today." 
. Jerry Gore, director of mi-
·nority affairs at MSU, .called 
• the march a "first leg· of the 
healing process." 
"To heal, we have to under-
stand where the wound is," he 
said. 
Mike. Mincey, vice president 
for student life, said he was 
shocked by the verdict. 
"But I think we still have to 
have faith in the judicial sys-
tem. We can't condemn the 
judicial system because of the 
verdict.'' 
Two black students who 
said they had been adopted by 
white families as children also 
spoke. · · 
Natasha Woods, a 21-year-
old junior from Louisville; 
said her adoption "made me 
' feel the races can work. to-
gether." 
But Tracy Reeves, a 21-year-
old ·senior from Grayson 
whose biological mother is 
white and father black, re-
counted cashing a check on 
campus from her adoptive fa-
ther, attorney David Reeves, 
and having to produce identi-
fication .to. prove she was his 
daughter. 
'::.•'/., !l,on't have any hope," she 
sa1d;· breaking into tears. 
"What can you do?" 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, FRIDAY, MAY 8, 1992 
Toilet paper thtowft'1·'· 
· at Morehead marchers 
Associated Press "King's rights were violated as an 
American, not just· as an African. 
MOREHEAD, Ky. Morehead American, Keep that in mind," AJ. 
State University officials were tiy• !en Brown, a Louisville sophomore, 
ing yesterday to identify people who said at the rally. 
hurled rolls of wet toilet paper from "It's not just about Rodney King; 
a dormitory window at a group of it's about every one of us," said Eric 
mostly black students protesting the Cullum, a sophomore from Cedar 
verdict in the Rodney King beating Springs, Mich. 
case in California. ''We'll show them we won't stand 
Judith Yancy, a school spokes- for it," said Chando Mapoma, stu-
woman, · said that the incident dent body vice president, a senior 
Wednesday was being investigated from Zaire. 
but that authorities had not yet Campus police blocked traffic for 
identified any suspects. She said the the marchers, and the school pro-
march and rally were organized by vided a podium and a sound system 
several students and that the pro- for the outdoor rally. 
testers continued to the administra- Darrell Elliott, an organizer of the 
lion building without further trou- rally, said he and his friends be-
ble. came angry watching television re-
Mike Mincey, Morehead's vice ports of the King verdict, which led 
president for student life, said stu• to an impromptu rally that night 
dents could be expelled for throw- outside their dormitory. 
ing the toilet paper. "The university was worried 
At the rally, students and faculty about a lot of violence or rioting on 
members spent 45 minutes reading campus. They wanted to stop us 
excerpts from works by black writ• from rallying (outside the dorm), so 
ers and also decried last week's ac• we set this up,'' Elliott said. 
quittal of four white Los Angeles Mincey said his only concern was 
policemen videotaped beating King, that the impromptu demonstration 
a black motorist. The verdict would interfere with traffic. ''We of. 
sparked several days of rioting and fered to help them any way we 
looting in Los Angeles. could," he said. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., FRIDAY, MAY 8, 1992 
State board endorses plan 
for ·statewide school computers 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT - A six-year 
plan for a statewide school comput-
er system became official yesterday 
when it was endorsed by the State 
Board for Elementary and Second-· 
ary Education. 
That allows the state and local 
districts to begin spending on the 
plan to ilink all schools with the 
Department of Education and to put 
computers in every classroom. 
It is expected to eventually cost 
$400 million, which the state and 
local districts would split 
But Digital Equipment Corp., 
which won a contract to implement 
the system, is complaining about a 
$1 million annual limit on its con-
sulting fees. The 1992 General As-
sembly imposed the cap in the 
current state budget. 
The plan, which also has won 
the backing of legislative leaders, 
involves installing a network of 
computer, video and audit technol-
ogy. 
''Digital's opinion would be that 
it's going to be very difficult to 
implement (the technology plan) 
with that budget CQnstraint," Rick 
Dwyer, project director for Digital 
Equipment, said Wednesday. 
The company has complained 
to the Finance and Administration 
Cabinet about the fee limit, which 
was put in the budget at the request 
of House Speaker Pro Tern Pete 
Worthington. 
Worthington, D-Ewing, is a 
member of the state Council on 
Education Technology, which was 
created to draw up the plan, and 
chairman of a legislative subcom-
mittee that approved it Wednesday. 
Digital won the contract in 
April to become the state's technical 
consultant The budget bill reversed 
a bidding process in which Digital 
proposed - and the state seemed 
to agree -' on consulting services 
costing an estimated $38 million for 
at least three years. 
Whatever way the fee dispute is 
resolved, "it's not going to jeopar-
dize this plan or its success," said 
Education and Humanities Secre-
tary Sherry Jelsma, who is chair-
woman of the technology council. 
It's unclear whether the cap on 
payments can be changed now. 
Finance Secretary Joe Prather is 
authorized to interpret the appropri-
ations act, but "that'd be the only 
wiggle room that I know of," said 
Charles Wickliffe, general counsel 
for the cabinet 
Senate Democratic Floor Leader 
Joe Wright of Harned said he knew 
of no way the cap coqld be lifted. If 
the legislative conference committee 
that agreed on the budget language 
had known that imposing the cap 
would pose a problem, "then we 
would not have done that," he said. 
Joseph Kirkman, head of the · 
Education Department's school 
technology program, said Digital 
could argue that the state agreed to 
one set of contract terms, then the 
budget ,changed them drastically, 
Kirkman told Worthington's 
subcommittee that the spending cap 
was one of his two main concerns 
about the plan. The other, also 
sought by Worthington, was a limit 
on spending for training that would 
force hardware and software com-
panies and school districts to foot 
most of the bill. 






HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky. - A 
student leader has denounced a 
plan to cut $2.5 million from North• 
em Kentucky University's budget 
by cutting class offerings and freez. 
ing faculty salaries and hiring. 
"Students said they are doubling 
fees, but they are not going to give 
us anything," said student body 
President-elect Michael Franke. 
Franke made the comments 
Wednesday after the board of re-
gents approved a reduction plan 
that also included the elimination of 
10 full-time temporary lecturer posi-
tions and limitations on travel. · 
State universities were forced last 
year to take a 5 percent cut because 
of shortfalls in state revenue. Gov. 
Brereton Jones proposed another 5 
percent cut for colleges in the first 
year of the 1992-94 budget. 
NKU's regents recently voted to 
double student fees from $55 · to 
$110 a semester. The increase will 
generate about $700,000. 
Tuition will also increase in the 
fall by $20 a semester, from $650 to 
$670. . 
NKU President Leon Boothe said 
he understood concerns about the 
budget. 
"In no way are people happy," 
Boothe said. ''Who is going to be 
happy when we have a budget re-
duced by IO percent?" But Boothe 
said he has yet to receive one for-
mal letter of complaint. 
He said that the university had 
budget hearings and that the faculty 
helped make decisions about the 
budget. 
Rosetta Mauldin, faculty regent 
and director of social work, agreed. 
The "faculty is concerned about 
budget cuts but felt we had the op-
portunity to have input in the pro-
cess," she said. "Generally, we feel 
probably the cuts were equitable 
under the situation." 
But Mauldin said the faculty is 
concerned about losing positions 
when enrollment Is increasing. 
Dennis Taulbee, vice president 
for administration, said Northem's 
enrollment has grown by 35 percent' 
during .the past five years. : 
"At a time when we should be ex-, 
paneling both faculty and staff, we' 
have to stop and retrench," he said. 
"The most significant hurt is no fac-
ulty and staff salary increases." 
Taulbee said that with a health in• 
surance increase ~ed next Jan-
uary, employees will realize a de-
crease in pay. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, FRIDAY, MAY 8, 1992 
PSC apparently to snub KSU ex-veeJ 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The state Public Service Commission i 
expanding its search for a director - which apparently means i 
will not be hiring Charles Lambert, former vice president of Ken 
lucky State University, who once was considered the top choice o 
the Jones administration. 
However, his tenure in state government has been controver 
sial. Last October the KSU board of regents dismissed him anc 
another top university official. Their roles at the university hac 
been a source of contention between the board and KSU Presiden1 
John Wolfe, who was forced to resign. . 
Members of the three-person Public Service Commissior 
aE?reed vesterdav tn P,Yrmnli th11:1;,. (!D,Q"'h i ..... n ... ............... ..:...._ ..1:------
• LEXINGTO~•HE.MlJ?:~EADER, LEXINGTON, KY .. FRIDAY,.M1iY,8,,!9~2j 
.1t~,:~~rIegesrp1an· corn1TI,□ceJJYe1its ~i 
~'. •· :~ 1.r· .'" ... ·· .. · .......... ,, .. , :i , }" ~~, ,•) ij d'1 • ..., •• ,.-1 >1 4 ~ •• .- l"'.,._ -1~c ·, "•'--":)3c{ 
, H~lg\i!~ad!{,Staff repci_r) \,:.' · , t', Tho Unlvof91ty of Konlucky: 11 a.,,,., , Jeffora_on_ Comm.~nlty;. _ol eg~,• : ' 
\.j;:it,.,...,.p 1.:·s·· , will be • · • Memorial Coliseum. Speaker: Thomas· p.m., LouIsvIlle Memorial Auditorium. 
f ·;;';>.•uu.1 . .i;,; mith maugu- Niles a LexingtOn native the asslst8nt Speaker: Winner of a student speaking ,.;v..i•as theJ,-J.th-pn,sid_ent of-Ken- _U.S. ~ecretary ol state id, Canada and contest. F Id M 15· ':.7..-:C:. S "U'" · 'ty''' · Satfuda ' _ ~ r oy, ay •, 
"Lu.~1- tate· ruve~t on ~ • ..• Y, , .Europe. ... ~ ,., : Lexington Theologlcal Seminary: 10 
a~llJOSt schools.kick off graduation Loo, College: 1 p.m., Van Meter-. - UK M . I H II Speake . The 
_{l· · • ' d th t!~. Gymnasium. Speaker."Judge N. MltchEJII' a:.m., emona a • . r. 
-CX:~fClses arotµi .. -e sta.~ ....... .,,. MeadG:-''faYetfe 'Circuit court: • • -:r~ ~Rev. Syngman Rhee, president of the r', .Smith will preside over KSU's An' • LI d Coll .• 1 · · C National Council of Church•~---
•-· 03 d h 200 °" oy ego. p.m., amp- Saturday Moy 16 ; 1 r commencement. w ere bell Arts Center. Speaker: The Rev. Jeb • -
-students are expected to receive Stuart Magruae,1 senior minister, First Cumberland College: 10 _ a.m., O. 
·d Sh · · 1 th d Presbyterian Church Lexington Wayne Rollins Center. 
e~. : e,\ 18 on y ~ secon Eattem Kentucky Unlveraity: 1:30· Northern Kentucky University: Re--
v.:o~n m ,Ken~cky_'s history to p.m.,'Roy Kidd Stadium. Speaker: Cum:,· gents Hall, Highland Helghts.1?-•-m. for 
ley.d a pubhc umvers1ty. berland native Betty Siegel, president of,~ College of Professional Studies, noon for 
,Smith also will be honored at an Kennesaw State College in Marietta, Ga:t ,College ol Law; 2 p.m. for College of Arts 
· ' · 8 · · • . and Sciences; and 4 p.m. for College of maugural ball;_ Starting at p,m, 1Il Wostorn Kentucky Unlvorslty, 1.30 Business. Speaker: Louie B. Nunn, for-
the.KSU Student Center. p.m. CDT, E.A. Diddle Arena. Speaker: mer governor, at the College of Law 
G d . . . _ tart t Thomas- C. Meredith, WKU president. • . ~- d t' n . '✓; ra uation ~remoru~_.-s a .Plkel/me College: 2 p.m., Pikeville · gra ua 10 • -': 
9 a.m, at the Dudgeon CtVIC Center College. Gym. Speaker: Lt. Gov. Paui · ·H kKonHlucky
11 
G Wee•'•syan: ke1,?·30Johna.mL. 
· Frank'rt A ti'· h · p tt · ocer- a rov. pea . . 
to· .. 10 • r~p on ononng a on. Clendenin, chair and CEO of Bell South 
the• graduates will follow at the Bellormlne College: 2 p.m., Knights Corp., Atlanta. 
Cap.1''tal Tower. • ~all. Speaker: Cameron Lawrence, sen- Th H M e College: 1:30 p.m. . . . . . Ior public affairs manager for Humana am or • 
· ~ere-IS a hst of other graduation Inc., and producer and host of the weekly Connor Convocation Center. ~pe_aker: 
'ekercises: public radio show "Down To Earth." Or. ~ames Samuel Coleman, professor.of 
·· · B 1- C 11 • 2 COT sociology and education at the University ' Today rose a o ■ge. p.m. ~ Owens- of Chicago. 
Southeast Community College: 6 boro Sports Cent~r.· Speaker. _Donna Morehead State Unlveralty: 1:30 
p:m., campus courtyard, Cumberland Hanson, ~e~re~ry fo~ social mlmstr1es, p.m., Academic-Athletic Center. Speak-
(Cumberland-· Baptist 'Church If rain.) diocese O - po ane, · ash. ei: C. Nelson Grote, presideht, More-
Sp8aker: Henry Campbell, president Cllmp~llavllle College: 3 p.m., head State University. 
8inerltus. Prestonsburg Community Col- Camp~ellsv1lle Baptist Church. Speaker: ' ' Sunday, Mey 17 
J~ge. • ~ . ... ,; Kentucky Secretary of _State Bob Bab- . univeralty of Loulavllle: 1 :15 p.m., 
Loxlngton ~rn.ti_hlty Colleg■: 6:30 bage. Freedom Hall. · Speaker:· Niara Sudar-
p.lTI., Memoripf~\ls~Uffl.'SPeaker: Rus:. • Hazarc:I Community College: 7 p.m., kasa, president of Lincoln University in 
• Sell-Long,[atire;i i;,i-eS!dent of Valvoline M~m?rial .,Gym_. Speaker: Charl~s ~- Pennsylvania., 
apd c_ha\ an·;~~! ,Lee· Development Wethington Jr., president of the Umvers,- , 
, ty of KentUcky. Saturday, May.-23 
Co~;t;aJI In,. Coimunlty COiiege: 7 ~ Owellaboro Communtty College: 7 T~ansylvenla ~nlveralty:··10:30 _a:m .• 
p.m. •on the campus lawn. Speaker: 0. p.m. con OwensborQ. High School. McAll1s_ter Auditorium. Speak~r: W1_ll1am 
Leotiard Press, former director, Ken- Speaker: , Helen Mountjoy, director of ~unn LI~scomb, 1976 Nobel Prize _winner 
tuc~,Educational Television. alumni re!atlons, Brescia College. m chemistry. 
~Ellzebethtown Community College: 7 .' ~unday . 
p.m.; Pritchard Community Center. Hopklnavllle Commilnlty College: 2 
SpeB.ker: Wi1;1ner of a student Public p.m. COT, First Baptist Qhurch. Speaker: 
speaking contest. Carroll Marsalis, TVA Community Cot-
. ~Hender■on Communtty Conoge: 7 lege Network. 
p:m:· CDT, South Junior High School. Prestonaburg Community College: 2 
Spe_aker: William L. Sullivan, president of p.m., Jenny WIiey State Park amphithe-
th8..DQllege Foundalic:in. ater. Speaker: Rod A. Risley, executive 
,.' .M°i:dlsonvllle Community College: 7 director, Phi Theta Kappa. 
p~'ffF:cDT, MCC Fine Arts Center .. Speak- Sue Bennett College: 2 p.m., Bell 
er:'' Michael Troop, chairman, college Bennett Auditorium. Speaker: Connie 
adv~ory board. Mitchell, Sue Bennett Board of Trustees 
t · • member and laywoman for United Meth-
•~ .:-1_,.· . Saturday odist Church. 
· lcerltucky State Unlverulty: 9 .a.m., Aahland Cofflmunlty College: 2:30 
Dud.Jlf!on Civic Cehter. Speaker: David G. p.m., ACC Auditorium. Speaker: Robert 
Cal'te~,jpre_sident of Eastern Connecticut L. Goodpaster, former director, Ashland 
Staf'e!~niverslty. • Community College. 
Midway College: 10 a.m., Fannie Somereet Community College: 2:30 
GraVes Amphitheatre. Speaker: More- p.m., First United Methodist Church. 
head.-fletive Louise Caudill, the primary Speaker: Ben Carr, chancellor, Universi-
subj~~··•of the book _Rowan's Progress, ty of Kentucky Community College Sys-
about the .progress and sense of commu- tern. · 
nltyJ_!hatf can be1 Jo11md In Morehead Spalding College: 3 p.m., Louisville 
be~~U¥ of her work. ' Gardens. Speakers: Honorary degree 
·-~,Murray statel Unlverelty: 10 a.m. recipients Mason Rudd, businessman 
CDl;~'.{~:A.acer Arena. Speakers: Michael and civic leader; Vernon W. Robertson, 
J:04d.,t,.Ellerbusch and Melanie Bucklin community leader and benefactor and 
El(lfl~v-iorth,- outstandh;ig sen_i9r_m_ an and retiring pastor of St. Martin's Catholic 
woman. . , _ Church in Louisville; Kathryn Merchen. 
• G'eo~getown College: 10 a.m. On senior vice president of administration at 
north. lawn 01:JiG~ddings Hall. Speaker: Humana and recipient of this year's 
LoUlS)/ille MayClr Jerry Abramson. Caritas Medal. 
:i:1ndsey Wll■on CoUtiQe: 10 a.m. Big- Paducah Community College: e p.m. 
ger,S:.Sports Center. si,eciker: U.S. Rep. COT! PCC Gym. Sp?aker: Cree~ Black, 
~~~~.-~ub~r~~el~. :~_ . .:·· ._ .. er~stdent_~f ~he Knight ~o~ndat1on. __ 
.:-· .. St •• Ctnfi~{n~:~o\lfd_ct, 10.;.~.;m._,;St,,'._:..~-~~--t"'·, -. Monday. 
Cathar~tie-9.!!~~el,.~Pl\1:!~er:,,U>is·Mate,l,IS!t 2:. A■bu!!· Collega!_ 9:30 a.m., Hughes 
senior vice~~.r.esident, Brown-Foreman Auditorium. Speaker: U.S. Rep. Tony P. 
Cor~ J:_ouisville. Hall of Ohio. 
Sunday, May 24 
Berea College: 5 p.m., Hutchins Li-
brary Quadrangle. Speaker: Berea Col-
lege graduate and trustee M. Elizabeth 
Culbreth, director .of the U.S. Labor De-
partment's Office of Administrative Ap-
peals. 
Sunday, May 31 
Centre College:" 3 p.m., Norton Cen-
ter for the Arts' Newlin Hall. Kentucky 
Bicentennial honorees: Cawood Ledf.9rd, 
a 1949 Centre graduate who retired1f1is 
year as the "Voice of the Wlldc.its"; 
Leonard Press, president of Kentucky 
Educatlonal Television Foundation; Lil-
llan Press, executive director of the 
Governor's Scholars Program; and Leon 
and Mary Evelyn Rogers, whose scholar-
ship program, The Lon Rogers and Jes-
se Reynolds Rogers Educational Trust, 
has helped Centre students since 1946. 
- Complied by 
Jodi M. Whitaker 
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UK wins $400,000-coal-project grant 
Morehead football player charged with rape 
A Morehead State University football.player has been charged with raping 
a woman student during a drinking session in the alleged victim's dormitory 
room, police said. Scott J. Bailey; a· 2l;year-old junior noSI; guard from 
Benham was accused of raping the Ashland woman late Fnday or early 
Saturday, said Officer Randy Waltz of the Morehead Police Department. 
Waltz said the victim was drunk and unconscious at the time of the alleged 
attack. She reported the alleged rape to Morehead police Saturday morning, he 
said. 
LEXINGTON, Ky.·- The University of Kentucky has received a 
$400,000 grant from the Department of Energy to develop im-
provements in advanced coal-cleaning technology in conjunction 
with Consolidation Coal Co. of Pittsburgh. 
Penn State University also will be involved in the pilot project 
that is intended to encourage the creation of academic and indus-
try research teams, 
The UK project was one of 26 chosen from among 205 submit-
ted by universities nationwide to the Energy Department in its 
University Coal Research Program, now in its 13th year. 
Projects typically involve two or more students and a professor 
working on advanced studies of basic coal science, thermodynam-
ics, environmental science or other coal-related topics, 
. '.~ ·cooRIEA.JOURWt. FRIDAY, MAY 8, 1992' 
Officials want 
more women 
put on boards 
of universities 
By FRAN ELLERS, Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Toe i:?mmittee Iha~ ~ select a 
pool of nominees for university board pos111ons should 
recommend at least one woman per seat to Gov. Brere-
ton Jones, two state officials say. 
•Under a new state law, Jones !11~st choose fro1!1 
among the nominees to fill all appomtlve seats on um• 
versity boards by July 1. As of this spring, there were 
only 13 women among the 81 board members across 
the state. That percentage should be closer to half, s~y 
Marsha Weinstein and Penny Miller, director a_nd_ chair• 
woman, respectively, of the Kentucky Comnuss1on on 
Women. . d Mill h 
Jones, who appointed Weinstem 81: er, as 
made no commitment to name a specific number of 
women to university boards ~eyond a ~~neral pledge to 
name more women to appomtive post~ons. . 
"Gov. Jones has a very strong comnutment to bnng• 
ing women into state government and O!}tO boards af!d 
commissions, but we have never estabJ!she~ a certam 
percentage target," said Diana Taylor, his chief of st~. 
However the administration has no problem with 
Weinstein'~ approach, Taylor said. "She is the head of 
an agency that is very proactive. He (Jones) knew that 
she would be proactive." . 
Weinstein said she won't ask the governor to comnut 
to a number of women, even though she is making 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL. FRIDAY, MAY 8, 1992 
Morehead player 
charged with rape 
Associated Press 
__ . , -~-••<'"Dliring the Ieglslailve' session, the 
'siicb'.i pietto'ili;,-lirgh~~~o~~t"':r~=t~ '~ := 
Nominating,, Committee,-1i. which· tions for board members;'" ,., ".:' 
Jones appointed. The'. committee, , In the past,_th~ seats were tcrbe 
made up of five nien ilnd two wom• ~ distributed about. equally, between 
en, must make its recommendations·- Democrats and Republicans, but the 
by June 1;·,th':\, • · .,;;~~s:i• ,,.;i -. · distribution is now proportionef to 
. . "I'm~ going to encourage him registration,· which·.. fBv?rs' the 
to choose as many women as poss!•. Dem~, ...... , .. 0 • ; •• , ," -, . 
hie," she said yesterday;_ "I_ believe ' . Senate Republicans tried to em-
that he will.""-'' · ; ",,,,,,:·$,:; i ' '' barrass the Democrats during the 
Nominating Committee Chairman" session by attempting to amend !he 
Wtlson Wyatt Sr. said this week that · bill to also require proportional rep-
he is "very favorably inclined" to resentation of women on the boards 
include as many women as possible - which would be about half. Toe 
in the pool of nominations. . attempt failed. · · _.. · 
But Wyatt added that the nomina• Jones has gotten mixed reviews 
tion process will be like assembling for his efforts to inV9lve · women in 
a complicated jigsaw puzzle be- policy-making roles. · · · - · 
cause of the different requirements · According to the National Wom• -
for board members. Merit will be· en's Political Caucus, Kentucky , 
the prime consideration, and Wyatt ranks 15th among 43 states sur• 
said the committee's ability to in- veyed in the number of women in 
elude_ women will also depend in' cabinet positions. That's a big jump 
part on bow many women applied from 1991, when It was 33rd. · .. 
or were nominated. Weinstein said ·· But Jones has been criticized for 
that the commission· on women ac- · · appointing mostly white men to two 
lively recruited women for the list. panels that will make recommenda• 
Toe committee will meet tomor- lions for what he intends to be the 
row and expects to begin filtering hallmark of his administration -
through the 500 applications in pri• . reform of the health-care system. 
vate, Wyatt said. Toe committee will' Health-care problems in Kentucky 
also be making recommendations disproportionately affect women 
for positions on the Kentucky Coun, and minorities, statistics show. 
cil on Higher Education. · Jones appointed only one woman, 
In a letter dated May 5, Weinstein Weinstein, and one African-Amert• 
and Miller urged the committee to can, deputy general counsel Ste-
make at least one of the three nomi• _ pben Reed, to the .ZS.member Com• 
nees for each seat a woman. (Actu- mission on. Health Care_ Reform, 
ally the committee will nominate which Is made up of legislators and 
only two people for each seat this government officials and will make 
year because of a requirement in the final recommendations,.-.: 
the law that half the board members He initially appointed six_ women 
appointed be incumbents.)· •: . and one African-American_ to the 
That requirement will constrain 45-member task force made up of 
Jones' appointments . somewhat; health-care providers, business rep-
however, because the appointment resentatives and . other Interest 
system is being restructured, this is groups. In recent weeks that task 
the only time that a single governor force has been expanded, and Jones 
will have sweeping authority to ap- has quietly added four women, two 
point all university board members. , of them black.. , .. , ~✓- • ;~' , •. 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - A Morehead Officer Randy Waltz of the ·More• Bailey, a Cumberland - Hi~h 
State University football player has head Police Department, who is in- School graduate, is being held m 
been charged with raping a. studE:nt vestigating. the Rowan County Detention Center 
in her dormitory room, pobce 9!11d, Waltz said Bailey and the woman and has refused to be intezviewed 
Scott J. ,Bailey, a 21-year-old Jun- had been drinking in her room and by police, Waltz said. 
ior nose guard from Benham, was that the .woman was drunk and un• · Toe rape was the fourth reported 
accused of raping the Ashland conscious at the time of the alleged on campus this school year and the 
woman sometime between 10 P-1!1· attack, which she reported to More- second in which charges were filed, 
Friday and 2:30 a.m. Saturday, said head police Saturday morning. said Richard Green, manager of 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky Thursday, May 7, 1992 public safety at Morehead. 
Athlete charged with rape 
MSU student from Ashland files charges 
By Juw ROBINSON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - A Morehead 
State. University football 
player was arrested Wednes-
day and charged with raping a 
female student. 
Scott J. Bailey, a 21-year-old 
junior noseguard from Ben-
ham, is accused of assaulting 
aii Ashland coed in her dorm-
room late Friday or early 
Saturday, said Randy Waltz, 
the Morehead police officer 
investigating the case. 
Waltz said the victim was 
drunk and unconscious at the 
-time of the alleged attack. 
She reported the alleged 
rape to Morehead police Sat-
urday morning, Waltz said. 
Bailey, a Cumberland High 
School graduate, was charged 
with first-degree rape. He was 
still in the Rowan County 
Detention Center this morning 
awaiting a bond hearing. 
If convicted, he could face 10 
to 20 years in prison. 
The two students had been 
drinking in the victim's room 
prior to the alleged assault, 
which Waltz said happened 
between 10 p.m. Friday and 
2:30 a.m. Saturday. - · 
Bailey has declined to be 
interviewed by police, accord-
ing to Waltz. 
A Rowan County grand jury 
declined to indict an MSU 
student accused last October 
of raping a female student in a 
similar case. 
Robert E. Busch, then 21, 
was arrested and charged with 
one count of first-degree rape 
after allegedly assaulting a 
drunk and unconscious coed. 
MSU sports information di-
rector Randy Stacy said Bailey 
started a few games for the 
football team last fall, his 
sophomore year of athletic 
eligibility. 
The rape was the fourth re· 
ported on campus this school 
year and the second in which 
charges were filed, said Rich· 
ard Green, manager of public 
safety at MSU. 
One other case is still con-
sidered open, but there are no 
suspects. In the fourth case, 
the victim declined to prose-
cute, Green said. 
Last school year, two rapes 
were reported on campus. 
~- MSU ARCHIVES 
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New Murray State 
budget cuts back 
staff, one program 
By MARK SCHAYER, Staff Writer 
MURRAY, Ky. - The Murray State University Board of Regents 
adopted a $70 million budget yesterday that calls for laying off 19 
staff members and eliminating the school's rehabilitation counsel-
ing program. 
Three faculty members will also lose their jobs, but not directly 
as the result of the $4.5 million cutback imposed by the General 
Assembly this year, said Jim Booth, the provost and vice president 
for academic and student affairs. 
the only university in the state that fairly well for the time being, anc 
does not require its employees to don't think there's anything to · 
pay part of their health insurance. gained by-slimng. evecything up , 
That provoked an emotional re- over again," he told Kurth. 
sponse from Winfield Rose, a politi- Kurth responded by accusil 
cal science professor and a member. Rose of making unsupported alleg 
of the Faculty Senate. Rose quoted tions. . . 
former U.S. Anny General Omar "rm ncit going°to sit here and U 
Bradley in telling Kurth, a retired ten to these repeated threats of ti: 
Navy admiral, .that "this is the no-confidence thing," he said. • 
wrong war in the wrong place at the that's what gives someone satisfa 
wrong time." tion, then be my guest, but I have 
''We've got things calmed down do what's right." 
LEXINGTON HEAP.LO-LEADER, Ll;XINGTQN, KY., MONDAY,'MAY 11, 1992 
M U r ray necessarily those you-want to mai . . but I think we. had a process tt 
allowed everyone who was involv 
regent See·s to have input." · ' , .'. The. university has struggled 
find ways to deal with an 8 perce 
no need for · cut in its state funding resulti1 The final number of layoffs could change somewhat as the result from budget cutbacks, and an i 
of last minute changes, university officials said. crease of 3 percent in its fixed cosl 
Pay Cuts 
such as electricity and buildi, 
"This has been a very difficult year," Chairman Kerry Harvey maintenance •. · · 
said after the meeting. "None of the decisions are necessarily those . The threat of . cutbacks ru 
you want to make, but I think we had a process that allowed prompted student demonstratioi 
everyone who was involved to have input." Associated Press and Jed faculty members to threat, 
The 1992-93 budget calls for faculty salaries to be cut two per- MURRAY - Murray State Uni• a no-confidence vote in the univen 
cent for one year, and for student fees to rise from $55 to $130 per versity's regents chose the wrong ty's administration. , · 
semester. The university administration has promised to restore targets when they trimmed faculty That ill· feeling emerged aga 
the cuts in faculty salaries if more money is available next year. salaries and raised student fees to at Saturday's meeting after Pre 
The only regent to vote against the budget was Frank Julian, the help cope with state-imposed budg- dent Ronald J. Kurth asked ti 
faculty's newly elected represents- et cuts, the faculty regent says. board to reconsider its decision 
tive to the board The $70 million budget ap- cut faculty salaries 2 percent. I 
1 "! still don't believe we ever had proved by the Board of Regents on wanted the board to begin requirir 
to take a pay cut, nor do I believe Saturday for 1992-93 calls for facul- faculty and staff members to ~ 
we had to elevate student · fees as ty salaries to be cut 2 percent for part of the costs of their heal1 
much as we did," said Julian, an as- one year and for student fees to rise insurance instead, but his propcs 
sociate professor of legal studies. from $55 to $130 a semester. was rejected. 
He called Murray State "overad- "I still don't believe we ever had Murray spent $650,000 c 
ministered" and said it should be_ to take a pay cu~ nor do I believe health costs this year and cou· 
!ooking more closely at streamlin- we had to elevate student fees as expect a 20 percent increase ne: 
ing the university by eliminating much as we did," said Frank Julian, year, because that is the minimUJ 
~ome colleges and departments. the faculty's newly elected repre- amount they have risen each ye. 
· "We chose old-fashioned satura- sentative to the board. during the last five years, Kur! 
tion bombing instead of a surgical Julian, the only regent to vote said. 
strike," he said of the budget. against the budge~ said Murray is He said Murray is the onl 
i The university has been strug- "over administered." Regents university in the state that does rn 
gling to find ways to deal with an 8 should look more closely at stream• require its employees to pay part < 
percent cut in its state funding re- lining the university by eliminating · their health insurance. 
suiting from budget cutbacks, and some colleges and depai:tments, he That provoked an emotioru 
an increase of about 3 percent in its said. response from Winfield Rose,. 
fixed costs like electricity and build- "We chose old-fashioned satura- political science professor and 
ing maintenance. tion bombing instead of a surgical member of the Faculty Senate. Ro, 
The threat of cutbacks had strike," said Julian, an associate quoted former U.S. J\rmy Ge, 
prompted student demonstrations professor of legal studies. · Omar Bradley in telling Kurth, 
and led faculty members to threaten The budget also calls for laying retired Navy admiral, that "this i 
a no-confidence vote in the·universi- off 19 staff members and eliminat- the wrong war in the-wrong plac 
ty's administration. ing the school's rehabilitation coun- at the ·wrong time." 
That ill feeling emerged again at seling program. ''We've got things calmed dow 
yesterday's meeting after President Three faculty members will also fairly well for the time being, and 
Ronald J. Kurth asked the board to lose their jobs, but not as a direct don't think there's anything to b 
reconsider its decision to cut faculty result of the $4.5 million cutback gained by stirring everything up a 
salaries two percent. Kurth wanted imposed by lawmakers this year, over again," he told Kurth. 
the board to begin requiring faculty said Jim Booth, the provost and vice The president responded by ac 
and staff members to pay part of the · R f maki 
costs of their health insurance in- paffairsres_ide_nt for academic and student cusmg ose o ng unsupporte 
stead, but it rejected his proposal. allegations. . 
S $ The final number of layoffs "I'm not going to sit here am 
Murray tate spent 650,000 on could change somewhat as the re- listen to these repeated threats a 
health costs this year and could ex- th' 
pect at least a 20' percent increase suit of last-minute changes, univer- 1s no-confidence thing," he saic 
next year, since that is the mini- sity officials said. "If that's what gives someone satis 
mum amount they have risen each "This has been a very difficult faction, then be my guest, but 
year during the last five years, year," regents Chairman Kerry Har- have to do what's right." 
Kurth said. He said Murray State is vey said. "None-of the decisions are 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-









Cole Proctor had just let out the 
dog. This was Friday morning. He 
was walking outside in the light 
just sufficient enough to see news-
print on a page. 
Darn the luck. 
The Morehead State football 
coach picked up his newspaper, and 
suddenly a coffee jolt wasn't neces-
sary. He learned for the first time 
that a Morehead State committee 
had recommended the university 
stop awarding new football scholar-
ships after the 1992-93 school year. 
It was news to him that the plan 
would cut the football budget near-
ly in half. That the recommendation 
was headed for Morehead President 
C. Nelson Grote? Well, no one had 
told the coach. 
"I said, 'Whew!' " he said. 
The thing to know about the 
committee's recommendation is that 
it was just that - a recommenda-
tion, no more. It is not binding in 
any way. It is not bound for being 
binding in any way. In fact, Grote 
said it was "not a very realistic goal 
for Morehead." 
For now, though, Proctor must 
deal with the worry people can 
draw from such reports; he must 
deal with the adage of smoke bring-
ing fire. For months, he has talked 
to recruits and prospects and fam-
ily members and so forth about his 
program. Does it surprise you there 
is a stack of telephone messages on 
his desk, too high to exhaust on 
Friday? 
"Now we've got to go back and 
try to undo what has been done," 
Proctor said. "I've got to stop (the 
worry). I've got to put out those 
fires." 
He is content with the apology 
he received from committee chair-
woman Lynne Fitzgerald, who said 
yesterday she never intended for 
such provisional measures to be-
come public knowledge so prema-
turely. A committee member leaked 
the information. 
The recommendation could go 
right into Grote's trash can or go 
out his window as a paper airplane, 
but the long-run picture is no mys-
tery. It isn't news that the football 
programs at NCAA Division I-AA 
schools see financial crisis not com-
ing around the bend, but coming 
right down the pike. 
An Ohio Valley Conference pan-
el examining football spending will 
meet June 5 in Brentwood, Tenn., 
with any resulting policies almost 
certainly affecting Morehead's situ-
ation. 
Meanwhile, the big squeeze con-
tinues to bear down on Division I-
AA programs, as heard in commit-
tee discussions in March at Murray 
State and in April at West.em Ken-
tucky. The Division I schools have 
the smaller achools trapped under 
big soles, a situation aggravated 
most profoundly when Division I 
institutions began seceding from 
the College Football Association 
television agreement, correctly fig-
wing they could appear on televi-
sion more often if they offered 
themselves to every network that 
can beam up a signal. 
With so many large-profile 
games televised, people like the 
OVC vanished off the air and the 
according money vanished off their 
books. 
For the giant universities, this 
may be smart capitalism in the 
short-term, but it seems muddle-
headed in the long stretch. In reap-
ing quick wealth on their own, they 
are freezing out their roots, phasing 
out scholarships for people who 
cannot make it in Division I, mak-
ing opportunities - and thus, sure-
ly, interest - dissipate. 
Proctor fights the good fight 
still, saying he can show easily on 
paper how a full load of scholar-
ships winds up bringing a universi-
ty more money than it costs it and 
how football is worth the trouble. 
He fights it because his mother 
raised three sons in an upstairs 
apartment in Connecticut "on fifty 
dollars a week," then could send 
Cole to State College of Iowa (now 
orthem Iowa) only with the aid of 
a football scholarship. 
"If I just shut up and don't get 
out and talk to people," he said, 
"there are going to be kids out there 
who don't have a chance. And I'm 
talking about the underprivileged 
socioeconomically." 
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MOREHEAD, Ky. - A Morehead 
State University panel, looking to 
cut costs. has recommended that no 
new football scholarships be award-
ed after the 1992-93 school year. 
Last month, the -scb,oo}'s board of 
regents rejected a proposal to elimi-
nate the football team, which was 
losing money. But the board did re-
duce the program's budget by near-
ly half. 
Under the plan the school's inter-
collegiate athletics committee sent 
to President C. Nelson Grote Mon• 
day, players already on scholarship 
would continue getting aid. 
But Grote rejected the idea. " It is 
not a very realistic goal for More-
head," he said. 
Grote, chairman of an Ohio Val-
ley Conference panel looking at 
football spending, said he would 
take the issue before the league at a 
meeting June 5 in Brentwood, TeM. 
Like Kentucky's other public uni-
versities, Morehead faces a 10 per-
cent cut in state funding since the 
start of the school year. The univer-
sity must get by with $5.8 million 
less than it had last fall. 
Morehead's total budget will be 
$56.9 million, with about $730,000 
for football. Of that amount, about 
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MSU courts dedicated 
The Morehead State Uni· 
versity tennis courts will be-
come the George A. Sadler 
Courts in public dedication 
ceremonies honoring the for-
mer Eagle and Lady Eagle 
tennis coach at 2 p.m. Wed· 
nedsay at the courts. 
Sadler and bis wife, Eliza-
beth, a retired public school 
teacher, have served as mis-
sionaries overseas and in 
rural America. A top tennis 
player himself, he has held top 
state rankings for decades. He 
is currently tied for the top 
ranking for men over 70. 
MARK MAYNARD is sports 
editor of The Dally 
Independent. 
UGHEST 
Many companies are called, but few· graduates are chosen 
This year's Job market Is no 
:better• than last year's. How 
can you get your foot In the 
'corporate door in hard 
~mes? It's not enough to be 
,the . best and the brightest; 
employers want leadership, 
teamwork and salary 
ftexiblla;' , ..... 
; · .rl•J"~!-i:~~-1 '""~··: 
.By Eric Gregol'!f 
Herald-leader staff writer 
Russ.Coffey has studied the last 
six years at the University of Ken-
tucky and received two degrees, 
including his master's yesterday. 
Now he has two months to find 
a job or he may have to move back 
home to Metcalfe County. 
"The market's bad," said Cof-
fey. "It's real, real bad." 
Coffey, 2.3, went back to gradu-
ate school to earn a master's in 
business administration mainly be, 
cause he couldn'.t•find an .account-
1ing job after completing his initial 
. :four years - a trend that most 
!schools are seeing. 
Si11ce March, he has sent out at 
• least 35 resumes and followed them 
up with dozens of phone calls. 
, ''Most places don't even respond 
in any way, shape or form," he said. 
"I've gotten four rejection letters 
: and no calls for an interview. Not 
ieven a form letter from the others." 
Coffey is not alone, according to 
the job placement experts. This 
year's market for graduates is no 
better than last year's. 
"When the economy slows 
down, things get tight and compa-
nies get a little more cautions, more 
selective,'' said Lawrence Crouch, 
director of UK's student placement 
services. 
UK has seen about a 20 percent 
drop in · the number of companies 
that come to campus to interview 
students, Crouch said. Most are 
looking for students with degrees in 
engineering, health care, computer 
science or agriculture. 
"Still, we'll have quite a few 
grads this year who won't find 
exactly what they want," he said. 
Paige Foster, for example, is 
leaving UK with an education de-
gree and no job leads. 
Foster's resume includes a se-
mester of student teaching in Lon-
don, England, and a year as vice 
president of UK's Student Govern-
ment Association. 
Ex~ence and leadership skills 
are qualities that, employers usually 
look for in a job candidate . 
"It just. seems like there's a 
hiring freeze on everywhere," said 
Foster, 22. "I'd love to stay right 
here in Lexington, but I'm afraid I 
won't be able to." . . 
She mailed about 40 resumes 
out of state in hopes of findi~ a 
teaching position at a middle 
school. "Maybe when I get a little 
more experience I can come back to 
the Lexington schools." 
Experience seems to be the 
magic word these days, said Laura 
Melius, assistant director of Eastern · 
.Kentucky University's Career De-
velopment and Placement Center. 
''When companies look at re-
sumes, the first thing they look now 
for is _a previous internship or some 
parHtme work," she said. "They 
want that hands-on experience." 
EKU has seen a slight increase 
in the number of companies want-
ing to interview their students. Law 
enforcement and insurance are hot 
fields, she said. 
At the University of Louisville, 
employers want people with experi-
ence in retailing, sales and engineer-
ing, said placement director Ann 
Perry. 
Companies used to just ask 
about the best and the brightest 
students, she said, but now they are 
taking a harder look. 
"Today's graduate has to be 
able to communicate, work as a 
team, be a leader and present them-
selves effectively," she said. "They 
have to be more flexible." 
That means being flexible with 
their salary expectations as well 
experts said. Many graduates sti!i 
think they are going to make 
$30,000 a year right out of college. 
"Four years ago, a good student 
in accounting might have had an 
excellent shot at making that" 
Crouch said. ''Now he probably will 
have to start for a little less, maybe 
not exactly where fie wants to be." 
That's true, said Gwen Mitchell 
assignment manager for Robert 
!'falf International Inc., an account-
mg placement service. 
"We call a lot of them with 
. opportunities that range in the 
teens," she said. "It's like 'No no 
no. I need at least $20 000 • " ' ' 
Many people, like Ru~ Coffey 
are going back to graduate school'. 
In Kentucky, that number is rising 
by about 1,000 a year. Last year 
16,116 were enrolled in gradual~ 
programs in the eight state-financed 
schools. 
"Some are trying to wait out the 
recession," said Valerie Speedy, a 
placement counselor for UK's busi-
ness school. "Others are just so 
worried about the way the future 
looks, they want to get more cre-
dentials just in case." 
Coffey, ~ith two degrees in 
hand, 1s gomg to Nashville next 
week to test its market. "Basically 
what I'm down to now is going 
(hrough the papers every day, send-
mg out resumes, registering with all 
the temporary agencies." 
And if he doesn't get a job 
soon? 
"I'll take anything I can get and 
try to maintain my independence " 
he•joked. ' 
"But if worst comes to worst, I 
















for student, 55 ,_. 
For- several years, · she hasi 
worked in the psychiatric _unit at,; 
the Veterami Administration ~edit 
cal Center on Cooper Drive, helping! 
others over the hurdle she cleared/ 
·sullivan said-Roach has tried to" 
make sure VA patients get inforrrui~' 
tioii on Alcoh<iliFS Anonymous and . 
other progrfuris/~d' followed.-up''. 
with them-,/rltef-.their release. "' 
'" . . - ·t - ' ' . :,y, ' "What she'; been doing over thli, 
years, since her own recovery; ~' 
qying to do some additional wort 
with the alcoholic patients coming 
through the, VA," "said !'lathan Sulli~ 
van, a professor of social work who: 
is Roach's faculty adviser. :·. 
Now, with a. degree, she qope/t.-
to be able to do more. 
' She was one of the first black 
students at UK She was 18 and 
already haq been drinking for 
years. 
.... 
"I've got a"lot of options," she 1 
said. "It's 'like I'm starting my llfu" 
over again.:· ~ , 
"I started drinking at about 15," 
she said. "My family didn't think I 
had a drinking problem, but I did. 
We didn't have drugs back then or I 
probably would have gotten into 
that." 
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· She lasted' two semesters at UK. 
The animosity of white students 
Commencements feature 
gender breakthroughs 
and professors was a problem, but staff, wire report 
she blames her failure on being Gender traditions fell at commencements yester-
drunk most of t_he time. day as Kentucky State University inaugurated its 
After droppmg out-of UK she first woman president and Midway College gradu-
we!1t to nursing_ school and became . ated its first man: · 
a. ltcensed p~cttcal mtr~. Mary Levi Smith, who has been serving as 
She continued . to dnnk. president of KSU since the fall, officially became 
"I would drink beer, wine, the 11th president of KSU during a brief ceremony 
scotch," she said. "Cheap stuff. at the school's commencement at the Frankfort's 
High-priced stuff. Anyt~ng." . Dudgeon Civic Center. 
· Her husband was m the Air Smith accepted the job as president in October 
Force. They moved <1:o~d the after then-President John T. Wolfe Jr. resigned to 
counl:'Y a lo~ TJie drinking got avoid charges of misconduct and neglect of duty. 
steadtly worse With every move. Smith's son seated in the nosebleed section of 
By 19SO, she was back in Lex- the arena didn:t allow the occasion to remain too 
ington, approaching her lowest solemn a; his mother stood before the crowd. 
point. Her face was becoming cov- In the midst of the moment, Dr. Darryl Smith 
ered with splotches from an over- --~ put his hands to his mouth and 
taxed liver. She had no control over shouted "Yeah, Mom." 
her life. · Late'r Smith a Frankfort den-
She went· into an alcohol recov- · ,tist, said: "I'm 'proud of her. I'm 
ery program, got out, got drunk elated. To everybody else, she's 
again. . . president. To me, she's mom." 
In early 1981 she tried agam, , A few miles down the road in 
enteri1;g th~ Volunteers of America ,Midway; Harold "Bucky" Hignite 
Detoxification and Referral Center became the first man to receive a 
on East Third Street. diploma from the small, fonnerly 
"I had to stop," she said. "I just all-female college. 
got so sick. Sick and crazy too." "I thought I was going to cry," 
A newspaper reporter came Hignite said of the moment he 
through, working on a story about accepted his diploma. 
the center. She told him she was Hignite, who actually finished 
going to stop drinking, that she was school in December, was joined by 
going to change her life. Vernon Luttrell, who graduated 
"I told everybody that, but they from Midway's nursing program in 
didn't believe me," she said. "I'm Danville. 
not sure I believed it myself," .. Although Midway is allowing 
It was the truth. She has not men into its evening classes, its 
had a drink since March 1981. 'regular classes and donniiories re-
Soon after she got out of the main all-female. 
detoxification program, Roach en- . The commencements were 
rolled in classes again at UK. With among a handful around Kentucky 
a year out' to get a degree from 'a yesterday, including the University 
business college, she's been taking. of Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky 
classes at UK since. ...: University, Western Kentucky 
She lived for a while at the' State, Murray State, Lindsey Wil-
Chrysalis House, a halfway house son College, Georgetown College, 
for women who are recovering from: Alice Lloyd College and Pikeville 
drug addiction and alcoholism. She: College. UK graduated 4,563 stu-
calls it "the best thing ever to dents and bestowed two honorary 
happen to women in Lexington." .,, degrees and three Sullivan medal-
She credits a friend, Yvonne lions. Claire Louise Caudill received 
Campbell, with helping her ovei;, an honorary doctorate of science 
rough spots. But most of the credit,.. and Guy Davenport received an 
she said, goes to God. ", honorary doctorate of letters. Melin-
da Lovett, Eric Coleman and 
Frances Ruth Higgins Shively re-
ceived the medallions. 
Little by little, she got her life· 
together. First she got an apartment·-
of her own, then a car. Last yeaf,' 
she managed to buy a small house:" 
There were ironies along the, 
way. One day, while working -.yith, 
alcoholic inmates at the Fayette 
County Detention Center, she men: 
tioned that she had once been in the.. 
drunk tank there herself. Jail offi-
cials didn't believe her until they 
looked her name up in the files. ,., 
Thomas M.T. Niles, an assistant 
secretary of state who received his 
master's degree from the University 
of Kentucky in 1962 30 years ago, 
told UK students "the world that 
awaited graduates in 1962 was not 
a brilliant place, but there was a 
spirit of optimism in our country." 
· · But now, he said, "We seem to 
1;>e in periodic phases of doubt For 
·all of our faults and shortcomings, 
the United States of America re-
mains, the,'standard for the rest of 
the world:-. 
· "Despite our problems, our· 
· country remains a land of opportu-
·ruty; £beacon of hope," Niles said. 
EKU graduated 2,000 students 
from fall and spring semesters. 
Kenfucky native and coal miner's 
daughter Betty L. Siegel delivered 
the commencement address. Siegel, 
president of Kennesaw State Col-
lege in Marietta, Ga., is the first 
woman to head a state college in 
Georgia. 
Campbellsville College had 146 
graduates, and gave honorary de-
gress to Dr. Glenn W, Mollette, 
president of the Kentucky Baptist 
Convention, and to Kentucky Secre-
tary of State Bob Babbage, who 
also delivered the commencement 
address. 
Louisville Mayor Jerry Abram-
son told · the Georgetown College 
class of 191 graduates to seek new 
challenges rather than be satisfied 
with the world the way it is. 
"You can look at these times as 
depressing, a 'bummer,' a 'down-
er,'" Abramson said. "Or you can 
see them· as I see them. As an 
opportunity, a challenge, as stand-
ing on the brink of a whole new era 
when we can remake the world into 
a better place." 
At Western Kentucky, school 
President Thomas C. Meredith 
praised Kentucky's higher educa-
tion system as more than 2,700 
degrees were awarded. 
"Kentucky is an exciting place 
for higher education today, and 
more people are pursuing a degree 
in Kentucky than ever before," Mer-
edith said. 
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·,§,p~I4in.g~~pllege bes~ows. ~~gr~~~l!,~:,J•,--~: 
on nearly 200 _ graduates in Louisville -
Nearly 200 jleoplif received de-
grees from Spalding'University yes-
terday during a ro,mmencement 
ceremony at "Louisville Gardens. 
~ people received associate de-
grees, 126 bachelor's .ctegrees, and 
63 graduate degrees. ' 
Spalding awarded honorary doc-
torates to the Rev. Vernon Robert-
son,. pastor of St. Martin Catholic 
Church, and Mason Rudd, a local 
business executive and civic leader. 
Robertson, who received a doctor 
of humane letters degree, was hon-
ored for his 25 years of work as a 
priest, for founding the Urban Mon-
tessori Schools Inc. and for his 
work to help the poor, the homeless 
and people with AIDS. 
Rudd, chairman of Rudd Equip-
ment Co., received a doctor of laws 
degree. He was honored for his · 
many years of civic contributions, 
including service on the Louisville-
Jefferson County Board of Health 
and his current position as chair-
man of the Louisville Free Public li-
brary Foundation. . 
Kathryn M. Mershon, senior vice 
president of administration at Hu-
mana Inc., received Spalding's Cari-
tas Medal, the school's highest 
alumni award. Mershon, who 
graduated in 1967 from Spalding 
with a bachelor's degree in nursing, 
was honored for her achievements 
in the health field and as a "profes-
sional woman of faith." · 
These were the candidates for ad-
vanced degrees: · 
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY 
Stuart Barry Bodner, Lorry Frederick Freu-
denberger, Peter Jomes Ganshlrt, Sharon Martin, 
Noney Ann Schrepf and Marsha Gagel Shrvock. 
MASTER OF ARTS IN RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
Christopher John Grisanti, Martha M. Groerie, 
Marian Alleen Sterett and Mary Patricia Donahue 
Wathen. 
. MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION . 
Carol Jev Melick. Suenning, Goll F. Smith 
Dupre, Elizabeth Kathryn Mever Graft, Gall Fer-
guson Boone Hellmann, Lois Drake •King, Linda 
Gall Luneer Kuchenbrod, C:aiolvn Gray Mltcnell 
and Marv Theresa Grimes Sadolskv. 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING 
Melissa Ann Auberry Hamilton, Cherrv Jean 
Fortner King, Kristine Morie Hanson Larson, 
Jennifer LeAnn Harding Mudd, Sharon Kav Wes-
tenbUrg O'Toole, Joseph Ronald Platt, Sandro 
Jean Hoffman Sch~oerlucke and Vicki Alane 
Strunk. 
MASTER OF ARTS 
IN SCHOOL MEDIA LIBRARIANSHIP 
Sandra Miller Ball, Mary Vaughan Bensing, 
Susan Ellzabettl MIiier, Janice Lynn Ferguson 
Poston and Kimberly Rose Sego. 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
Donna L Becherer, Allee Ann Nickens Dant, 
Brenda Stogner Goines. Patricfa A. Salmeron, 
Linda Sparks, Kathleen Spaldlng Ryan Webb, 
Marv Houser Whitaker, Ml:Jry Am;ela WIiiinger 
and Allie Ellen Wright. 
MASTER OF ARTS IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
Mary_C-attlerlne Borders, Janice Lynn Bowers, 
Jennifer Susan Bricking, James David Buckman, 
Laura Ann Currv, James L Dalton. Marv Jo 
Wolford Gleason, Deborah Levie Goldberg, Susan 
Ann Henrv, Linda Craiger House, Phyllis Jeon 
Norton Lillie, Mlchael A. McFall, W. Sheppard 
Sanford, Victoria Ann Schnelder-Gipbs, Michael 
Dale Welter, Carol J. Wochenko and Garv Stuart 
Z':3Charlah. 
MASTER OF ARTS 
IN COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY 
Stuart Alan Trass and David Patterson Zamper-
ini. 
SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION' 
. Caroline Booth 'Field S.t;.N., Robert Joseph 
Mullen, Sharon Sue Uhl and Rosa Ferree Warren. 
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WKU regents get drafts of special a_udit 
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY 
Staff Writer 
BOWUNG GREEN, Ky. - Western Ken-
tucky University's regents have received 
preliminary drafts of a special financial re-
view of some university spending accounts,. 
and regents Chairman Joe Iracane expects 
to call a meeting on the matter next week. 
While Iracane said he· had not yet read 
the preliminary recommendations of the 60-
plus-page report, done by the accounting 
firm Arthur Andersen & Co., regent Ste-
phen Catron said they appeared to mirror 
the results of an internal audit Westem's 
regents commissioned last October. 
The October internal audit report dis-
cussed payments made to Susan Meredith, 
the wife of Western President Thomas Mer-
edith; improvements to the Merediths' offi-
cial residence; and the creation of a "Presi-. recorded as income and then budgeted, and 
dent's Unrestricted Account"" with interest the unrestricted account closed. 
earned on other university accounts. The in- Some regents, such as Catron and Bobby 
temal audit report recommended generally Bartley - and a Warren County grand jury 
that some Western accounting procedures . - said the internal audit report showed no 
be improved and noted that some of the evidence of improprieties, only matters that 
practices being questioned were started be- could have bee_n handled internally. But a 
fore Meredith came to Western, majority of other regents, including Iracane 
More specifically; that report recom- and Vice Chairwoman Patsy ~udd, called 
mended converting the payments to Susan for a further review. The new audit went 
Meredith into either increased pay to her over the same areas covered by the internal 
husband or a system of reimbursement. It audit, as well as reviewing the budgets of 
also recommended that all expenses in'. Westem's physical plant and food-services 
curred at the president's home be charged department; the travel expenses of the Mer-
to the president's home account and that ediths and the regents; and the spending of 
expenses incurred by Meredith in his offi- unrestricted private contributions. 
cial university capacity be charged to the Iracane said yesterday that he planned to 
president's office account. call a regents meeting Wednesday or Thurs-
The report said the interest funding Mer- day and that representatives from Arthur 
edith's unrestricted account should first be Andersen would attend. 
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BOWLING GREEN - Prelimi-
nary recommendations of a special 
financial review of some West em 
Kentucky University spending ac-
counts appear similar to results of 
an earlier audit, one regent said. 
Regents Chairman Joe Iracane 
expects to call a meeting on the 
review this week. Jracane said he 
had not yet read the preliminary 
recommendations of the 60-plus-
page report, done by the accounting 
firm Arthur Andersen & Co. 
Regent Stephen Catron said the 
recommendations appear to mirror 
the results of an internal audit 
Westem's regents commissioned in 
October. 
The October internal audit re· 
port discussed payments made to 
Susan Meredith, the wife of West· 
em President Thomas Meredith; 
improvements to the Merediths' of-
ficial residence; and-the creation- of 
a "President's Unrestricted Ac· 
count'' with interest earned on other 
university accounts. 
The internal audit report recom• 
mended generally that some West· 
em accounting procedures be im-
proved, and noted that some of the 
practices being questioned were 




MOREHEAD - Morehead 
State University officials 
are attempting to determine 
who threw a glob of wet 
toilet paper into a group of 
about 50 students marching 
Wednesday to protest the 
Rodney King verdict that 
led to rioting last week in 
Los Angeles. 
Mike Mincey, vice 
president for student life, 
said housing officials wilr 
question students in 
Mignon Tower, the dorm 
from which the toilet paper 
appeared to come. 
"We take these kind of 
incidents seriously, even if 
a march is not going on," 
Mincey said. 
Mincey, who was among 
the marchers, said he saw 
the toilet paper fall in front 
of him and other students 
as they passed in front of 
the dorm. 
,, :FacuJtyc111embers, were ske):>tical 
of the_.p~!lent'1, comments: yester-
day,' ,911e: associate professor, M. 
((ay,MiJl!!J1t~d.t'1a.t~,;;ids~w had 
sl,\ov{n a 
0.\!!f!d!l"cy to exaggerate the 
~ndiri&s::<~f ,the association's reports 
m·the past. . , 
-- ~ioN'cJ;;:v. ·MAv1·;:;s~2--.. ""~ .... · '-'•~. "I·· 
Lees College was 
not represented 
fairly in article 
I was astonished to read the April 'J:l 
article by Associated Press reporter 
lvonn_e Rovira regarding Lees College. It 
contained numerous inaccuracies .and mis-
·statements. 
· Here are just some. of the facts: Lees 
College enjoys full a=editation from the 
Southern Association of Colleges and 
Schools. All faculty members meet SACS 
teacher-qualification aiteria. We fuliy sup-
port, endorse and adhere to ·academic 
freedom. We.follow the same seven-year 
t~ure P?licy used by most colleges and 
umvers1ties. 
SACS is the regional a=editation 
agency officially recognized by the U.S. 
Department of Education to assure quality 
control for Kentucky education institu-
tions. SACS should not be confused with 
faculty-union organizations such as Amer-
ican Association of-University Professors 
whose members continue to release fa]~ 
and misleading information to the media 
regarding the college's · current status. 
AAUP has no jurisdiction over school 
policy. 
We are in the exciting transition of 
becoming a two-plus-two bachelor degree 
program. The process is intimidating for 
some faculty members who will have to 
upgrade their credentials to be eligible to 
teach senior-level courses and hold certain 
committee positions. 
We boast an all-time high in student 
retention,: improved academic standards 
increased enrollment and higher salaries'. 
We take a proactive stance on academic 
excellence and education reform. This is 
disturbing for those who prefer a laissez-
faire system. 
In the future, I hope all facts will be 
clearly stated and represented. 
Jackson. 
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Lees fires 
4 critics of 
embattled 
president 
By Frank Langfitt 
Southeastern Kentucky bu,reau 
Lees College has fired four of its 
president's most vocal critics. Fac-
ulty membera say •it ,is an attempt 
to purge the Breathitt County junior 
college of dissidents. 
The college's board of trustees 
voted Saturday not to renew the 
contracts of two tenured professors 
and a third faculty member. 
A foµrth non-tenured faculty 
member, Robert Drake, said he was 
told yesterday that the board had 
turned down an appeal of a decision 
not to renew his contract. 
The three other professors dis-
. missed were Jim Wilde, Bill Brown 
and M Kay Miller. They have 
repeatedly criticized college presi-
dent William B. Bradshaw and: 
have been quoted in numerous Her-
ald-Leader articles about the school. 
The three have alleged that 
Bradshaw has tried to restrict their 
free expression and limit their role 
in governing the school. . 
Bradshaw would not confirm 
the dismissals yesterday. 
"It's a college policy that we do 
not comment on individual person-
nel matters," he said. 
Miller and Brown said yester-
day that the president had not 
explained why their contracts had 
not been renewed. Miller .said she 
was surprised by the trustees' deci-
sion, because tenure normally af-
fords faculty substantial protection 
against dismissal. · · 
"We have consulted a lawyer," 
said Miller. 
Drake's contract was not re-
newed earlier this year ''because 
your rude and uncooperative behav-' 
ior does not coincide with this 
institution's best interest," Brad-· 
shaw wrote him in a letter dated 
Feb. 5. 
Wilde, Brown and Miller have 
served respectively as the president, 
vice president and .~tary of the 
local chapter of the American Assa-. 
ciation of University Professors~ 
Earlier this year, .they asked the 
state chapter and the national or-
ganization to investigate problems 
at Lees. The AAUP is a profession-
al organization committed to pro-
tecting the rights of. faculty,in :the 
nation's colleges and univerajµes. 
Miller, who has taught at Lees 
for 14 years, contended ~radshaw 
fired her to muzzle the faculty and 
control the school's public image. 
"I think he feels if he can get rid 
of the three of us, things will be 
OK," said Miller, 50, an associate 
professor of English. 
Brown agreed. 
Bradshaw, he said, wants to 
''tell the one and only story of Lees 
College." 
Yesterday the AAUP's national 
office in Atlanta· faxed a letter to 
Bradshaw expressing grave con-
cern about the dismissals. 
"These actions are unacceptable 
under basic principles of academic 
freedom, tenure and academic due 
process,'' said Robert Kreiser, the 
association's associate secretary. 
The association plans to visit 
campus later this.!}lonth to investi-
gate the faculty's· complaints. 
Bradshaw, however, does not 
seem to hold the association in high 
regard and has blamed its members 
for releasing "false and inaccurate 
information to the media." 
A bitter battle 
The dismissals, are the latest in 
a battle that has raged· between 
Bradshaw and faculty members 
since at least last spring. 
It was then. that 23 of. the 
school's 35 faculty members voted 
no confidence.in !lie president, say-
ing he was not capable of running 
the school. They said at' the time 
that Bradshaw was trying to fire 
people for arbitrary reasons, includ-
ing disagreeing with his wife, Betty 
June, who was riot an employee. 
The board of trustees, however, 
endorsed the president and later 
signed him to a 10-year contract. 
Faculty members say it has 
been difficult to get the board to act 
on Bradshaw, because the chair-
man, J. Phil Smith, fervently sup-
ports him. Smith is one of the most 
powerful men in Breathitt County. 
He runs one.of the two local banks 
and his son, Lester, is the mayor of 
Jackson, the coul\ty seat. 
People in Breathitt County have 
been concerned about the fate of the 
school, because it is an integral part 
of this mountain county. With the. 
loss of hundreds of jobs in the coal 
industry, Lees continues to be one 
of the biggest private employers in 
Breathitt. If also serves many 
mountain students who cannot af-
ford to leave the region. 
'Rude and uncooperative' 
The faculty members said Brad-
shaw informed them of their dis-
missals yesterday morning and 
then forbade them to participate in 
planning sessions for the next year. 
Miller said Bradshaw stood in· 
front of the library, where the• 
faculty was meeting, stretched his 
arms across the doorway and re-
fused her entrance. Miller said she 
was just trying to pick up a pack-
age she had left in the building. 
Bradshaw said yesterday that 
Miller's version of events was inac-
curate. "She . had access to the 
library all ciay long,'' he said. 
Her account, however, is remi-
niscent of a confrontation earlier 
this year. 
In February, an investigator 
from the state AAUP said he was 
asked to leave campus while he was 
trying to interview the president's 
daughter. The president declined to 
discuss the matter at the time. 
" . 
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26% of female state ·workers 
harassed, U_ of L survey says 
Staff,. wire reports 
LOUISVILLE - About 26 percent of the women and 5 percent of 
the men employed in state government said they experienced sexual 
harassment, according to a survey by the University of Louisville. 
The survey showed that 75 percent of the women who said they 
were harassed did not report-the incidents within state government,· 
and 40 percent said they felt their jobs or status would be threatened 
if they did not go along with the behavior. 
The survey was conducted by urban policy researchers Carrie 
· Donald ·and Stephen Merker and was mailed to .a random statewide 
sampling of state employees, with 296 usable responses being 
returned for a response rate of 35 percent , . . .. : _ , 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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4 Lees College faculty members fired; 
3 are top offi.c~rs of professors' group 
Associated Press 
JACKSON, Ky. - Four faculty mem-
bers, including the top three officials of 
the local chapter of a national profes-
sors' organization, were fire_d from 
their posts at Lees College yesterday. 
President William Bradshaw notified 
tenured faculty members Bill Brown 
and M. Kay Miller and non-tenured fac-
ulty members Jim WIide and Robert 
Drake that their contracts would not be 
renewed. · 
WIide is president of the local chap-
ter of the American Association of Uni-
. versity Professors; Brown is vice presi-
dent and Miller is the chapter's .secre-
tary. 
The organization's national head-
quarters announced recently that it was 
launching an investigation of alleged 
violations at Lees, a two-year institu• 
tion that has been troubled by extreme-
ly high faculty turnover. Representa-
tives of the association are scheduled 
to visit the campus May 27-28. 
Bradshaw declined to comment on 
the dismissals, saying "it would be in-
appropriate for Lees College to discuss 
personnel matters as they apply to any 
individual." 
Drake, chairman of Lees' science and 
math division, said he was not sur-
prised that his contract was not re-
newed. 
"I wrote a series of menios that the 
administration didn't like," he said in a 
telephone interview yesterday. 
The college, with an enrollment of 
about 425, issued contracts to Brown 
and Miller on March 15 and they were 
accepted and returned April 15. Brown 
is the faculty chairman and a professor 
of computer science and Miller is an 
associate professor of English. Both 
had been at the school for more than a 
dozen years. 
WIide, director of the Educational 
Advancement Program, also accepted 
and returned his contract even though 
his salary was cut and he was demoted 
to assistant professor of speech. 
But the school's board of trustees, 
which met Saturday, did not ratify 
them. 
"We took this action on the recom-
mendation of the academic affairs com-
mittee," lr\Jstee Louise Hatmaker 
said in an interview yesterday. 
Hatmaker said some of the dis-
sension stems "from the feeling that 
people had for the outgoing presi-
dent. They (some faculty members) 
maintain their loyalty to former 
President Troy Eslinger." 
- When the administration 
changed, "some of them didn't like 
Dr. Bradshaw. They have had a lot 
of meetings. I don't think the associ-
ation of professors has any business 
on this campus," said Hatmaker, 
editor and publisher of the ,weekly 
Jackson Times. . 
Hatmaker, who joined the board 
last summer, said the association, 
as she _understands it, "is just a 
union." 
She also said, "We know that 
they (some faculty members) have 
free legal advice from the associ-
ation or Kentucky Education Asso-
ciation, even though they don't have· 
anything_ to do with this college." . 
Board Chairman J. Phil Smith 
said any actions taken at the meet-
ing "were for the good of the school 
and the students. and the communi-
ty." 
except by the school, · said Charles 
Nash, associate executive director 
of the agency's commission of col-
leges. 
Nash said, "I can tell you ·there 
are several significant recommenda-
tions in the committee report. A rec-
ommendation means that the com-
mittee judged that the institution 
did not comply with certain criteria 
. . . and it will be the responsibility 
of the institution to respond· to those 
recommendations." 
Smith, a Jackson banker, said the 
board "is dedicated to the students 
of the area and to the ongoing of 
Lees College." 
Smith noted that the college gave 
Bradshaw a 10-year contract last 
November and said, '.'We have the 
utmost confidence in him." 
Last. week, an official with a re-
gional accrediting agency said Lees 
College must solve some significant 
problems. to avoid accreditation 
trouble. 
The initial draft report by the 
Southern Association of Colleges 
and Schools cannot be made public 
Hatmaker said the college got a 
good report from the association. 
"The ortly negative thing I have 
heard was wondering whether the 
students -were getting their dollars' 
worth. The reason for 'that was be-
. cause of the faculty unrest." 
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Jones appoints Z members 
to Murray board of regents 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT - Gov. Brereton 
Jones last week appointed two new 
members to the Murray State Uni-
versity board of regent$. 
Wells T. Lovett of Owensboro 
was appointed to replace Thomas 
R. Sanders of Murray. Beverly J. 
Ford of Benton was appointed to 
replace C. Dean Akridge of Fre-
donia 
The terms of both appointees 
will officially end June· 30 along 
with every other university govern-
ing board member. But by appoint-
ing them now, Jones ensures that 
his latest appointees will be nomi-
nated for new terms. 
sity board slot One of those recom-
mendations must be the incumbent 
and Jones must retain at least half 
of the incumbents on each board. 
Jones said the method of allow-
ing governors to appoint anyone 
they wanted to university govern-
ing boards was discredited and was 
a disservice to higher education. 
He said university board ap-
pointments were used by previous 
governors to reward supporters. 
Jones said he would use the 
current method of board appoint-
ments so he could rid universities of 
bad regents or trustees. He ac-
knowledged the actions would 
stac.k the deck when nominations 
are made. 
Wallace Wilkinson focused at-
tention on the issue when he ap-
pointed himself to the University of 
Kentucky board shortly before leav-
ing office. 
The appointments, which were 
announced yesterday, were made 
Thursday - just two days before 
the first meeting of the Higher 
Education Nominating Commission. 
The commission was created by the 
1992 General Assembly at Jones' 
urging. 
Akridge contributed to Wilkin-
son's campaign. Sanders did not It 
could not be determined whether 
The commission will recom- their replacements contributed to 
mend three people for each univer- Jones' campaign. 
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Murrary State regents appointed.·-
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Brereton Jones last week appointed 
n:vo new members to the Murray State University board. of .re-
gents. 
Wells T. Lovett of Owensboro will replace Thomas R. Sanders 
of Murray, and Beverly J. Ford of Benton will replace C. Dean 
Akridge of Fredonia. . 
The terms of both appointees will officially end June 30, along 
wi~ ~very other university governing board m~mber. But-by ap-
pointing them now, Jones ensures that his latest-appointees will 
be µominated;for new terms. ·. .. . 
'The appointments, which were announced yesterday; were: 
made Thursday, just two days before the 'initial meeting,_of the 
Higher Education ·Nominating Commission, whic!i was· created by 
the 1992 General Assembly at Jones' urging. . . 
The commission will recommend three people for eacli univer-
sity board slot. One of those recommendations must be the incum- · 
bent and Jones must retain·at least half of the incumbents on each 
board.· -' ·-... · -
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky Monday, May 11, 1992 
iGCJudpast~r· lauds· 1 ~fur m 
216 Among many other changes, it Newberry said ··the crowd· . also created youth and family helped prove _the college's ax--resource centers to provide gument that It has outgrown 
graduat-e aid to students and their its present' buildings and families in poor neigh- needs another. The Kentucky 
borhoods, and established General Assembly earlier this 
from Ace school-based decision-making year. appropriated money to councils that put teachers and develop plans for a third 
parents in charge of running, building on the campus. · · · 
By ·ROGER ALFORD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
ASHLAND - Dr. Robert 
Goodpaster returned Sunday 
to the school he headed· for 26 
years to. laud education re-
forms that he said have made 
_Kentucky's educational sys-
tem one of the most progres-
sive in the nation. 
In particular, Goodpaster 
voiced strong support for the 
emphasis on preschool pro-
grams and on community in:._ 
volvement in schools. 
"We have long overlooked 
the importance of early child-
hood education," Goodpaster 
said in his commencement 
address to 2i6 graduates in 
ACC's class of 1992. 
Goodpaster, 70, served as 
ACC director for 26 years un-
til his retirement in 1987. He 
then became director of 
Morehead State University(s 
Ashland Area Extended Cam-
pus Center, a post ·from· which 
he is retiring June 30. 
The Kentucky Education 
Reform Act created cost-free 
programs for 4-year-olds who 
are judged to be at risk of 
failing in school in later years. 
their schools. ' 
Goodpaster cited those -as 
among .the most • important 
aspects of the reform move-
ment, -and he said schools 
needed parents' input. · 
"Parents are the most im-
portant teachers,- and -I'm go-
ing to say, since . this is 
Mother's Day, that moms are 
the single most important 
teachers," he said. 
Goodpaster was honored af-
ter his address with a distin-
guished service award. 
"I was appreciatiV!! • and 
very much surprised by that," 
he said. . 
The auditorium couldn't 
hold all the people who at-
tended the com·mencement. 
Many watched by close-circuit 
television in the college's 2-
year-old teleconference center. 
Outgoing President Anthon¥ 
Clifton Slater and Shannon 
Lykiris were named · the out-
standing man and woman of 
the class. . 
Slater, son of Leo and Janet 
.. Slater of Raceland, plans to go 
to Marshall University next 
fall , and major in business. 
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Lykins of Ashland; plans to 
finish her bachelor'.s degree at 
Ohio University, majoring in 
middle-school education. 
Distinguished Alumni 
Awards - were presented to 
Ronald Cyrus, a state repre-
sentative froni Flatwoods, and · 
Pam Kirk Doak, an Ashland 
native who was named Out-
standing Educator of America 
in 1991. 
Cyrus, who has served 15 
years in the state legislature, 
is a representative of the Ken-
;tucky AFL-CIO. 
; Doak; a former. teacher at 
:Booker T. Washington Ele-
mentary School in Fayette' 
:county, also was named Spe-
:cial Education Teacher of the 
:Year for 1990 in Kentucky. She 
;has since been promoted to 
_elementary special-education 
_coordinator in the . Fayiitte 
·County schools. 
c-
' MSU ARCHIVE$ 
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.5th professor . at Lees. fired 
after argument 
The following is an account from Bryant 
By Frank_ Langfitt and the two tenured faculty members who 
Southeastern Kentucky bureau were dismissed Monday, M. Kay. Miller and 
Relations between the president and facul- Bill Brown. 
ty at Lees College · continued to deteriorate Miller and Brown showed up for the 
yesterday as the school's president fired meeting-about 2 p.m. When Bradshaw told 
another professor. It was the fifth dismissal in them to leave, they. refus¢. They said they 
the- last seyeral days. · thought they might lie" oliligated to 'attend, 
Witnesses said President William B. because their contracts did not expire until 
Bradshaw got into an argument .at a .faculty the end of the week. · 
meeting with psychology professor Randy · Bryant then asked whether the faculty 
Bryant and dismissed him. Bryant, who was · could vote on whether to allow the two 
not tenured, had taught at the school for three · dismissed members to attend. 
years. Bradshaw said no, insisted that they leave 
~IJ!l,ln )Ierald, the schoors director O! and said they were ruining. the college. 
pu~hc r~lations, would (!0t comment on ~e Bryant then told the president: "Dr. Brad-
action yesterday. She said that. the colleges 
I 
shaw, shut the f- up." . . . __ 
personnel matters are confidential. . · Bradshaw told Bryant he was 
The firing comes one day after Bradshaw fired and had until 5 p.m. to clean 
told four other professors - including two out his office and turn in his keys. 
with tenure - that they would ,not . be· Bryant refused to leave and 
returning to teach_ in the fall at the -two-year. continued to tell the .president to 
college in Breathitt County. shut up. At this point, Bradshaw 
told Roger Drake, the schoors vice 
president for business·affairs, to get 
campus security. 
All five of the dismissed faculty members 
have disagreed with the pr~dent,on various 
. issues in the past The four who were 
formally fired Monday had criticized Brad-
shaw in ·the news media, contending that he 
had infringed on their academic freedom. 
Four of the dismissed faculty members 
said Bradshaw still has not explained why 
they have ~n fired. T~e-fifth, Robert IJra½e, 
said Bradshaw told htm he had been dis-
missed because he was "rude and uncoopera-
tive." 
The latest firing came yesterday at the 
campus library, where Bradshaw had called a 
. faculty· meeting. 
The meeting broke up. It recon-
. vened at 3 p.m., with two campus 
security guards stati.oned outside 
the library doors, Miller said. 
Bradshaw could not be reached 
for comment yesterday. But Herald, 
the public relations director, re-
leased a statement saying: • 
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"We do not tolerate offensivf 
violent outbursts, temper tantrum: 
or staged events intended to dis 
grace the school. Such actions ar, 
not productive and they ;are mali 
cious, but it's important to realiz, 
that inappropriate actions of a fev 
should not reflect on the gooc 
intentions of the whole." · 
Bryant said the exchange wici 
Bradshaw made him· feel better. 
Bryant said that Bradshaw con 
tinues to fire people because he i 
easily threatened by dissent an, 
does not. know how to ,handle it. 
''Intimidation and dismissa 
That-is the only management ted 
nique I. have,. ever seen him use; 
Bryant said. · . 
, Bryant-is the"iOth faculty mern 
berwho is not expected to return t, 
Lees 'in' the fall, Miller and Browi 
said. ·Toe total full-time faculty a 
the sch~! is 21, they said. 
In addition to the five fire, 
professors, three nurses, the cha~ 
lain and a math professor hav 
.voluntarily decided not to returr 
they said. 
Lees has had very high turr 
over in the last several years. Th 
Association of American Universir 
Professors, which works to pr6tec 
the rights of faculty members m 
tionwide, plans to investigate th 
problems at the school later thi 
month. 
••• 
The Associated Press contribu. 
~d to this article. 
Lees' president fires professor after disput~ 
Associated Press ran through this week. temper tantrums or staged events 
When Bradshaw' told them again intended to disgrace the school •••• 
JACKSON, Ky. - A psychology to leave, Bryant said he asked if the It is important to realize that the in-
professor at Lees College was fired faculty could vote on whether they appropriate actions of a few should 
after an argument during a faculty could stay. When Brad.sliaw refused not reflect on the good intentions of 
meeting yesterday, a day after the and said Miller and Brown were the whole." 
school fired four other teachers. ruining the college, Bryant said, he The American Association of Uni• 
The professor fired yesterday was told the president to "shut up." versity Professors is investigating 
Randy Bryant, who had been at the Bryant said the president then or- alleged violations at Lees, a _two-
school for three years, He said he dered him to leave, and when he re-
was fired after he got into an argu- fused, the president told Bryant he year institution with about 425 stu-
ment with the school's president, was fired _and had until 5 p.m. to get den~ that has had an extremely 
Wtlliam Bradshaw, over two ten- off campus. high turnover rate on the faculty. 
ured faculty members who were "I feel a whole Jot better," said Brown is vice president of the lo-
fired the day before and tried to at- Bryant, who did not have tenure, cal MUP chapter, and Miller is sec-
tend the faculty meeting. A statement issued later by the retary. A third teacher let go Mon-
Bradshaw asked the two teachers, school said: ''We cannot comment day, Jim Wilde, is· president of the 
M. Kay Miller and Bill Brown, to on individual personnel matters. chapter. 
leave the meeting, Bryant said. The However, we adhere to a positive Bradshaw wouldn't comment on 
two, however, insisted they had a professional atmosphere. We do not the dismissals, saying it would be 
right to stay because their contracts tolerate offensive violent outbursts, "inappropriate." 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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St. Catharine holds graduation 
"The greate!rt test of life is to do something good and positive 
that will outlast you," Lois Mateus, senior vice p~ident of 
Brown-Foreman Corp., told graduates of St. Cathanne College 
during graduation Saturday night. 
Former Gov. Martha Layne Collins, president of the two:y~ar 
college praised the school's 60th graduating class for obtauung 
their d;grees and advised them to continue to "dream dreams, set 
goals work hard and you can do anything you want to do, but you 
may have to make a few sacrifices along the way." 
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Jobless 
no more 
Article on graduates 
leads to teaching post 
Herald•leader staff report 
The news is not bad for all· 
college graduates. 
Paige Foster, who graduated 
from the University of Kentucky 
over the weekend, got a teaching 
job · yesterday at The Lexington 
School, an independent private 
school in Fayette County. 
Foster, 22, was mentioned in 
Sunday's Herald-Leader as a gradu-
ating senior who was having prob-
lems finding a job in her field. "It 
. just seems like ·there's a hirif!g 
freeze on everywhere," she said m 
the article. 
"I'd love to stay right here ih 
Lexington, but I'm afraid I won't be 
able to." 
On Monday, Foster got a call 
for an interview at The Lexington 
School. She was hired yesterday to 
teach language arts to fifth and 
sixth graders. 
Meanwhile, Russ Coffey, who 
was featured in the article, said he 
has had four calls for interviews 
but no job offers yet. 
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Can't justify Wethington's pay 
Hans Gesund has long been a lone 
faculty voice supporting Charles Wething-
ton's appointment as University of Ken-
tucky's president; so it's no surprise that 
he defends Wethington's outrageous sala-
ry (letters, May 3). Gesund recently was 
joined by newcomer education administra-
tion Professor Fenwick English,· whose 
April '2:1 Jetter suggests that he comes 
from a fringe department out of touch 
with university life. 
Gesund's carelessness with facts starts 
with his first line (I wrote an Op-Ed piece, 
not a letter) and descends from there. If 
Gesund thinks Wethington's credentials 
- virtually no university teaching experi-
ence; no record of published scholarly 
work - qualify Wethington to be "a 
senior faculty member" at UK and Gesund 
makes faculty appointments to UK's De-
partment of Civil Engineering by those 
standards, that department surely will lose 
its accreditation. 
Are we to assume Gesund also be-
lieves Wethington's credentials are so 
grand that, when he returns to being an 
associate professor, Wethington will de-
serve to be paid twice the average full 
professor's salary? Try that notion on 
taxpayers. 
Attempting to justify Wethington's 
unwarranted compensation, Gesund cor-
rectly notes that administrators' salaries 
are based on a 12-month year, but doesn't 
note that most faculty members work (at 
intensive, demanding research) as many 
months as administrators, yet are paid on 
a shrunken 9-month year basis. Many of 
those relatively few faculty members who 
do get paid for summer research must 
work hard to win highly competitive 
grants for sumnier pay, while administra-. 
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By CYNTIDA CROSSLEY, Staff Writer 
Regents Chairman Joe Iracane, 
who bas voted with Judd on the is-
sue, said yesterday that be is !tying 
to schedule a board meeting, per• 
haps for next week, at which Arthur 
Andersen officials would publicly 
review the report's findings, 
' Until that review, Meredith, Ira· 
. cane and other regents say they 
' won't comment publicly on the re-
port. "There was a formal agree-
ment that no infonnation was to be 
released or discussed until the (fi-
nal) report was issued," Meredith 
said yesterday. "I'm deeply dis-
tressed that agreement bas been 
violated." 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - A special ~ancial re-· Iracane also said be was upset 
view of Western Kentucky University's administra- that a copy of the preliminary re-
tion bas found loose management controls over port bad been provided to the news 
spending in some accounts, and the auditors have media. 
urged Western's regents to tighten budgeting prac- · In some cases, the report provides 
tices, according to a preliminary report. . more details on some matters dis-
The preliminary report, mailed last week to um- cussed previously by an Internal au-
versity regents, did not contain any major surprises dit conducted last October, 
or allegations of wrongdoing. Instead, it appeared to For example, the report details 
reflect casual accounting procedures. $42,700 worth of Interior decorating 
For example, the report said, university adminis- bills from the president's official 
trators should be required to provide an explanation, residence since 1989 and notes that 
with documentation, when an account runs signifi- $15,032, including money for a tele-
cantly over budget. the· report from the Louisville vision and stereo cabinet, upbol• 
office of Arthur Andersen & Co. said that's not the stered chairs, a sofa and recllners -
case now. were paid out of a development 
"There were no fonnal procedures to document fund created from private contribu-
the reasons for significant· differences between the lions. . 
approved budget and the actual expenditures in- Andersen's auditors- questioned 
curred," said the report, a copy of which was ob- wb~er university policy allows de-
tained by the Courier-Journal. "We were infonned velopment funds. to .pay such ex• 
by university pep;onnel that tlris was the case . penses, although the policy they at-
throughout the university ••• " !ached to illustrate their point also 
, The regents also should til!hten says such funds can be spent at the 
I controls over paying o(ficiaf ex- discretion of the President ''to sup-
penses for the university's pres!- port activities related to recognition 
dent, the report says. The current of contributors." ., · 
system of making an allowance Some of the home expenditures 
available to President Thomas Mer- Include bills for items used for the 
edith and bis wife Susan, and pro- President's Club garden party. The 
viding reimbursements to cover offi• President's Club recognizes donors 
cial entertaining expenses creates . ' who give Western more than $1,000 
"confusion," the report said. Also, it a year. 
appears to violate Meredith's em-
ployment contract,. 
The internal audit also raised 
questions about how expenses were 
being paid at the official residence, 
but not In that detalL 
The report also cites numerous 
situations in which the university's 
purchasing procedures were simply 
not followed, including the use of a 
personal service_ contract without 
going through state. procedures. 
That was the central Issue in the le-
gal dispute earlier this year over _the 
regents' hiring of fonner Gov. Louie 
~unn to supervise this particular 
audit. 
In instances where development 
funds and a fund called the Presi-
dent's Unrestricted Account were 
used to pay bills,. the report notes 
that university officials could by-
pass normal purchasing policies. In 
some cases, those polices require 
competitive bids or quotes.. 
Other issues mvered Ip. the report 
Include: . . 
■ Western's food services depart-
ment, including a private catering 
service. once run within the depart-
ment, overspent its budget by as 
much as $326,000 In 1989 - with-
out any explanation. But auditors 
made no recommendations regard-
ing this department, because Marri-
ott Is taking over the food service 
operations July l. 
■ Western's physical plant sus-
,tained losses of about $1.15 million 
over the three year period, primarily 
because it bas j)een absorbing the 
costs of renovations for other de-
partments, including at the presi• 
dent's official residence. The audi-
tors recommended that each West-
ern department include in its budget 
money for repairs and physical im-
provements, and that the university 
track bow well departments were 
staying within their budgets. 
The report, which the regents 
have informally called an audit, 
mostly mvers spending for the uni· 
verslty's budgets from 1989-91. It 
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closely tracks the expenditure of 
about $2.4 million during the per!• 
od (l"be university's annual budget 
is in excess of $100 million.) 
The report comes after nesrly six 
months of controversy which sharp-
ly divided the regents and led some 
regents to accuse others of being on 
a ''witcbbunt'' against Meredith. Re-
gents Vice Chairwoman Patsy Judd, 
who has led the push for this spe: 
ciaI audit, bas repeatedly demed 
that allegation and said she bas 
merely been trying to ensure that ,-
university funds are spent efficient- • 
ly. 
• This week's question: 
with a financial 
ch, Morehead State 
Umversity and Western 
Kentucky University recently 
considered cost-cutting 
measures involving their 
football programs. Should 
colleges drop football and relat-
ed scholarships? · 
Call and leave us a message 
at (606) 231-3596. Be sure to 
leave your name and number.· 
We'll print your responses next 
week. , . 
-A service of the Office of .Media Relations-
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College degree no longer ticket 
to higher income, report finds 
New York Times News Service 
Two labor economists have re-
ported that salaries of most college-
educated people - once thought to 
be exempt from the wage stagna-
tion that has afflicted most Ameri-
cans for more than 15 years -
failed to keep up with inflation 
since 1989. 
tistics. 
"The college-educated can at 
least go down, but the people below 
them have nowhere to go," she said. 
Lawrence Mishel, research di-
rector at the Economic Policy Insti-
tute, and Jared Bernstein, an econo-
mist at the institute, conducted the 
research. They found that among 
the college-educated, average pay 
continued to rise at a faster pace 
than inflation in the last three years 
only for black women with bachelor 
of arts degrees and all men and 
women with at least two years of 
postgraduate study. · 
adjustment for inflation, and the 
high school-trained worker $10.72. 
That makes a'college degree still an 
advantage, although a diminishing 
one, since the degree commanded 
$17.55 an hour during the late 
1980s. 
Many reasons are offered by 
economists and sociologists for the 
decline in the salaries of the college-
educated. 
The findings, published yester-
day by the Economic Policy Insti-
tute, a research organization in 
Washington, D.C., that often sup-
ports Democratic candidates, sug-
gest that as many high-paying jobs 
vanish from the workplace, a bache-
lor of arts degree is becoming less 
of a ticket to a rising income _ a But for most Americans, a 
conclusion that other economists marked slowdown in the national 
said was probably accurate. economy, starting in early 1989, has 
"Unless we create more jobs, the pulled down wages. 
college-educated are going to crowd The gap between high school 
out the people below them," said and college graduates has increased 
Janet L. Norwood, a senior fellow at from an average of $5.40 an hour in . 
the Urban Institute and until recent- 1973 to $5.97 an hour in 1991 -
ly the commissioner of the Labor with the college-educated employee 
Department's Bureau of Labor Sta- averaging $16.69 an hour, after 
Prominent among them are the 
white-collar layoffs in recent years 
as companies adjusted to a weak 
economy, falling sales and hard-to-
get price increases. 
The Bush administration argues 
that recent wage problems are a 
result of the recession now giving 
way to a mild recovery. But most 
economists argue that if the recov-
ery keeps the economy as weak as 
it was in 1989, before the recession 
set in, then the wages of the college-
educated are likely to continue to 
suffer. 
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UK teachers to keep 
portfolios of work 
to aid. in evaluation 
By Barbara Ward 
Herald-Leader education writer · 
More paper work could bring 
better teaching to the University of 
Kentucky, according to a new eval-
uation system that will get under 
way this fall. 
About 1,200 faculty members at 
UK's main campus now will be 
required to keep a teaching portfo-
lio, including their teaching philoso-
phy, information on courses and 
other materials, it was announced 
at a news conference yesterday. 
"As people begin to think more 
consciously about what they do 
regularly in classroom, inevitably 
changes occur and improvements 
take place," said Louis Swift, dean 
of undergraduate studies. 
The portfolio will be used as 
part of the annual salary and as-
signment review process. 
Although the change comes on 
the· heels of criticism of teaching at 
the university, particularly from UK 
trustee and former governor Wal-
lace Wilkinson, the change is unre-
lated, officials said. 
The portfoiio idea came from 
faculty members and is not being 
imposed from above, Swift said. · 
Marcus McEllistrem, chairman 
of the University Senate Council 
and professor of physics, said the 
council had been working on the 
idea for more than a year - "well 
before these issues were raised at 
the Board of Trustees · or other 
forums." 
UK portfolios 
Teaching portfolios .at 
the University of Kentucky 
will . include, among other 
-things:: 
. • A statement describing 
teaching and advising assign-
. ments, including philosophies 
and objectives. . ' . • . 
• A list of all courses taught, 
including number of students 
and course description.: , 
• Course·syllabilses;· or 'out-
liiles. ' ·- , 
• Summary of student eval-
.uatioris. .· . . . . · .... ' · 
:. · 'Other inatenals suggest-
~d; _but not required: . _ · 
. !\' .• Indicators of student learn-
ing, like examples of graded 
work. . . : : .,: 
1 · • Evidence of peer° regard. 
: • Evidence . of . recognition, 
like grants, publications, teach-
ing awards. 
• Teaching materials, ·• like 
assignments or exams. - • '· . 
UK had no well-defined format 
for evaluating teaching before; said 
Joe Da".is, professor of a_griculture 
economics. · ( 
. "The portfolio tightens that 
process up," he said. 
Student evaluation forms, which 
have been used at the university for 
years, will continue to play a role. 
But with a portfolio, a teacher 
can highlight efforts that could 
have gone unnoticei:l before. 
"It gives faculty members an 
opportunity to put forward their 
best work," Davis said. 
Faculty will begin building the 
portfolios this fall, Swift said. 
Other schools, including Indiana 
University, the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill and the 
University of Maryland, have be-
gun using portfolios. 
The debate over university 
teaching and evaluation is nation-
wide and portfolios are one change 
being used to address problems, 
Davis said. 
As McEllistrem said, "It's part 
of a national move - to re-examine 
teaching and try to make it as 
effective and powerful as it can be 
and as important as our research 
is." 
"We have a responsibility using 
taxpayers' money to assess what 
we do," Davis said. 
THE COURIER.JOURNAL, THURSDAY, MAY 14, 1992 
UK""revamps teaching evaluations 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The University of Kentucky University 
Senate gave final approval yesterday to a new method of evaluat-
ing faculty teaching. 
It will expand on existing regulations the university uses to 
evaluate faculty members for merit, promotion and tenure, UK 
said, and involves using a "teaching portfolio," in which profes-
sors will display their best work. 
Instructors' portfolios will be required to contain such materials 
as a list of courses taught, representative outlines, a summmy of 
activities associated with student organizations and service on 
committees, and a statement that sets forth teaching philosophies 
and objectives. , 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON. KY . THURSDAY, MAY 14, 1992 
College founded on how women learn 
Ursuline College, near Cleveland, is basetl on the idea that 
women learn differently than men do and· are better off in small 
groups of their own gender. 
By Susan Chira 
New York Times News Service 
PEPPER PIKE, Ohio - The pitch is 
a s imple one: small, Roman Catholic 
women's college in pastoral setting near 
lake offers the nation's only program 
tailored to the different way >\'.Omen 
learn. 
Selling itself as a unique experiment 
in women's education Ursuline College is. . ' ' using a revamped curriculum and a 
retrained faculty to test the theory that 
women learn better when they work 
together in small groups and relate what 
they study to their lives. 
In so doing, this small college near 
Cleveland is placing itself at the center of 
a larger debate among educators and 
feminists: Do women really learn and 
think differently, or does that view trap 
women in the very stereotypes they have 
been trying to dispel? 
"Our approach . reflects the different 
ways boys and girls are socialized," said 
Gary Polster, a professor of sociology at 
Ursuline. "Boys are raised to be ~_ore 
independent, aggressive and competitive; 
girls are raised to be a lot n:ore group~ 
oriented and they work best m coopera-
tive ways. Ours is not the traditional 
classroom set up 100 years ago by men 
for men." 
But the year-old experiment is draw-
ing fire from some other educators of 
women. 
"Even if men and women are social-
ized to be different, I would still say 
taking that approach is a dangerous 
one," said Judith Shapiro, prov?sf of 
Bryn Mawr College in Pennsylvania, one 
of the nation's leading women's colleges. 
"It is likely to perpetuate differences. I 
think it can be feminism doing the 
work of sexism." 
Based on 1986 book 
The college offers a core curric-
ulum based largely on a widely 
discussed 1986 book, Women's 
Ways of Knowing, by Mary Field 
Belenky, Blythe McVicker Clinchy, 
Nancy Rule Goldberger, and Jill 
Mattuck Tarule (Basic Books). 
The book is part of an intellec-
tually respectable yet fiercely debat-
ed school of thought that includes 
Harvard psychologist Carol Gilli-
gan, who thinks women have a 
distinct style of moral reasoning. 
"We latched onto it; we said, 
'This is written about our stu-
dents,' " said Sister Rosemarie Car-
fagna, director of Ursuline Studies, 
as the core curriculum required of 
all students is called. 
Two-thirds of Ursuline's 1,600 
students are women returning to 
college. 
The book's authors and other 
researchers have found that women 
of all ages tend to be more hesitant 
than men to voice their opinions, 
less comfortable with the kind of 
argumentative intellectual style 
that is a hallmark of most elite 
universities, and more likely to 
doubt their intelligence. 
CLOSE-UP: 
Female curriculum 
Women's Ways of Knowing also 
argues that the classic stages of 
intellectual development, in which 
students eventually move from par-
roting what teachers say to creating 
their own theories, are different for 
many women. Women tend to defer 
to authority more than men do and 
to need more personal connection 
with what they study along the 
way, the authors argue. 
Three seminars 
Ursuline's core curriculum, Sis-
ter Rosemarie said, is designed to 
combat these problems and propel 
its students through these develop-
mental stages. The college offers 
students a series of seminars run 
the way the authors of Women's 
Ways of Knowing think many wom-
en learn better: emphasizing the 
links between what they study in 
class,.and their own lives, working 
in small, supportive groups in 
which students feel free to try out 
ideas, and featuring teachers who 
do not act as authority figures but 
as "midwives" to students' think-
ing. 
For example, the required first-
year seminar at Ursuline is devoted 
almost entirely to encouraging stu-
dents to write and speak their own 
opinions, trying to shake off their 
tendency to say what they think the 
teacher wants, Sister Rosemarie 
said. T he seminar is the first of 
three that form the heart of the core 
curriculum. 
The second-year seminar aims 
to combine the emphasis on person-
al experience with more traditional 
academic methods of analysis. It is 
thus an interdisciplinary human-
ities course that focuses on several 
cities in different historical periods 
but that also includes discussions 
about women's lives in those eras. 
Students read classic works like 
Madµavelli's The Prince, but they 
also read feminist critiques of these 
texts. They not only study the ideas 
of such thinkers as Simone Weil, 
but they also learn about her life. 
In the third year of the core 
curriculum, students are encour-
aged to integrate both the personal 
and the academic approaches so 
that ethical and personal commit-
ments drive their academic and 
career choices. 
The debate 
Students say they feel the differ-
ence. "When I used to have discus-
sions with men in high school, they 
tended to be more absolute, con-
crete and argued a little bit more," 
said Lisa Stevens, a first-year stu-
dent. "Here, you have more of a 
chance to consider other people's 
perspectives and others' answers to 
their problems." 
But not everyone is cheering. 
Some have criticized the book's 
authors and Gilligan for over-gener-
alizing from interviews and failing 
to conduct standard empirical stud-
ies, which would have male control 
groups to test the assumptions. 
Others say that although the 
researchers might have accurately 
described the way many women are 
brought up to think and behave, 
basing an education on those differ-
ences will not help women to over-
come the powerlessness that forced 
them to adapt many of these traits. 
"Saying that we're more mater-
nal and caring and cooperative and 
contextual just reinforces that be-
havior," said Susan Faludi, the 
author of Backlash: The Undeclared 
War Against American Women 
(Crown Publishers, 1991). "It's sort 
of a self-fulfilling prophecy." 
J}ll N,1::;u. Al<.Lnl V c;;:, 
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WKU needs 
back in OVC 
LEXINGTON - It's time for 
Western Kentucky to return to 
the Ohio Valley Conference. 
That grand undertaking of 
competing as independent in 
football hasn't worked since 
leaving the OVC 10 years ago. 
And the Hilltoppers haven't 
exactly set the Sun Belt Con-· 
ference on fire in other sports. 
Western Kentucky football 
will be a shoestring operation 
next season after the school's 
board of regents nearly axed 
the program because of uni-
versity-wide budget cuts. 
The regents allocated 
$450,000 to football, far short of 
the $790,000 that athletics di• 
rector Lou Marciani estimates 
is needed to put a team on the 
field for a full season. 
So the school has set a goal 
of selling 5,000 season tickets 
before the opener Sept. 5 
against Eastern Kentucky, and 
then hopes for additional rev-
enues from concessions, cor-
porate sponsorships and game 
payments to make up for the 
shortfall. 
That won't be easy since the 
school sold only 1,400 season 
tickets last season in a climate 
of dwindling fan support for 
the program. . 
Since going it alone in foot-
ball, Western Kentucky has 
made only two postseason ap--
pearances while attendance at 
L.T. Smith Stadium has er-
oded. 
Last season the Hilltoppers 
attracted an average of 7,800 
fans, smallest in the 24-year 
history of the stadium. 
Western Kentucky's best 
average in the independent 
years is 12,650 in 1987. From 
1968 to 1982, seasons in the 
OVC, that figure would rank 
12th. 
The glory years in football 
came in the OVC with eight 
titles in 34 seasons. In 1973 
and 1975, under colorful 
Jimmy Feix,'.the Hilltoppers 
reached the national Division 
II championship game. 
The Hilltoppers also thrived 
in basketball while in the 
ovc. 
As a member of the Sun 
Belt, the Hilltoppers have 
made two NCAA appearances 
and one NIT. In the OVC, they 
were in 10 NCAA tourneys 
and eight times in the NIT. 
The Hilltoppers gained na-
tional attention in the OVC 
years with All-Americans 
such as Clem Haskins, Jim 
McDaniels, Bobby Rascoe and 
Dare! Carrier. It hasn't beeri 
the same in the Sun Belt. 
Attendance in E.A. Diddle 
Arena has also declined in the 
Sun Belt seasons, dropping 
from an average 6,091 in 1982 
to 4,971 this past season. 
It's apparent fans are having 
difficulty getting worked up 
for Sun Belt foes such ·as 
Lamar, Texas-Pan American 
and Central Arkansas. And 
the one team the fans loved to 
hate, Alabama-Birmingham, 
bolted to the Great Midwest 
last year. 
While Western Kentucky 
would cut down on travel ex-
penses by rejoining the OVC, 
it would also heat up fan in-
terest wit,11 annual games 
against natural rivals such as 
Murray State, Eastern Ken-
tucky, Austin Peay and Mid-
dle Tennessee. 
Perhaps Western Kentucky 
couldn't handle· the success it 
.had in the OVC. From 1963 to 
1982, the school won the 
league's all-sports trophy 12 
times and finished second five 
other years. 
For the past several years 
Western Kentucky has made 
overtures to the OVC for affil-
iate status as a football-only 
member. The league wants the 
whole package or nothing, and 
rightly so. 
Now is the time for Western 
Kentucky to assess its needs 
- and the Hilltoppers need 
the OVC. 
MIKE EMBRY is a sportswriter 
for The Associated Press. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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700 grads 
encouraged 
on by Grote 
By JIM ROIIIINSON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - RetiriniI 
president C. Nelson Grote told~ 
700 Morehead State University..' 
-graduates Saturday that "you 
can come from· nowhere and 
go somewhere." 
The ceremony took place 
before a packed, flashbulb-
popping, videotaping crowd of 
more than 4,000 at the Ellis T. 
Johnson Academic-Athletic 
Center. 
The ceremony. was especi-
ally sweet for Carol Bentley 
and Lisa Ousley, two friends 
from Floyd County who 
commuted four hours a day to 
get their teaching degrees 
while juggling husbands and 
cliildren. 
"It's been a long. road,'' said 
Ousley. 
Both women hope tb get 
teaching jobs in Floyd County. 
"I feel confident it will work 
out," Ousley said. 
Dave Wheeler, a former 
Cincinnati Reds farmhand 
from J:,ouisa, said he plans to 
"take a little time ciff and 
relax" before pursuing a 
teaching job. He got a degree 
in physical education. 
In his final commencement 
after five years at MSU's 
helm, Grote urged the grad-
uates to "be flexible and 
adaptable as your career un-
folds." 
He told- them not to be sur-
prised if their career- path 
·takes them away from their 
field of study. 
"Every step in your career 
needs to be carefully thought 
through," he said. "There are 
many steps on the ladder of 
success.'' 
Grote, who will retire at the 
end of June, told the graduates 
- many sporting messages on 
their mortar boards - that 
"the American dream is alive 
and well, that you can be poor 
and come from a small town 
and make something of your-
self." 
But he urged them to help 
themselves along the way by 
seeking out _a mentor to guide 
them and ultimately judge 
themselves by the personal 
qualities, not the worldly pos-
sessions, they acquire. 
Grote, credited with over-
· seeing record enrollment 
growth and many capital im-
provements on ciunpus during 
his tenure, was awarded an 
honorary ·doctorate by the 
school. 
"He has left a mark on this 
institution," said regent 
Charles Wheeler of Ashland, 
who presented the degree :to 
Grote.· 
An English professor and. a 
longtime seamstress also were 
honored for their service to 
the school. , 
. -Joyce- B. LeMaster, an· asso-. 
ciate English professor, was 
the first recipient of the 
school's distinguished faculty 
service award.· 
She's been a member of the 
faculty since 1961 and a fre. 
quent presenter of scholarly 
papers at_ professional meet, 
ings. S_he has coordinated the 
school's Jesse Stuart Sym-
posium six times"" and is a past 
president of the Rowan 
County 'Democratic Woman's 
Club. 
Rosina Sue Woodrow. who 
.fled Communism in her· 
homeland of Czechoslovakia 
and emigrated to the. U.S. in 
. the 1950s, went to work for the 
school in 1977. . 
Grote said Woodrowri was 
known by friends as one who· 
has "always cherished the 
freedoms many of us take for 
granted." She has been active 
in D_emocratic politics in 
Rqwan County, as a volunteer 
for the Cancer Society and has 
worked to ·improve roads, wa-
ter service and public educa-
tion," he said. 




Morehead State University's aut-
oing president, C. Nelson Grote, 
Id more than 700 graduates yes-
rday that the American- Dream is 
al, and he advised theni to create 
eir own opportunities. 
_ 'You can come from nowhere 
~ 
go somewhere if you:_ d. ecide to 
it," Grote said. 
Northern Kentucky University 
Kentucky Wesleyan ,also held 
~ommencement ceremonies yester-
day. 
I Grote; who received an honorary 
Poctor of Humane Letters degree 
_from Morehead State, was his 
~chool's commencement speaker. 
: "I, too, am graduating because I 
am entering a new career, - retire-
ment," said Grote, who will retire 
~une · 30 after presiding over record 
enrollment and a multimillion-dollar 
renovation during his five years at 
lhe university. He is the school's 
~1th president. 
t Joyce B. LeMaster, an. associate 
professor of English and a member 
pf the Kentucky Humanities Coun-
cil's board of trustees, became the 
;tirst recipient of Morehead's distin-
guished faculty service award. 
1 Rosina Sue Woodrow, of Elliott-
ville, received 
the new ·distin-












you decide to 
do It." 
World War II, worked as a seam-
stress for the university's physical 
plant until illness forced her to re-
tire this spring. 
Northern Kentucky University. De-
grees were bestowed on 1,411 stu-
dents in four separate ceremonies 
yesterday. Former Gov. Louie B. 
Nunn was the sole commencement 
speaker, addressing the Chase Col-
lege of Law. 
Two seniors were honored by the 
NKU Alumni Association: Darlene 
Dunaway, a social-work major from 
Dayton, Ky., and Amy Arbino, a 
psychology major from Cincinnati. 
Kentucky Wesleyan College. 
About 160 students received degrees. 
from the college in Owensboro. 
The commencement speaker was 
John L. Clendenin, chairman and 
chief executive -officer of Atlanta-
based BellSouth and new president 
of the Boy Scouts of America's Na-
tional Council. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Education committee 
meets privately amid 
secrecy questions 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT - The Higher 
Education Nominating Commission 
met privately yesterday amid ques-
tions about whether it has complied 
with the Kentucky Open Meetings 
Law. . 
There was no public notice of 
the meeting, which was not inten-
tional, said Bill Griffin, deputy 
press secretary for Gov. Brereton 
Jones. 
"It was an oversight," Griffin 
said. 
The seven-member commission, 
which Jones appointed, reviews re-
sumes of people who have been 
recommended for positions as trust-
ees, regents or members of the 
Council on Higher Education. 
The panel has taken the posi-
tion that such work involves per-
sonnel matters and therefore can be 
conducted in closed, executive ses-
sions. 
But the Kentucky Open 'Meet-
ings Law still requires that the 
meeting itself be publicized and 
that a vote be taken to go into 
executive session. 
Griffin said future meetings of 
the commission, tentatively sched-
uled for May 20, 21 and 29, will be 
properly publicized. 
Commission Chairman Wilson 
Wyatt said he consulted Louisville 
lawyer Jon Fleischaker, a noted 
authority on questions involving 
open records and meetings, about 
whether the meeting could · be 
closed. 
Fleischakei, who· works for the 
Louisville law firm that Wyatt 
founded, said he thought the intent 
of the law was to allow groups 'such 
as the commission to freely discuss 
personalities in private. 
The Open Meetings Law con-
tains an exemption for discussion of 
personnel matters such as appoint-
. ing members. That section appears 
to apply to members of the individ-
ual agency. conducting the meeting, 
but Fleischaker said he did not 
think that was the case. 
"I wouldn't want to litigate it 
because I think you'd lose," he said. 
The commission was estab-
. lished after the 1992 General As-
sembly granted Jones' request to 
sack all existing boards and let him 
appoint replacements. 
The nominating commission 
will recommend three people for 
each position, including the incum-
bent. Under the new law, Jones will 
have to retain at least half of the 
incumbents on each board. 
The replacements must be ap-
pointed July 1. 
Wyatt said 500 resumes are 
being reviewed and he hopes to 
have recommendations ready for 
Jones at the meeting May 29. 
• 
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~~ort to tiuil~ stadium 
at U of L moves ahead -
By SHELDON SHAFER 
Staff Writer ' -i .. 
The effort to build an open-air, 
50,000-seat stadium for University 
of Louisville football is ready for the 
next phase, which will focus on a 
detailed design and' deciding bow 
many tickets can sell for what price. 
A U of L official affirmed yester-
day that a stadium can't be built to 
the detriment of academics, espe-
cially at a time of funding cuts. But 
as long as it's not, "we clearly need 
a new football stadium . . . and the 
university is very interested in it," . 
said Ray Nystrand, special assistant 
for intercollegiate athletics to.U of L 
President Donald Swain. 
Liberty National Bank President 
Malcolm thancey, head of the sta-
dium task force, briefed Mayor Jer-
ry-Abramson, county Judge-Execu-
tive Dave Armstrong and Swain 
Thursday on the recommendations 
· of the task force. Chancey called the 
meeting "very positive." 
The task force recently concluded 
after a year's study that the stadium . 
should be built south of Belknap 
Campus and not downtown. It also 
recommended a ticket surcharge as 
a· key funding source and stressed 
the need t9 keep public contribu-
tions as low·-as-possible. 
• The· "pnricipals agreed that a 
downtown domed, multipurpose 
stadium - which consultants said 
could cost up to $250 million if com-
bined with an expanded convention 
center - is too expensive, Abram-
son said yesterday. 
The next step for the stadium is 
·for Abramson, Armstrong and 
Swain to digest the task force's re-
port 'and then, probably in the next 
month or so, to name yet another 
small group to get everything set up 
to build it. Chancey is again expect-
ed to play a large role, with strong 
input from U of L officials. 
Barry Alberts, the city's down-
. town development director who has 
served as .the chief staff member on 
the stadium study, said the next 
group· will have two main tasks: 
■ Develop a financing/marketing 
plan. The focus will be on deciding 
how many tickets can be sold ·at 
what price, including ,corporate 
boxes. Task force consultants sug-
gested 15,000 "priority seats" carry-
ing a $225 extra annual cost on sea-
son football tickets and up to 4,000 
"premium seats" costing a one-time 
fee of $5,000 and reserved for five 
to Ill years. 
■ Develop a stadium design, in-
cluding a site analysis. The task 
force suggested a site that includes 
-U of L land near Parkway Field 
south of Eastern Parkway and, far-
ther south, a large tract owned by 
the CSX railroad. Alberts said the 
next effort will center on where the 
stadium would go in relation to 
parking and what other facilities are 
needed, such as a new U of L base-
ball field if Parkway is razed. 
Alberts said the·next phase prob-
ably will take 1.mtil late fall. Chan-
cey said that about $500,000 prob-
ably will be needed for it and that a 
combination of public and private 
money will be used. Chancey said it 
is too early to say if more consul, 
tants will be hired. 
The earliest a stadium could be· 
completed probably is fall 1995. 
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Why doesn't .UK 
recruit Kentuckians 
for scholarships?_ 
The University of Kentucky's recent 
recruiting class for men's basketball con-
tained not a single Kentuckian. This is 
amazing and disappointing, due to the 
success the 1991-92 team had with several 
Kentucky players. 
The main purpose of UK should be the 
education of Kentuckians. If young stu-
dents are recruited from Kentucky, they 
will, in all probability, stay in Kentucky 
and their education would benefit Ken-
tucky. 
Is the purpose of the UK athletic teams 
to furnish players for the pro teams or is 
it to educate Kentuckians? • 
Several of my family have graduated 
from UK, and I do enjoy the men's 
basketball and football games on the radio 
and TV. It would be nice to hear Kentucky 
hometowns mentioned when the teams are 
introduced. It would be good publicity for 
Kentucky. 
You have written a somewhat critical 
editorial about the football problem at 
Western Kentucky University. How about 
an editorial about Kentucky's state-sup-
ported colleges and universities giving 
more athletic scholarships to Kentuckians? 
Bowling Green 
MARY BODKIN 
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THE COURIER-JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY, MAY 20, 1992 The controversy has prompted ·Presbyten·an·.. Seven faculty members at Lees, plans for a campus ".i5it later this 
some of them with tenure, have month by representatives from the 
been fired Cir told their contracts American Associ_ation of University ,vants gi•rts would not be renewed in the past Professors. The school's regional 
'f'f 
I 
year. Most of those educators were accrediting agency, the Southern 
. critics of the way President WilliaJn Association of Colleges and 
halted Lees,. Bradshaw has run the school since Schools, made several recommen• 
' 
. taking over in 1988. ' dations its officials called '"signifi• 
· · Faculty members have com; cant'' this month after a visit. ,..,.oes p~obed· plained that Bradshaw has tried to The ReviBill McAtee, of Lexinga 
'f'f, .I., .. qtiash academic freedom and has· ton, the church's top official in East• 
· made arbitrary dismiss$. ' : . em Kentucky, said he, too, was con• 
Associated Press 
JACKSON, Ky. - A Presbyterian 
minister wants church officials to 
urge CO!lgregations throughout the 
· region to stop contributing to Lees 
College until an investigation into 
the high rate of faculty and . staff 
turnover can be conducted. 
Recent news reports about per• · 
sonnel controversies at the tiny, 
two-year school are reflecting badly 
on the church, with which Lees is 
affiliated, the Rev. Richard Mo-
bayed of Hazard said yesterday. 
. According to a resolution Mo-
bayed drafted, the church's cov-
enant with Lees "requiring respect 
for individual rights, just and fair 
treatment of faculty, staff and stu• 
dents is evidently being violated.''. 
The controversy "can only contin• 
ue to bring disrepute to the .good 
name· of the Presbyterian church in 
Eastern Kentucky," he said. 
The covenant allows Lees to men-
tion the church in advertisements 
and ask congregations for money •. 
Mobayed plans to present a reso-
lution at today's meeting. in Man• 
chester of Region 2 of the Transyl-
vania Presbytery, which represents 
part of Eastern Kentucky. He also 
hopes to present the resolution at 
the official meeting of the entire 
. Eastern Kentucky presbytery on 
June 27 in Corbin. · 
Action on Mobayed's resolution 
would have to come from the Synod 
of Llving Waters, the governing 
body for Kentucky, Tenne.ssee, Mis-
sissippi and Alabama. 
Bradshaw refused to comment cemed about the situation at Lees. 
yesterday on Mobayed's resolution. "I'm in favor of the synod doing 
something," he said. 
· THE COURIER-JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY,. MAY 20, 1992 
UK has science-enrichment program 
LEXINGTON, Ky. -A science-enrichment program for Eastern 
Kentucky and black high school students is being started· at the 
University of Kentucky this summer with a $1.4 million grant from 
tlie National Cancer Institute. 
The four-year gra!lt was awarded to Dr. Donald Frazier, chair-
man of the UK College o_f Medicine's Department of Physiology 
and Biophysics. The gra!lt provides $631,092 for the first two 
years and $729,673 for the last two years. 
The NCI also selected the University of Southern California and 
the University of Massachusetts to participate in the project. The 
UK program will run from July 5 to Aug. 7 this year. 
UK plans to use hands-on experiments and other problem-solv• 
ing activities to inake students aware of the relationship of science 
and math to biomedical careers; It will target students about to 
enter the 10th grade. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., WEDNESDAY, MAY 20, 1992 
Verner quits job as OVC assistant· 
Jon Verner, assistant commissioner of the Ohio Valley Conference,•said 
yesterday in Brentwood, Tenn., that he is leaving the league offices after 13 
years. V emer, in a prepared statement, said he is ready to seek new. and 
different career challenges. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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· Aeociated Presa ~.,. 
· " MANCHESTER - An Easti,;n, 
Kentucky Presbyterian·· governing; 
body voted unanimously yesterday ' 
to seek to have the church's hierar-
chy ·· investigate . church-affiliated 
Lees College. _ :•·;,-: ~ -;_·_ ·,-. ~. ,: :. -.,_ 
·-. •-The resolution also seeks to 
have the church's four-state region-
al governing ~ the Synod of 
the Living Waters, withhold its 
$10,000 annual contribution to Lees 
until after it investigates the tiny, 
two-year college in Jackson.· 
:·,. -!'We're all concerned about the 
. confusion at Lees College,• the Rev. 
Richard Mobayed of Hazard said 
··after the vote. "We · hurt foi . the 
college. ... We hurt for the people 
of Jackson and were concerned that. 
·we may lose the oollege. • ·· . i· -• • 
· · . .,'. College spokeswoman·· '.Susan 
Herald declined comment on the 
-· vote. -. . :· .. _· ... r- - • ,·· 
.---,, Warner Durnell, assodate·exei-
'~ve for synod. ministries, .. also 
declined to comment · · · 
Region ·2 of the Transylvania 
Presbytery unanimously approved 
a resolution that Mobayed present-
ed yesterday calling on the entire 
presbytery to approve a resolution 
officially requesting that the synod 
-investigate Lees. The presbytery's 
decision would come at its" meeting 
June Zl in Corbin;·, .•. ;;.\. • ,,,,:[ 
·, :; ;},'mte people rve talked to that · 
. are aware (of the Lees' controversy) , 
feel like the situation needs to be 
. reviewed by the synod,~' said, the ' 
Rev. , William McAtee, executive · 
presbyter of the Transylvania Pres-' 
. bytery and the church's top official . 
. in Eastern Kentucky. "And in say- · 
: ing that, I do not necessarily believe . 
· that they are taking any position 
one way or the other, although they 
may have personal feelings about 
it" 
Lees is loosely affiliated with 
the synod, but a covenant with Lees 
allows the school to use the name of 
the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) 
name in its literature and to solicit 
donations from Presbyterian con-
gregations. 
Since William B, Bradshaw be-
came president at Lees four years 
ago, the college has experienced 
extraordinarily high turnover and 
allegations of nepotism, violations 
of academic freedom and lack of 
due process. 
Last week Lees fired five profes-
sors - some of them tenured -
who had been outspokenly critical 
of Bradshaw. One Lees trustee, 
Louise Hatmaker, cited disloyalty .to 
Bradshaw as the reason for four of 
the dismissals. 
who have been let go since the 
present administration took over.' " 
the resolution said. 
The presbytery should persuade 
the synod to cut its ties to Lees if 
the allegations are found to be true, 
the resolution said. In the mean-
time, the synod should publicize 
how loose the affiliation is with 
Lees, the resolution said. 
If there are any violations of The national American Associa-
Lees' covenant, "continued disre- tion of University Professors will 
pute will be brought to the good conduct an investigation at Lees 
name of the Presbyterian Church in next week. The association's state 
Eastern Kentucky and untold harm chapter, based on an investigation 
rendered to the faculty, staff and it conducted earlier this year, has 
students at Lees," the resolution voted to censure Lees. 
said. Earlier this month, an official 
"Presbyterians in general and with the Southern tssociation of 
church leaders in particular are Colleges and Schools, the regional 
constantly bombarded ,vith ques- accreditation agency, warned that 
lions about 'your college' and 'What Lees could find its accreditation in 
a!e you doing about all those people peril. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY .. THURSDAY, MAY 21, 1992 
WKU approves bonds for renovation--.--
BowL1NG :GREEN - The executive committee of Western 
Kentucky University's board of regents approved the sale of more 
than f;1 million in bonds yesterday for various renovation projects . 
Prudential-Bache Securities was the successful bidder with an 
interest rate of 6.129 percent. 
Among the.projects are the renovation of Potter Hall and work on 
boilers. 
2 WKU students win national awards 
BOWLING GREEN - Two journalism students at Western 
Kentucky University have won national recognition for their work. 
Marc Piscotty, a senior photojournalism major from Seneca Falls, 
N.Y., won the ove_rall photo competition in the William Randolph 
Hearst Foundation Journalism J\wards Program. Piscotty also won 
for best picture story and best single photo. 
Chris Poore, a senior from Erlanger, placed second in the national 
writing competition. · 
Both awards come with cash prizes. 
Directory of black graduates released 
LOUl~VILLE -The K~ntucky Commission on Human Rights 
relf'.3sed its Black Graduates of Kentucky directory to state and 
regional employers yesterday. 
The 22nd annual edition contains thumbnail biographies of 200 
bl~cks . 'Yho w!ll be graduating from Kentucky's colleges and 
uruversilies dunng 1992. . 
Lutitia Papailler, the commission's acting executive director, told 
emJ?l?yers by_ l~tter that they could help improve their competitive 
position by hrrmg some of the individuals listed in the directory. 
"Even though the current job market may be the ~ost difficult 
for new graduates since we began publishing this directory 
e_mployers 1:1ust not reduce their commitment to offer job opportuni'. 
lies to qualified black grads," she said. 
LEXING"J:ON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY, TI-IURSDAY, MAY 21, 1992 
WHAT DO YOU SAY? instead of tun)ing out a bunch 
of football players that might 
not have the GPA (grade point 
average) that an academic 
would .... Work on improving 
our country's scholastic 
abilities." - Lisa Scott 
Call (606) 231-3596 
L ast week's question: Should colleges drop · football programs and 
related scholarships in an effort 
to cut costs? 
Here's what you.said: 
■ "I think colleges need to 
concentrate more on academics 
than sports, and maybe instead 
of giving away so many sports 
scholarships, give away 
academic scholarships. That 
would make much more sense 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
■ "Dropping scholarships 
would be bad for students all 
over Kentucky .. , . Underprivi-
leged kids won't be able to 
attend school, and a lot of other 
people who people think could 
attend school won't be able to 
attend without scholarships. 
And it would keep a lot of in-
state kids from being 
recruited." - Mike Harmon 
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The Daily Independent. Ashland. Kentucky Saturday, May 23, 1992 
MSU approves The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky Saturday, May 23, 1992 
slashed budget Regents honor MSU president 
MOREHEAD - Retiring 
Morehead State University 
President C. Nelson Grote 
was named president 
emeritus Friday during his 
final board of regents 
By JIM ROBINSON 
OFT HE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - Morehead 
State University approved a 
pared-down budget Friday for 
next year without any signif-
icant changes from the pre-
liminary version regents were 
presented in April. 
Sixty-five university jobs 
will be cut when the fiscal 
year begins July 1. Twenty-
two permanent employees are 
scheduled to be laid off. Forty. 
one more will hav~ their 
hours or contract lengths cut. 
Shortfalls in state revenues 
forced all state universities to 
cut their budgets. · 
MSU's 1992-93 budget of · 
$57 .4 million is 8.4 percent less · 
than last year's. 
Retiring MSU President C. · 
Nelson Grote called the fiscal 
plan the most difficult of the 
21 he's handled in his career. 
· The board refused to re-
consider some of the cost-
saving measures. 
Among them: 
► Extending · the probdtion! 
ary period for newly hired 
staff members from three to 
six months and prohibiting 
them from accumulating va-
cation time until after their 
probationary period is com-
pleted. · 
Staff Congress Chairwoman 
Teresia Parker urged the 
board to retain a policy of al-
lowing new hires to ac-
cumulate vacation during 
their probation but not be al-
. lowed to take it until after-
ward. 
►Cutting by as much as 50 
percent for one year pay that 
faculty members receive for 
driving to and from classes . 
taught outside Morehead. 
Faculty regent Alban 
Wheeler vehemently argued 
against the cut, saying it rep-
resented the only cost-saving 
measure in which employees 
were actually paid less for 
performing the same service. 
"I don't believe it's· neces-
sary to do that," Wheeler said. 
John Philley, interim vice 
president for ac_ademic affairs, 
said the measure could save 
the school as much· as $50,000 
a ye;,.r. 
The board's. unanimous ap-
proval of the budget came at 
Chainnan Bill Seaton's urging 
nnt tn tin lror urith thP nh:1n 
"This budget fits together 
like a jigsaw puzzle, and if we 
start messing around with it, 
we're not only going to be 
_here all day, but we're going 
:to be sorry," he said. 
The budget does not include 
raises for any of the school's 
900 employees. 
At Wheeler's urging, the 
board accepted a resolution 
asking that it consider ab-
sorbing any increases in 
health insurance premiums 
during the next year. 
MSU currently pays $112 a , 
month for each employee for 
the health insurance plan. 
Employees contribute the re-
mainder. 
The budget is based on 
projected enrollment of 8,400 
student next. fall. But Grote 
called that figure conserva-
tive, and student life vice 
president Mike Mincey said 
admission applications are up 
over last year's figures. 
Other budget highlights in-
clude: 
► Average increase in stu-
clent fees of 4.3 percent. 
► A 10 percent reduction in 
classes offered on campus. Off-
campus class selections at 
Ashland, Prestonsburg; West 
Liberty and Pikeville were 
increased, 
► An 11 percent reduction in 
institutional grant and schol-
arship funds. 
► A $255,000 cut in general 
operating fund support for 
·athletics, although the budget 
for athletics is down only 4.2 
percent from its opening fig-
ure of $2.27 million last year, 
meeting, . 
Grote, who will retire 
June 30, said he was 
"highly complimented" by 
the board's gesture. 
At MSU's spring 
commencement last 
Saturday, Grote was given 
an honorary doctorate, 
"I hope as the history 
books are written that both 
actions were justified on 
the basis of my 
contributions to the 
university not only' for my 
five years as the president, 
but also as the result of the 
11 years I spent on the 
faculty and staff," Grote 
told the board. 
Grote has served 21 years 
as either president or · 
chancellor at three different 
institutions: 10 years at 
Schoolcraft College, six · 
years as head of a system of 
community colleges in 
Washington state, and five 
years at MSU, 
Ron Eaglin, chancellor of 
the University ·of South 
Carolina's Coast Carolina 
College, has been named his 
successor. 
THE COUFJIER-JOURNAL. SATURDAY, MAY 23, 1992 
Morehead approves trimmed budget 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State University regents ap-
proved a $57.4 million budget yesterday that may force nearly two 
dozen layoffs, freezes salaries and reduces athletics spending by 
$250,000. 
The budget for fiscitl 1992-93 was 8.4 p_ercent lower than the 
budget that the university's board of regents originally approved 
last year. . 
Faculty Regent Alban Wheeler was unhappy with the salary 
freeze, and warned that Morehead State will drop further behind 
similar schools in average faculty salaries. Morehead State al-
ready trails the other schools in average pay by $1,500, he said. 
The budget, which is based on a projected fall enrollment of 
8,400, could result in the layoff of as many as 22 employees, while 
reducing hours or shortening contracts for another 41 workers. 
Other parts of the budget included an 11 percent cut in scholar-
ship and grant funds and a reduction in funding for maintenance. 
-A service of the Office of Media. Relations-
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positions. The number of employees 
who will be forced out of jobs is 
considerably fewer, however, be-
cause some are retiring and others 
are being transferred to other jobs. 
Twenty-two employees will be 
laid off July 1, said budget director 
Ray Pinner. 
In addition to those positions, 
the school is cutting several tempo-
rary and seasonal jobs. The reduc-
tions in jobs would save $2.8 mil-
lion. 
.• Eliminated the soccer team, 
saVIng $15,000. 
• Took $275,000 from scholar-
ships while continuing to set aside 
nearly $2 million in aid for fresh-
men and returning students: 
• Cut "time-on-road" pay · 50 
percent for faculty members who 
teach at sites outside of Morehead. 
Faculty Regent Alban Wheeler 
strongly argued against that cut. 
saying it would hurt professors 
who teach weekly classes in towns 
like Whitesburg or Prestonsburg. 
Approved '92-'93 budget 
slashes $5.8 million 
The board of regents agreed to 
policy changes giving laid-off em-
ployees first choice for a year at 
any positions that come open at the 
university. 
The only faculty members get-
ting pay raises are the 15 being 
promoted. 
He said faculty members de-
serve to be paid the full amount for 
the time it takes them to drive from 
Morehead to those towns. The old 
rate was $6 a mile for the first 50 
miles, $5 a mile for the next 50 and 
$4-a mile for every mile after that. 
The rate applies to the entire semes-
ter, not individual trips. 
·BY Todd Pack 
Northeastern Kentucky bureau 
MOREHEAD - Morehead State University's 
regents have approved a "difficult and disappoint-
ing" budget that eliminates some scholarships and 
teaching jobs. 
· Morehead State's new president. 
South __ Carolina college chancellor 
Ronald Eaglin, will earn $112,000 a 
year. 
Grote, who retires June 30, earns 
$102,600. 
"I've made the trip to Whites-
burg, and I think the _faculty de-
serves to be paid the full amount 
for it," Wheeler said. _ 
It also calls for fewer classes and almost no pay 
raises. . The regents also: 
The 1992-93 spending plan, approved yesterday 
9-0, is nearly identical to the recommendations given 
to the board last month. 
• Cut faculty research monev 50 
percent. · 
Board Chairman William Sea-
ton, who voted in favor of the cut, 
told him, "It builds character." 
"This is the most difficult and disappointing 
budget I've ever pre-
sented," said Morehead 
State President C. Nel-
son Grote. "It does not 
adequately address the 
needs of the universi-
ty." 
It was, however, the 
best the university 
could do, considering 
the cuts in state higher 
education spending. 
Morehead, like the 
state's other public uni-
versities, has faced a 10 
Morehead's 
serious cuts 
• 65 faculty and staff 
positions . 
• 22 employees · 
• Several temporary and 
seasonal jobs 
• 50 percent in faculty 
research money 
• 10 percent in number of fall 
classes 
• Eliminated soccer team 
• $275,000 from scholarships 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL. FRIDAY, MAY 22, 1992 
Murray raises ticket prices to 
offset budget cut 
From AP and Staff Dispatches 
Murray State University is trying 
to find ci:eative ways to deal with a 




percent cut in state financing since the start of school 
in September 1991. 
The school has increased football 
and basketball ticket prices $2 per 
seat, with tickets ranging from $7 to 
$9 for adults. The price of children's 
admission will remain $2. 
The changes are expected to raise 
an extra $85,000 to $100.000. 
Its total budget for 1992-93 is $56.9 million, a 
decrease of $5.8 million. 
There also will be an additional 
$1 charge for the homecoming foot-
ball game and the basketball game 
against Texas in January, according 
to ticket manager Claire Benton. 
The budget eliminates about 65 faculty and staff 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., 
SATURDAY, MAY 23, 1992 
'Blames Lees board 
Before May 12, I believed the only 
chance Lees College had to end the 
ongoing administration/faculty battle lay 
with the board of trustees. I was grievous-
ly mistaken. 
It seems the board, the highest govern-
ing body at Lees College, has seen fit to 
perpetuate this war instead of seeking 
some form of reconciliation.- Instead of 
seeking some form of middle ground, it 
adopted the policy of its subordinate, 
President William B. Bradshaw, and opted 
for intimidation and scare tactics. 
As a student at Lees College this past 
year, I was instructed by three of the four 
professors who were fired by the board of 
trustees. I am not exaggerating when I say 
these teachers are irreplaceable; and this 
ongoing turmoil has been a major factor in 
the decision of several students to transfer 
next year, including myself. 
So, to the Lees College board of 
trustees: Wake up. Stop advocating one 
side of the issue while ignoring the other, 
and remember that this is a democratic 




The school has increased the 
minimum contribution to purchase 
basketball chairback seats from 
$100 to $150 per seat. The Murray 
State Athletic Association also 
raised its membership fee from $25 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY .. MONDAY, MAY 25, 1992 
Board focuses on mission Moreover, the board further under-
scores the fact that it has no axe to grind 
with the college's faculty and greatly 
appreciates the exemplary service_ ren-
dered the college by the greater portion of 
the faculty. It should be apparent to any 
observer that the fortunes of a small 
institution depend upon the dedication and 
The Lees College board of . trustees 
expresses its unqualified support for Presi-
dent William Bradshaw and his adminis-
trative staff in their recent efforts at the 
college. 
As the body charged with the ultimate 
responsibility for the governance of Lees, 
the board recognizes and accepts its duty 
and responsibility of running the college 
and has attempted to keep in focus the 
college's mission, namely, educating 
young people from Eastern Kentucky. In 
fulfilling tlµs serious duty, and obligation, 
the board recognizes that it must make 
difficult decisfons, such as recent person-
nel decisions. All such decisions have been 
made in a circumspect and thoughtful 
manner, with the sole goal of insuring an 
atmosphere of civility and commitment 
within which the college's-special mission 
may be_ brought to fruition. 
. cooperation of all employees. Accordingly, 
it is the board's sincere wish that its recent 
actions will be viewed in the light in 
which they were made and that the faculty 
and entire college community will join the 
board in ushering the college into its most 
productive and rewarding period. 
· HAROLD MULLIS 
_JACKSON 
Vice Chairman 
Board of Trustees 
FARRA ALFORD 
Chairman 
Academic Affairs Committee 
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Nobel winner 
tells Transy 
. that research 
money is vital 
By Kit Wagar 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
Nobel Prize winner William Lipscomb Jr. 
yesterday issued a plea _to the 199~ graduat-
ing class of Transylvarua Umv';l"51ty to ~up-
port continued government fundmg of univer-
sity research. 
-;. "Inadequate support . , , shall significant-
ly retard our ability to make the· discoveries 
needed to meet the challenges of population 
control, environmental. renewal, energy sup-
plies and health care," he said. 
Lipscomb, a University of Ken!I'c~y 
alumnus who won the 197B Nobel Prize m 
chemistry, was the commencement speaker 
during Transylvania's graduation. 
This year's class of 215 is the second-
largest in the liberal arts school's 212-year 
history and only two fewer than last year's 
record number of graduates. 
Lipscomb, a retired Harvard 
University . professor, said treat-
ments for dfabetes, brain tumors 
and high blood pressure are just a 
few of the benefits that have 
emerged from theoretical research 
now under attack from some quar-
ters. 
Lipscomb defended the often-
criticized practice · of universities 
charging the government for indi-
rect costs of-research, like utilities, 
buildings, maintenance and admin-
istration. Indirect costs of research 
by private industry often equal or 
exceed the direct costs of research, 
he said. 
Recent reports of universities, 
most notably Stanford, having to 
repay millions of dollars in misap-
propriated research grants have ex-
aggerated the problem, he said. 
Stanford has refunded $2.3 ·mil-
Iion, or one-half of 1 percent of the 
government payments for indirect 
research costs from 1981 to 1990. 
Government auditors found that the 
university had charged the govern-
ment $2,000 a month for floral 
arrangements for the school presi-
dent's home, $60,000 for mainte-
nance on the school yacht and 
$12Q,OOO for equipment used by the 
school's sailing program. 
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Transylvania awards 215 degrees 
LEXINGI'ON, Ky. - Transylvania University awarded degrees 
to 215 seniors yesterday. 
William N. Upscomb Jr., who received the 1976 Nobel Prize in 
chemistry, called for stronger government support of university 
research in bis address to the graduates. 
Lipscomb said the partnership between universities and the 
U.S. government has "created a scientific base which constant1Y 
rejuvenales itself in a way unequaled in any other country. If this 
enterprise is compromised by inadequate support of both direct 
and Indirect costs, we shall significantly retard our ability to make 
the discoveries needed to meet the challenges of population con-
trol, environmental renewal, energy supplies and health care. In 
addition, we will be much less able to add to our understanding of 
our place in th!l universe." 
Lipscomb, a professor emeritus of chemistry at Harvard, was 
awarded en honorary doctor of science degree. 
Vugiliia Marsh Bell, a 1942 Transylvania graduate and now 
family counselor at the .Sanders-Brown Center on Aging at the 
University of Kentucky, received an honorary doctor of humane 
letters degree. Bell is known for her work with Alzheimer's pa-
tients and their families. · 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., MONDAY, MAY 25, 1992 
An additional $150,000 was 
used to provide faculty members 
with discount tickets to football and 
basketball games. 
· Lipscomb said some of the costs 
were clearly inappropriate. But all 
universities contribute substantial 
amounts to the cost of research by 
providing· and maintaining the re-
search sites, he said. 
The partnership among univer-
sities, government and industry, 
Lipscomb said, has produced the 
most efficient and vibrant research 
environment in the world. By sup-
porting university research, the 
government improves undergradu-
ate education and provides a conti-
nuity of knowledge from one gener-
ation to the next, he said. 
"Research is what allows pro-
fessors to rejuvenate their lectures," 
Lipscomb said. He critized those in 
Congress and elsewhere who do not 
see the' benefit of theoretical re-
search, where the goal is to increase 
knowledge. 
Lipscomb said he never antici-
pated that his research into the 
forces that hold atoins together 
would someday be related to a 
treatment for inoperable brain tu-
mors. Similarly, scientists at Up-
john Laboratories built on Lips-
comb's research into the structure 
of enzymes to develop an anti-blood 
pressure drug. 
Such pure research is· certain to 
contribute to treatments· for cancer,· 






Berea alunma Elizabeth Cul-
breth told the students in her com-
mencement address to "just say 
yes" to opportunities in an age of 
great criticism and complaint. 
Culbreth, director of the U.S. 
Labor Department's office of admin-
istrative appeals, graduated in 1964. 
She told the students they should 
support people who are trying to 
make government more effective. 
Betty Harris Olinger, associate 
professor of nursing, received the 
Elizabeth Perry Miles award for 
community service. In addition to 
full-time teaching duties at Berea, 
Olinger serves on the board of 
Berea Hospital and is a member of 
the City of Berea Housing Authori-
ty and Tax Equalization Commis-
sion. 
Speaker tells crowd 
to seize opportunity 
Herald-Leader staff report 
Despite bad weather that moved 
Berea College's graduation ceremo-
ny inside yesterday, an overflow 
crowd of about 1,600 gathered to 
honor the graduates. 
Berea College awarded degrees 
to 206 students. An additional 16 
students, who will complete their 
degrees this summer, also were 
recognized. 
Honor students Paul Aubrey 
Law of Salyersville and Karen Eliz-
abeth Rule of Lexington received 
Berea's T.]. and Hilda Woods 
awards designating the outstanding 
man and woman of the graduating 
class. Rule received a bachelor's 
degree in biology, and Law received 
one in chemistry. Both graduated 
magna cum Iaude. 
The highest faculty honor, the 
Seabury A ward for excellence in 
teaching, went to history professor 
Dean Warren Lambert. 
Lambert began his career in 
1953 at Berea's Foundation School, 
which has since closed. He joined 
the faculty of Berea College in 1963. 
Two Berea alumni received hon-
orary degrees. James Stephen 
Brown, Class of 1937, a retired 
professor of rural sociology at the 
University of Kentucky, received a 
Doctor of Humane Letters. Robert 
Blake, Class of 1940, a psychologist 
and president of Scientific Methods 
Inc. in Austin, Texas, was honored 
with a degree of Doctor of Letters. 
Scientific Methods is an internation-
al consulting firm. 
The ceremony, traditionally an 
outdoor event, was driven inside by 
rain and cold weather. It was in the· 
Phelps Stokes Chapel on the Berea 
campus. 
, 
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Nunn surprises WKU 
with a critical report 
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY, Staff Writer 
BOWUNG GREEN, Ky. - Former Gov. Louie 
Nunn has sent ~estem Kentucky University's re-
gents a letter saying there are "very significant ir-
regularities" in the handling of money at the 
school. 
Nunn lists 11 problems he says he has found at 
Western, including "a violation of one or more state 
laws," "transfer of state funds for personal use 
without proper authority," "expenditure of unbud-
geted monies in the millions of dollars" and "irreg-
ular use of money from the Food Services." . 
• His letter - which he labels a "report" - does 
not get into specifics. Nunn also notes that he has 
not seen the preliminary review of some university 
accounts done by the Louisville office of Arthur An-
dersen & Co. That review found loose management 
controls over some accounts and urgeifthe regents 
to tighten budgeting practices. 
The board originally wanted Nunn to supervise 
the review. They tried three times in January to hire 
him, but the hiring was voided by a circuit judge in 
February. The matter has been appealed, 
But Nunn says he is still looking into· matters at. 
Western. "I'm going to continue. to look into things I 
think might be beneficial to West-
ern, things that might be protective 
of_ the taxpayers' money," Nunn 
said Wednesday in an interview. 
"Now that I've gotten interested 
!n it, why, I expect to pursue my 
mterest. I hope an awful lot of citi-
zens will do likewise." 
Nunn said he summarized his in-
depen_dent findings for the regents 
and "Just dropped it on them." 
"I didn't get into any specifics," 
he said. "I just thought if they want-
ed more information.. . . Well, the 
board can't come to me. The 
board's enjoined" by the court rul-
ing. "I don't know how they could 
find out." 
Regents Chairman Joe iracane 
said he was "shocked" to get 
Nunn's letter. 
"I swear I had no idea," Ira cane 
said. "I haven't spoken to him in 
many, many months. No contact 
whatsoever. I would have thought 
we were winding down." 
When asked what he wanted the 
regents to do with his report, Nunn 
said: "I don't care what they do with 
it. They hired me and I did my work 
and I reported to them. It's up to 
them to do whatever they want to. If 
they want to sit there and let them-
selves be liable but not make an in-
quiry or do anything, that's all right 
with me." · 
The second paragraph of his let-
ter reads: 
"In spite of the concerted efforts 
on the part of board members (Ste-
phen) Catron, (Bobby) Bai'tley, 
(Western President) Dr. (Thomas) 
Meredith, and others, I have been 
able to ascertain some very signifi-
cant irregularities at Western which 
should be called to your attention 
prior to the ending of your terms 
and matters for which you could be 
personally µable unless corrective 
action is taken ... prior to the ter-
mination of your term." 
Nunn indicated that the irregular-
ities he had found might lead to a 
lawsuit. When asked if he knew if 
any such suit was being prepared, 
Nunn said: "I'm saying just if one 
was filed. I don't even know if there 
will be a taxpayer suit filed. I'm not 
taking any steps to do anything, ex-
cept discharge my duties for which I 
was employed." 
It was unclear what the legal ba-
sis for such a suit would be, since 
Kentucky law appears to assign the 
responsibility for such actions to the 
state attorney general. 
After saying that the rationale of 
"it has been going on before" in ex-
plaining questioned practices "does 
not appear to be a very valid de-
fense" - the administration and 
some former regents have said 
some accounting practices that 
were reviewed began before Mer-
edith arrived at Western - Nunn 
notes in the letter that Iracane "has 
served for an extended period of 
time" and that Meredith "has 
served for at least _three years." 
Then Nunn lists a series of ques-
.tions challenging both Meredith and 
Iracane to explain what each has 
done to, deal with those problems. 
Iracane said he has been trying to 
schedule a regents meeting at which 
Arthur Andersen would present its 
final report, He said that he would 
respond to Nunn's report at that 
time. 
"I think there are serious ac-
counting concerns that need to be 
addressed, and that's the value of 
this audit." But Nunn's report, Ira-
cane said, "throws a completely 
new wrinkle in it, I think." 
Meredith said he had not seen 
Nunn's report, and added, "I don't 
think it's necessary for me to re-
spond to Mr. Nunn's comments." 
Catron, who along with Bartley 
won the court ruling voiding Nunn's 
hiring in February, said he gave 
Nunn's report little consideration 
and simply filed it away. Bartley 
and faculty regent Eugene Evans 
said they had not received a copy. 
Regent Burns Mercer, who joined 
the board after the audit battle, got 
a copy but declined to comment on 
it, as did regent Vice Chairwoman 
Patsy Judd. Other regents could not 
be reached for comment. 
A month ago, Commonwealth's 
Attorney Steve Alan Wilson wrote 
Nunn a letter saying that Westem's 
campus police had learned that 
Nunn "interviewed suspects in a 
criminal investigation" then under 
way at Western. Wilson asked Nunn 
to tum over any information he had 
in the matter. 
About a month later, Nunn re-
plied that he would supply the infor-
mation, "if you will appoint me as 
your (unpaid) Assistant Common-
wealth Attorney." His other condi-
tions included "the · impaneling of 
... a fair, unbiased" grand jury and 
an investigation into Westem's hir-
ing ·of another individual under a 
personal-service contract. 
Wilson said he chose to drop the 
issue with Nunn. No arrests have 
been made. 
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UK gets $1 million gift to be used 
for science career development 
Associated Press dors of scientific enthusiasm," said John Rawls, 
The Howard Hughes Medical Institute awarded a director of the UK School of Biological Sciences. 
$1 million gift to the University of Kentucky 
yesterday as part of its effort to keep US. students 
competitive in science and mathematics. 
The overall goal of the five-year program at UK 
is to promote career development of future biological 
and biomedical scientists and academicians. 
The gift is part of · a $175.5 million initiative 
financed by the institute involving 181 public and Rawls said UK will spend 45 percent of the grant 
private colleges and universities. The UK program to foster undergraduate research projects; 30 percent 
begins in July. for outreach, particularly at the secondary and 
The money will help turn Kentucky's teachers in community college levels; and.25 percent for curricu-
high school and in higher education into "ambassa- lum and faculty development. · 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky Tuesday, May 26, 1992 
4 inmates receive degrees from 
MSU center hi.,. .. u . . u;..,:e·· ~o·r• ;{pfbg'ili'ill):aciffi1'itwr'a(or"icfr' 
. 0 o., 11a ve ·servmg !,!W '' ' _;:'.Kentucky's.prisoffe.?safcf there: 
By ALAN P. PITTMAN sexual ·assault Isaacs ,~u).d,.~; ·:'are :J 049 !nmatestiii., li state 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT paroled ne:kt year. · ·,s,,;.f;.i''/l'ct· ~:prisons enrolled: Jn''academlc·: 
WEST LIBERTY - Al-
uminum and glass and paper 
aren't the only things that 
need to be recycled, Phillip 
Rasmussen says. 
People should be, too. 
Earlier this month Ras-
mussen and three other in-
mates of the Eastern Kentucky 
Education Center marked a 
milestone in that process, 
receiving associate degrees 
earned th:~ough the Licking 
Valley Extended Campus 
Center of Morehead State 
University. 
They were the the first in-
mates at the two-year-old 
prison to earn degrees from 
the center. 
Education opens new doors 
for inmates, instead of slam-
ming old ones behind them, 
Rasmussen said during a 
graduation ceremony at the 
prison May 15. 
"The diploma means we 
care about ourself," he said. 
All four graduates agreed 
that education is the key to 
reforming their lives and 
building on something posi-
tive. 
"I believe by pursuing an 
education I have the op-
portunity to change my life-
style,"said Donald G. Sargent, 
38, a Dry Ridge native spend-
ing 10 years in prison on con-
vi ct ions of trafficking in 
marijuana and being a per-
sistent felony offender. 
"The only way out is to ed-
ucate yourself to change," said 
Randall W. Isaacs, 26, a Lima, 
%~1'.I -~d l~ fo~ myself. !t ~ been,, ·.'programs. '''?~=~s.S',';'~t:r•·· 'i · 
. a l~~~,ad but I_feeL~onder,i. ,;: The Eastern Keµtucky Cor:, 
ful; • said Freddie E,~Black-•, rectional Complex/a medium 
bum,:33, who_ goes ~fore tl;18 : security prison;_,ts ·~e first 
parole_ board m 18 months. 'I : state. prison toFfuive an ac-
want to be self-emp!Qyed: 1· ademic center built 1n:·-.,, ' 
. w~t to s~-u; .~J:.-~Jr.:\°:':~~~f" . · Gene · Y_oung, · chairman of 
busu~ess. ·? · :;:,.••tt:;-, .. ,'f',_·•·'.·" ,. the English Department at 
··. · ~lli.~kbum,.-,,wh_~ s Jiel;n 1n ·-· MSU, said having ._a chance to 
pnso1J,' .. B_e'-;_(!~i,Yea.r5,· _!Sn,t _ the :0 teach inmates was, a,'.'terrific 
· onlrl{one .~1*:_,amb1tio~ '. foi:_;; ·experience." · ·.; }c\\,:i 
;somefhiJig~!' •. al.ler .. ~~,s .. ~-:,:i · :, Young who fuughf-fresh-leased.'."·."· '~=L,,:,;;:,e.t0·J- ·:__.,., .• ,:- .. 4<' .. 'ii .4_.,. , • • . . . 
;, · · ·• 1·',c;,►l~s'1'1"'-:/..:,·"'··":--,,, .. ;i ._man compos1t1?n, _s_a!d he <: Sargent,, P .. __ ,jo_. pursue a, . could try teaching- merhods 
J>achelor's::;:de~~- Cup-ently .' _'with prisoners he couldn't try 
: only· two-year;_!legrees are. of'. . ·. 'with. his regular ·students at· 
fered through. the MSU ex-_ , MSU. . ,. · -•. ·.JJ,;'·:;:-s,, . ... 
. tended campus program at tile _ . :1 '.'I told them .to write about • 
.. ~r!,son;, .. · .;-- · .. :(,. · · ,-·· ·' · · . .. themselves,· whei:ii\they ·are· 
· .· .. The firs~ time_. I went .ff'· and why,"· Young saul ."They 
-· college I partied; l!_nd, dldn t went from· confinement of a 
finish," Sargent. said. _:'.T]ll~_ cell to freedom in the ·class-
time I did it right.'~.:\ 0~'::;;~;• - ,,: room. Writing was another 
·:, Rasmussen,:,.w!10'~:.l1een_ In•; form of freedom to them." ., . · 
: :carcerated' for:.elght years and •i Young said his· s·tudents 
: won't be , eligible -,for parole ; _ surorlsed him by · joking and 
-~ until 1996, said. he intends to: .;·talking so .fi"eely about prison' 
f.~arn~ _a four•y~-- de~ and; - life;~.,/!/--::-:i~Ei.r~\_-t ).' -: • ..,,, t-f):.-_. __ ," ~· -
', give something_ja~~-.}~ ~,i ..•. "The had· a ·strong sense of 
, fellow lnmates.:·0 .c::,_ ,-.--.-!'-: ., • ~, humor about it," he said. :! 
, _- ."I ~ant to· ~ome a coun- '. · •. After receiving his diploma. 
.·· selor, _he sal_!J: .. 1 want to" help! Blackburn· turned toward his 
__ people change_ their lives.. . : _family, grinned and raised his 
•., Morehead .. President C. Ne!,: . arms in the ait ., ; .;, •-"· 
_ son Grote'. sail!: the· four grad< · .-, "I was too bullheadded · to 
uates n.eeded to ~ recognized_.· take· family advice,''. Black-
. for their ~ccomplishments J~t burn said later. "To see my 
. as much as students on MSU s _. family here today with wars 
_ campus. _He. said he hopes: in their eyes ... It's been a long 
:.-!Ilore. -~nmates w1ll get in•;· road and it feels wonderful. I 
;,_volvei'.\~J:!B~il~~:~,~]; feel. confident· to face the 
r, ures-;ij~:•,::-~.~::~·':!J.l"~\:--t.:JJ ··: -~Jr..t-:f:-'.<i'c?'"--Jt~ world.';.:.:;·_-~_ . : , ;_~-- . - ,::: 1~~-. ·c· ·(._" 
,i.\i:itf'ie1tfi,e~ the!l;'ll oo·mo"!t 
• tlian row.students,:;, he •said.;;,a;; 
~½~~~~fiEr~~~~~~~!~ 
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i:l ,')Vyatt ,said, his _panel has':re:J 
;.viewed 500 resumes of people n6mi- , 
' nated by· various groups and peo- i 
\pie. Most of. the-panel's work has'! 
, been behind closed doors'. , , ',: · i 
: , The panel has used an exceP:\ l tion in Kentucky's"Operi · Meetings_. 
'Law, which allows 'private meetings 1 
: for discussing personnel ·matters. ·J 
;. , Two officials of ·the, Kentucky.'\ 
,Commission on Women have asked i 
, the panel to nominate at least, one 1 
; woman for_ each .board ~t:,.~. 
aw !3 women• ~\lt,pf.. the;_~t,people I 
,se11.'lllg,on umvers1ty .booidii.::~,::· '; 
:-'.cJJones has made n~! commitnieilt; 
,to name a_specific numlier',of worn'./ 
en fo university,, boards }beyond· a' I 
general pledge to 'name·more worn: I . ,, 
Jen to appointive.positions.,,· -': ,·1 
I"' • .,~• I r,• • f f ,., Wyatt .said, merit :will ,be,; the\ 
. prime consideration in the nomina; j 
;tion yrocess. He.,added':that, the,
1 '.committee's ability to include worn'•, 
'en also will' depend' in. part on how ·I 
'manJ\Women applied or were nomi- ~ "nated ~--1 .,·t11 .. , ·~,.;_._:.:.\,.:t.,.• ~·-., 
_.,_ - - ~c_..lj_ ... ~ . ..i,,..t:l.:!, ....... ~c:c ' ..,,_ ,, '•, , 
Jl;il;,.,C,.Q.U,R~El3-.JO!J.RN~l;.FRIDA'/; MAY~29. 1~~ 
'.:~ourt~~$ke~--~t(~?~~~f~~y~s~[ 
,-_~f:~~P~fu~~-:r~~s1~~-~~?~~i: ,..II 
, Associated· Press-·--::,-,.-,......,,_.,relatiors with·thrlOUlldationl But at 
, . : ;-; ·· '·;:; · · ~,::°)._:::-:-;:-the timt,;tl!ef~i'e'lliliongjits mem' 
: FRANKFORT, l(y;~:An attomey:rbers,: and i:"t\le_,membe_rs bad total 
, ,for ,Frankfort's·• dally ·newspaper~ control of the'foui\!lationiln ever, 
•asked the state Supreme Court yess•:·respect I don't thlnk ~u can sep11• 
:tllrday to forca•open .the records o~.=::,rate the two.':1M~W?ari'.sald. tl 
'Kentucky State University's fund-.: · The State Jourruil sued1n 1989 to 
· :raising foundation, · · get the foundation's travel and ex, 
: · : Sam . McNamara, · representing · pense reairds for the previous five 
, '.fhe State Journal, told tile justices years, plllS an·.audit,_coveriilg'.hl(q 
, :it' is a "well-recognized policy'.' in years of that period. ,., ,_ -:~ :;.•,,J, \1 
; ·Kentucl<y·.~ thatt, cifnclal·"recordsi::.~'A~~-'Citcult'\Couit:;judge 
• sJiould be·'publit;'wlth ·only·narrowt.fdeclared · :the''fouJldal!~~- '~ 4a, 
, exceptions. .. , · : , . •, ·, •.,,;,:,branch of.the board· of regenls and,, 
.... ,; But _: the:::foundation's •. 'attoriley;t~lherefore;t 11'.l public j'ogenfy,f, Th_e. 
·· "Paul C. Gaines Ill of Frankfort, con• Court of Ap~~ \hil dear 
tended it is a private institution that sion, ruling that· the ·open-records' 
~ .receives no public money, so its reo,_ .. Jaw was worded..to .. exempt.execil; 
:ords are not covered by Kentu~'s .. ~branch,agencies,; such)!! .uni•! 
·open-records law. . . ·:. versities.~•t ·• • ', · · , ,'";<,·. •i 
·;·McNamara ·sa14··tbe-rounlfat1on·-. "It's a"legtslative"prerogati~-fo 
:was an agency of the university's · determine what is a. public agency,'!'· 
,·lioanl of regents lit the time In ques-,-Gaines said.-·:·..,..":· . ':·'. ,_.'.',.--,: .·'. 
tjon, during the 1980s. . . McNamara said. th!J . appeals 
• • Regents helped elect the founda- court's interpretation·or the law was .. 
· tion's trustees, and the foundation absurd Even If it's a close' can; He· .---
: Had rent'free headquarters on cam- · told the justices; ;•1 think the· court: 
·pus with a staff of university em• should_ decld~;;tho,cue in' _favor of 
·pJoyees, ,McNamara.said.- , , publlc policy,,.,. _and ~ .. ls .,open 
·~:;. The ,regents ~VE! since severed ~on ,o~ reco~'! ,:::::..."i.3.: cJl1 
.. LEX!NGION_]:j_E;~l,D-LEADER, LEXINGTQN;~KY_:._F_Rll:lA'(;:w.~29;_1.mj 
,;,',:MOREHEAD ' ·,-' - ·,:,,:•::ljii:k·, 
~ ' . \ .. ]•·. 
;Latham, 78, of. The Colony;Jexas.:·1 
r. fonnerly of Morelleaa, funner Mo~' vh ,,'s, u . -"'•• c ~ .... _.,j., r eau.,', tate ·. mvc~"¥,t'.Pf l:SSOf, 
died•.May,9. ·eontnouti~·stiggest:; 
: ed tii" Dr. Tacob Lathan{Eridowment, 
"Fun!I. MSU, Mor$ea<(40351:'.!;Jl_ 
-.11 ~P.rvir.~ nf thP. nffir.P. nf MP.cfi~ RP.l~tinn~~ 
